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Department of Energy
Washington, DC 205S5

Honorable John T. Conway
Chairman
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
Suite 700
625 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The July 1995 deliverables called for in the Department’s Implementation Plan for
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board Recommendation 94-4 are enclosed.

Deliverables include: the criticality safety assessment program incorporating
Commitments 2.1 and 3.4; Commitment 3.1, the Lockheed Martin Energy Systems
Report Y/NO-00005, “Lockheed Martin Energy Systems Assessment Criteria for
the Evaluation of the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant Nuclear Criticality Safety Program;”
and Commitment 7.1, the Quarterly Report containing an update of activities
occurring between April 1 and June 30, 1995.

. One outstanding deliverable, Commitment N.2.5(a), the Office of Environment,
Safety and Health (EH) assessment of its role in oversight of Y-12 safety issues
has been forwarded separately. Also included is Change 2 to the Implementation
Plan.
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tf you have any questions, please contact me or have your staff contact Phil Alken
of my staff at (301) 90344513.

Sincerely,
●

(mb+~ -
Charles J. Beers, Jr.
Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy
,Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Military Application and

Stockpile Support
Defense Programs

Enclosures

cc w/enclosures:
M. Whitaker, EH-9
D. Knuth, DP-30
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; XANGE 2 to Rev. Oof the Department of Energy Implemenhtion Plan
for Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board Recommendation 94-4

.

se of Change: The original due dates fm the Task 4 Conduct of Operations
assessment were based upon a January 1995 resuinption scheduic,
which depicted several areas of resumption being completed by the
August 1995 tirnefiame. Since the Task 4 assessments require the
obsewation of plant operators performing actual conduct of
operations fimctions, August was thought to be the appropriate
tirnefiame to begin this Task

In light of changes m the resumption schedule, the Task 4
assessments must be clef-so that the assessment teams have the
opportunity to observe actual plant evolutions. This change to the
Plan will adjust due dates for Commitments 4.1 and 4.2 by
approximately four months.

/
‘!

Distribution

Replace page 20 with page 20, Ch. 2

Senior Steering Committee
Senior Working Group
Task Leaders
Def~e Nuclear Facilities Safety Board “
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Each Assessment Team will create an Assessment Program that

identifies successful, current COOP elements. The Assessment
Programs will address appropriatepast COOP improvement items
and reasons fos lack of success in COOP implementation.

Deliverable: Assessment Programs
Action: Team Leaders
Due Date: 30 days following second resumption or

November 1995, whichaver is earlier. I
During the assessments, management positions associated with
COOP activities will be identifiedat MMES/Y-12. The desired
qualifications will be examined for these positions. The
COOP experience that is available to support MMES/Y-12 will
be analyzed. The approved MMES/Y-12 DOE Order 5480.19
ImplementationPlan will be examined far commitments. These
commitments will be comparedto the actual COOP status. The
DOE Order 5480.19 ImplementationPlan effectiveness will be
evaluated. These evaluationswill consider results of the
readiness assessments performed to date. Successful methods
used at other DOE sites will be evaluated for application at
Y-12/MKES to enhance implementationof COOP at tho floor
level. Both the DOE COOP program and the contractor COOP
program will be independentlyassessed against successful DOE
benchmark (Rocky Flats/SavannahRiver/Pantex&ANL). “

Deliverable: Assessment Reports
Responsibility: Assessment Teams
Due l)ate: 60 days following second resumption or

December 1995 whichever is earlier
I

~tmast 4.3 CeOP AP

The integrated COOP AP taska wil~ be based upon tho
recommendations of the Assessment Teams. The COOP AP
provides long-term progrsnm necesoq to upgrade COOP
activities, as well as near-term projects necessary to
resolve immediate COOP issues. Each of the COOP AP tasks
will have a due date ●nd an estimated cmpletion date.———
Recpon8ible organizationswill b- identified for ●ach task..

Deliverable: cmp AP .
Responsibility: T-12/M14Es
Due Date: 60 days aft-r Assessment Repofi

8+
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ACRONYMS

ANL
ANs
Am
CAAS
coo
Cs
CSA
DNFSB
DOE
DOE-HQ
DP
EH
ESS
LANL
LMITCO
LLNL
LMES
M&O
NCS
OSR
OR
PNL
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SNL
SMS
USQD
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WSRC
Y-12
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Argonne National Laborato~
American Nuclear Society
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Conduct of Operations
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Department of Energy
Department of Energy Headquarters
Ofice of Defense Programs
Office of Environment, Safety and Health
Energy Systems Standard
Los Alamos National Laborato~
Lockheed Martin Idaho Technology Company
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory “
Lockheed Marlin Energy Systems, Inc.
Management and Operations
nuclear criticality safety
operational safety requirements
Oak Ridge Operations Office
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
Saence Applications International Corporation
Safety Analysis Report
Sandia National Laboratory
Systematic Management Systems -
unreviewed safety que~”on determination
Westinghouse Hanford Company
Westinghouse Savannah Rwer Company
Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant
Y-12 Site Oftice
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Preface:

Ths Assessment Program is intended to suPport the Department of Energy (DOE) Implementation Plan in
response to the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) Recommendation 94-4, Deficiencies in
CMicaMy Safefy at Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant. The program provides guidance for performing two independent
evaluations. One involves operational safety requirements (OSR), criticality safety approvals (CSA), and
procedures that support OSRS and CSAs. The other focuses on the Criticality Safety Program at Y-12. The
reviews will examine the effectiveness of procedural controls, the utility of criticality safety approvals, and
whether the root causes of noncompliances were correctly identified in the pre-resumdon reviews. Team
members should use this program to evaluate the actions completed to date at the Y-12 Plant and the long-
term posture of the operating contractor, Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, inc. (LMES) andtheDepartment
of Energy (DOE) Oak Ridge Operations Ofice (OR) related to the adequacy and execution of the upgraded
CSA and OSR procedures and the C~cality Safety Program.

The prima~ purpose of these evaluations is to help the site identify deficiencies and corrective actions
associatedwith OSR and CSA compliance and tha Criticality Safety Program at Y-12. The recommendations
identied in the final report should be useful, manageable and intended to support institutional improvements.
The recommendations should promote a posi’he standards-based, compliance culture that corrects the root
causes of previously identified deficiencies. Return visits to the site may be required in order to help the site
determine the effectiveness of the corrective actions associated with these assessments.

AJlparties should recognize that the assessment is an integral part of the Department’s commitment to ensure
the safety of workem, the public and the environment. All personnel involved in the assessment activity should
share that common goal.

—
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CrMcality Safety Assessment Program
Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant

1.0 Assessment Ovewiew

The DOE Office of Defense Programs (DP) and
the OftIce of Environment, Safety and Health (EH)
will mnduct joint assessments of the Oak Ridge Y-
12 Plant during the Fall and Winter of 1995-1996.
The assessments are in response to DNFSB
Recommendation 94-4, Deficiencies in Crfticalify
SaWy etOek R- %72 P/ant. DP and EH will be
co-leaders of a team of expert Management and
Operations (M&O) contractor and consultants,
specialiig in criticalii safety and operations. The
team members will evaluate how well the Oak
Ridge faality is complying with the OSRS and
CSAS, petiorm a comprehensive review of the
Criticality Safety Program at Y-12, and evaluate
howthe experience gained from similar reviews at
the Pantex Plant, Rocky Flats Sic, the Sequoyah
Fuels Corporation, and the Los Alamos TA-55
faality can be applied to the Y-12 plant. In addition,
the team will review previous CSA and OSR
compliance assessments including findings and
root cause determinations and will independently
assess these areas. This program defines the
scope, oudines roles and responsibilities, provides
appropriate project management, and supplies the
performance objectives, review criteria and
approach for the assessment. A peer review
team of nationally recognized experts in the field of
criticality safety and operations reviewed and
commented on the Assessment Program.

The assessment will be conducted in two phases:
an independent evaluation of OSRS, CSAS, and
safetysignificant procedures; and a comprehensive
review of the criticality safety program at Y-12.
The resutts from each phase of the assessment
will be documented in separate reports and
provided to the DOE 944 Senior Steering
Committee. Once that committee concurs with the
reports, it will submit them to the Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board to satisfy a
Recommendation 94-4 Implementation Plan
commitment.

2.0 Introduction

On September 27, 1994, the DNFSB “=ued
Recommendation 944, which involved cdticality
safety defiaenties observed at the Oak K[dge Y-12
plant. The Recommendation described a
September 22, 1994, event in which membem of
the DNFSB staff noted discrepancies between the
CBA requirements and lhe configuration of storage

arrays while observing the unloading and storage
of a weapon component. In responding to this
identitkcl violation of nuclear criticality safety limits,
DOE and contractor personnel failed to. take “
appropriate corrective actions in accordance with
site procedures. Following the event, the operating
contractor, LMES, stopped all nuclear operations at
the Y-12 Plant.

The DNFSB Recommendation stated that reviews
of adherence to nuclear criticality safety limits at
the Y-12 Plant revealed widespread
noncompliance. The Recommendation also
identitledweaknesses in key areas of the criticality
safety program including procedures and conduct
of operations, as well as DOE and contractor
experience, training, qualifications and
performance. In response to the DNFSB
Recommendation, DOE established a Senior
Steering Committee and a Senior Working Group
to develop an overall strategy. In February 1995,
DP issued the Department of ~ergy
lmplemenkdbn Plan for Defense Nuclear Fecilifies
Safety &ard Recommendation 94-4, Deficienaes
in Criticality Safety at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant.
The Implementation Plan describes plans and
schedules for the phased resumption of activities at
the Y-12 Plant, The following tasks were identified
as part of the lmplementati& Plan:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Task 1- Organization
Task 2- CSA/OSRs
Task 3- Criticality Safety
Task 4- Conduct of Operations
Task 5- Technical Competence
Task 6- Corrective Actions
TSSIC7- Reporting Raquiremenk
Task 8- Change Control

This A3aaaamentProgram eveiuatesthe long-term
programmatic improvements asaoaated with Task
2, CSAAXRS, and Task 3, Crfffcality Safety. The
activi!ie:; of Tasks 2 and 3 will be coordinated VW
those of Task 4, Conduct of Operations, and Task
5, Technicei Competence.

A glossary of definitions specific to thk assessment
are included at the end of thk plan.

3.0 Purpose

TMAssessment Program provides the approach
and guidelines for the independent aaseaaments

—
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described in the lmplemen~ation Plan. The
assessment evaluates whether the Oak Ridge
faality is sustaining resumption oriented
commitments and whether the facility’s longer term
plans are consistent with Recommendation 944
and related LMES commitments already specified
in the Task 2 potion of the Implementation Plan.
The assessment will focus on the site’s
implementation of CSAS, OSRS, ‘and the
effectivenessof the Criblity Safety Program. The
perfomnance objectives for the Cticality Safety
Program review will include staffing levels and
qualifications; maintenance and change control
programs; criticality safety evaluation processes
includingadministrative controls and implementing
procedures; and compliance with applicable DOE
Ordem governing criticality safety. A part of this
assessment will also address the effectiveness of
specifw training on criticality safety. For each
phase of the assessment, the team VW prepare a
final report that documents observations and
suggests corrective actions.

4.0 Objective and Scope

The objectives of the Assessment Program are to
perform an independent assessment of OSRS,
CSAS and safety significant procedures, and
conduct a comprehensive review of the Y-12
Crilicalii Safety Program. The Implementation
Plan addresses these objecthes as Task 2 and
Task 3. This program provides effective
methodology for accompliig these tasks. The
activitiesof Task 4, Conduc! of Opemtions, WWbe
cooqiinated with acthdtiesin this plan. The training
process (e.g., methodology, instructor
qualiitions, etc.) w“II not be addressed as part of
this program because it is being addressed in Task
5. However, the assessment will evaluate the
technical content and effectiveness of speciilc
training on criticality safety.

The assessmentteam will achieve these objectives
through obsenfations of faalii activities,
interactions with site personnel, review of
procedures, review of corrective actions, tours of
faaliies, and inspectionsof equipment. In addtion,
the team membem will evaluate how experience
gained from similar reviews conducted at the
PantexPlant Rocky Flats Si, the Sequoyah Fuels
Corporation,and the Los Alamos TA-55 facility can
be appliedto the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant. Appendix
A, Pmpsed facilities List, provides a preliminary
listing of the faalities to be included as part of this

Assessment Program. The team leaders will
decide which facilities should be assessed,

The following additional items are part of ‘the
Assessment Program:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

DOE and contractor management of criticalii
safety programs

Applicable portions of completed Readiness
Assessments

Evaluation of completed actions in Near-Term
Initiatives for Nuclear C~cality Safety

Evaluation of corrective actions related to
probable causes documented in the Type C
Investigation

Evaluation of corrective actions related to
causal factors in the LMES internal repott,
Evaluation of Critically Safefy Dkrepancy
Data

ksessment of progress by LMES in Phase Ill
and IV activities involving criticality safety as
defined in Y/AD-623, P/an tbr Continuing end
Resuming Operekns

Any Special Operations that may b in
progress at the ~me of the site visii-. These
include both one-time operations and those
that will become part of standard operations
as they are resumed.

Upon completion of each assessment, the team
will prepare a final report documenting the findings,
concerns, and noteworthy practices.

5.0 Team Composition

PEER REVIEW TEAM

B. Briggs, LMITCO - CrMcalii Safety
1.Fergus, EH-34 - Criticality Safety
J. Gdse, Consultant - Operations
J. Pearson, LLNL - Criticality Safety

5.1 Peer Review Team

A peer review team of nationally recognized
experts in the field of criticality safety and
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operations and the members of the assessment
team reviewed and commented on the assessment
program. Appendix B, Peer Review and
Assessment Team Members Biographical
Summaries, summarizes the technical
qualifications of each team member. The peer
review team helped develop the performance
objectives,review critwia and approach. The peer
review team members are listed in the box on the
preceding page.

Additional attendees at the Peer Review meeting
included

M. Haas, EH-34, Assessment Co-Team Leader
J. Winter, DP-31, Assessment Co-Team Leader
W. Andrews, DNFSB Staff
R. Felt, EH-34
S. Puchalla, DP-24, Working Group Representative
S. Rosenbloom, EH-34
P. Ward, Consultant - Scientech, Facilitator
M. Williams, EH-3, Steering Committee

Representative

5.2 Assessment Team Members

Members of the assessment team were selected
on the basis of technical expertise, assessment
experience, and knowledge of specific disciplines.
The use of team members from a number of DOE
sites promotes the exchange of good practices,
lessons learned and diverse perspectives. These
individuals are familiar with assessment
methodology and knowhow to conduct intenriews,
observe in-progress activities, and perform
walkdowns of faalii systems and equipment. The
assessment team includes DOE technical experts,
senior M&O contractor, and highly qualified
consultant.

In addition, personnel from DOE-HQ and
Westinghouse Savannah Rwer Company (WSRC)
will participate in a training role and will be called
upon to assist more experienced team members.
Any observations or concerns that these DOE-HQ
and WSRC team members raise will only be
considered if validated by their senior mentor.
These additional attendees include

M. Crouse, WSRC “ .
D. Gatvin, DP-34
S, Rosenbloom, EH-34

Ms. Barbara Kneece,
administrative coordination.

PNL, will provide

I ASSESSMENT TEAM MEMBERS

,0. Friar, WHC - Criticality Safety
D. Heinnchs, LLNL - Criticality Safety
W. Hogle, Consuhant/PNL - Operations
D. OutlaN, ConsultanUSAIC - Criticality Safety
T. Reilly, WSRC - Criticality Safety

(Sub-Team Leader)
L. Restrepo, SNL - OSRS
M. Sharpsten, LMITCO - Safety Analysis
T. Taylor, LMITCO - Criticality Safety
S. Vessard, IANL - Criticality Safety
D. Vogt, ConsultantiSAIC - Operations
A. VVNiams,Consultant/SAIC - Operations

(Sub-Team Leader)

6.0 Roles and
Responsibilities

6.1 Team Leaders

The team leaders will be responsible for
implementing this program and for managing the
assessments. Prior to the onsite assessment, the
team leaders will coordinate with OR and LMES
personnel on logistics, required training, security
a~ requirements, identification of counterparts,
selection of faalities to be assessed, and
assessment schedule. The team leaders will also
be responsible for conducting the entrance and exit
meetings with OR, Y-12 Sie Office (YSO), and
LMES personnel. The team leaders will be
responsible for preparing briefings and ensuring
development of the final reporL

The team leaders will be responsible for
conducting daily briefings with OR and LMES
personnel to review observations, concerns and
findings, and approve the daily schedule of
advities with YSO and LMES (e.g., interviews,
walkdowns, observations, and technical
discussions). Team leaders will also be
responsible for determining the valiiity of a finding
identied by the team and resolving any conflicts
between team members and OR and LMES
personnel. The team leaders are responsible for
collecting for use in the final report photographs
and any pertinent reference materials. They are
also responsible for coordination with Tasks 4
and 5.

a
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6.2 Sub-Team Leaders

The subteam leaders will be responsible for
managing, on a daily basis, the conduct of the
assessment the logisticsof their sub-team, and the
written input by their team members for both
assessment forms and for the final report.

6.3 Assessment Team Members

The team members have the responsibilii to
conduct a comprehensive review based on the
crtteria specified in Append~ C, Task 2
Performance Objectives, Review Criteria,
Approach and Grpectations; and Appendix D,
Task 3 Performance Objectives, Review Criteria,
Approach and Expectations. The team ‘members
will review the results of prior assessments,
focusing on LMES and Y-12 findings, corrective
actions, interim ations and post-resumption
activities. They will document their review on the
Assessment Forms found in Appendix E,
Assessment Forms.

Duffngtheonsite assessment associated with Task
#2, the team wilk

● evaluate facility compliance with the OSRS
and CSAS,

● determine the root cause of any recentiy
identified violations, and

● evaluate how the experience gained from
similar review at the Pantex Plant, Rocky
Flats Site, the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation,
and the Los Alamos TA-55 facility can be
applied to the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant (Refer
to P$JpendKF, Lessons Learned Fmm Rocky
Flats Builting 771, Pantex, the Saquoyah
Fuels Co~ration, end Los Afamos).

Dudng the onsite assessment associated with Task
#3, the team will: .

● conduct a comprehensive review of the
nuclear cticality safety program at the Y-12
Plant including procedural controls, the utility
of nuclear cticality safety approvals, and the
root cause analysis, of the noncompliances
found during recent reviews.

The team wiil accomplish these tasks by
independent verification, direct obsentation of

4

facilities (walkdowns), interviews with facility
personnel, and review of documents and
programs. Examples of background materials to
be made available to the team members include “
the results of relevant prior assessments, the
corrective action database, occurrence repods,
root cause analyses, facility SARS, USQDS, OSRS,
CSA% criticaiii safety procedures, maintenance
records, training records, etc. Addfional reference
materials are provided for team members in
Appendii G, DNFSB Rammmendations 94-4,93-6,
and 92-5.

Team members will be responsible for a daily
summary of activities that will be provided to the
subteam leaders and utilized during the daily site
management briefs and team meetings. The
summaries will also be the basis for preparation of
the draft repofi.

Additional team member reaponsibiliies include the
fo!lowing:

●

●

●

●

6.4

OR

prepare and sign assessment forms,”

prepare assigned repoh sections,

provide written descriptions of d=enting
issues, and

provide concurrence with the final repoti.

OR and LMES Personnel

and LMES personnel will be responsible for
providing team members with site specific training
and with the information they need for a
comprehensive assessrnent. OR and LMES
personnei will also be responsible for providing
oftlce spaces for use by the team.

OR and LMES personnel will be assigned as
counterparts, responsible for providing technical
assistance as requested by the team leaders. OR,
and LMES personnel will review tha approved
Assessment Forms and provide a response
acceptance in Section IV of Assessment Form 2
(reference Appendix E). A signature line is
provided for acceptance of the obsemation,
concern or finding.

OR and LMES personnel, in conjunction with the
team members, will then be responsible for
establishing what corrective actions are needed to
close any identified findings. In addtion, OR will
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provide the team leaders with photographs of the
site processes and other specified reference
materials for use in the final report. OR and LMES
personnel will arrange for secure environments
and equipment to support reviews of classified
documents and activities. This would include
classificationreviewsof any materials that the team
members take offsite during the course of the
assessments or at the conclusion. Ths is
d=cussed further in Section 7.4.

7.0 Site Assessment Team
Process

7.1 Organization and Training

Prior to the onsite assessment activities, site
personnel trained the assessment team so they
have unescorted access to the Y-12 facility.
Training included LMES General Employee
Training, Radiation Worker 11,Criticality Safety,
Emergency Preparedness, and Hazard
Communications. In addition, root cause analysis
training will be provided to some of the team
members. Team leaders will certify that each team
membw is technicalitycompetent and has no direct
connection with Y-12 operations that could affect
their independence.

7.2 Protocol

The assessment requires an open exchange of
information between team members, OR, and
LMES. Successful communication between these
individuals should include the following:

● The team Ieadem should hold entrance
meetings with OR and the contractor to
dwuss the objectives of the assessment and
obtain OR and contractor perspectives on
assessment activities. The team leaders will
brief OR and site management on the scope,
purpose, and objective of the assessments
and will obtain the current status of Y-12
operations. OR should provide the team with
a listing of technical and administrative
contacts withinthe Field Office and contractor
organization at the time of the meetings.

● The site should identify technical and
administrative contacts within the Sie Ofice
and contractor organization to assist the-
assessment team. These contacts should
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●

●

●

●

faalitate information flow and logistics for the
team.

Candid discussions involving all paties are
encouraged. However, information flow
related to the formulation of obsewations,
concerns, or findings will be formalized.
Appendix E provides forms for this purpose.
These forms will be administratively controlled
to facilitate information flow and ensure that
responsible elements in the Site O~ce and
mntractor organization are fully aware of, and
involved in, responses to potential issues.

Daily meetings should be held between the
team leadars and facility management
throughout the assessment. These meetings
will be used to review obsewations, concerns
and findings, and to arrange and schedule
activities (e.g., interviews, walkdowns,
observations, and technical discussions).
Team leaders and team membars should
have daily meetings at the close of the
business day to review assessment status
and potential issues. The site’s
representatives are invited to attand these
evening meetings. Publiihed schedules
should be used and activities planned to the
maximum extent practkal.

Atthe end of the assessment, an exit meeting
should be held between team members, Pield
Office personnel, Sie OffIce personnel and
the contractor to ensure that the issues
identied are correct and reflect the most up
tdate information available. The purpose is
to identify any outstanding concerns and
review any suggested corrective actions.

All parties should recognize that the
assessment is an integtil part of the
Department’s commitment to ensure tie
safety of workers, the public and the
environment. All personnel involved in the
assessment activity should share that
common goal.

7.3 Procedure

7.3.1 Planning Activities

The team has conducted a pl eliminary site visit
(June 5-9, 1995) for training and to resolve any .
pre-a=essment issues. During the preliminary
visit, the team selected buildings to be assessed,—
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and e~blished lists of interviews, references and
sitecounterparts. Training included LMES Generel
Employee Training, Radiation Worker 11,Criticality
Safety, Emergency Preparedness, and Hazard
Communications. Team members reviewed
DNFSB Recommendations 944, 92-5, and 93-6
(refer to Appenda G); the DOE Implementation
Plan; Y/DD 500, 77ie Y-12 Plant /Vuc/ear Ctica/ity
Safety Program Uescri@ion; YMD422, Type C
Investigation of the Y-12 Plant Criticality Safety
Approval Inttactions Event and other background
information.

Team members were tasked with specific
responsibilities wtithin the Task 2 and 3
assessments and given opportunity to provide
comments on this program during the preliminary
site visit. Team leaders and sub-team leaders
coordinated that review process.

7.3.2 Performance Objectives, Review
Criteria, Approach and Expectations

The -essment Program provides the necessary
guidance for conducthg the evaluations associated
Mth Tasks 2 and 3. The expected deliverables are
noted in Section 8.0. Appendices C and D contain
the performance objectives, review criteria,
approach, and expectations for each assessment.
The criteria developed provide the basis for the
team to conduct their work within the defined scope
of the assessments. The criteria were based on
the expertise of team members and of the peer
reviewgroup of natkmally recognized experts. The
reviewcdtefia provide for interviews with personnel,
reviews of procedures and programs, walkdowns
of systems, and observations of faciiii condtions. I
The team members will be provided with
suggested lines of inquiry for each performance
objective. These lines of inquiry are not part of this
plan. Team members are to us4 them as guidance
when conducting the assessment process but the
suggestions are not to be construed as limiting
areas of inquiry.

7.3.3 Assessment Forms

Appendu E contains the assessment forms to be
used by team members for documenting their
review. Assessment Form 1 will be used for
documenting the detailed review of each objective.
ksessment Form 2 will be used to identify
findings, concerns, observations, or noteworthy
practices. Team members will discuss with the
team leaders and contractor representa~es all
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issues raised prior to cia~”fication as a finding,
concern or observation. Definitions of these and
other terms can be found in the glossary.

Completed forms should be clearly written and
provide sufficient detd. Team members will
submit assessment forms to the team leader for
review and approval. The team leader will then
submit the Assessment Form 2 to OR and LMES “
pemonnel for their responsa. OR and LMES
personnel vdll be responsible for reviewing the
approved Assessment Forms and providing a
response and acceptance in Section IV of
Assessment Form 2. In the event that OR or LMES
does not accept a pati.icular observation, concern,
or finding, the team leaders will be responsible for
faciiiiting resolution.

7.3.4 Document Reviews, Facility
Walkdowns and Intetiews

An initial tour of Y-12 facilities was conducted
during tha June 5, 1995 site visit to familiarize the
team members with the layout of faaliies. Team
members reviewed some kay documents during
the site visit. Durfng the assessments, team
members may conduct addtional walkdowns to
identify and characterize issues and concerns. A
facilii representative knowledgeable of facilii
conditions or site counterpart should accompany
team members during these walkdowns.

Intem”ewe may be required in order to gather
information on a specific topic. Interviews will be
scheduled after the document reviews and initial
facilii walkdowns. The assessment team will
prepare suggested lines of inquiry that may be
used for guidance in these interviews.

7.3.5 Lessons Learned Review

The observations and lessons learned presented in
Appench F are from similar criticality safety events
and resumption efforts at Rocky Flats Building 771,
the Pantex Sits, the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation,
and Los Alamos TA-55. Summaries of the events
and lessons learned are presented in Appendix F
so that team members may determine how the
lessons learned at these faciliies apply to the
resumption actMties at the Y-12 Plant. Team
members will have available the full assessment
reports in order to gain a better understanding of
the applicability of these lessons learned to the
Y-12 Sic.

.—
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7.3.6 Root Cause Analysis and C&rective
Adon Review

Team members will review the results of the LMES
near-term initiatives that have been completed for
criticality safety, focusing on the adequacy of the
root causes analysis and corrective actions. The
team members will also evaluate the corrective
actions related to the probable causes documented
in the Type C investigation (Y/AD-622). In addition,
team members will conduct a root cause analysis
on all recentiy identified violations.

7.4 Classified Information Security

Some of the information needed to complete this
assessment may be classified. This assessment
will report as much information as possible in an
unclassified form. All materials generated onsite
(e.g., working notes, Assessment Forms, etc.) will
be reviewed for classification.

The site will provide the necessary safeguards and
security administrative suppotl to the assessment
team members. This VW include providing secure
environments and equipment. Areas approved for
classified work should be identified during the site
orientation,the week of June 5-9, 1995. The goal
is to provide classified work support so that
classified documents, notes, and d~cussions can
be declatied through revision and interpretation
so as to not impede the work of the assessment
team. The scope of this administrative support
includes:

● Secure work areas and areas outside security
zones

● Access to unclassified and secure equipment
(personal computers, laser pfintera, copiers,
etc.)

● Unclassifiedand classified document storage

● Access to an authorized classifier

● Sie classified documents

● Personnel access and badging

● Telephones (Including access
telephones if needed)

to secure

The final report will also be reviewed for
classification. To allow complete access to all

technical security ,areas, all assessment team
members must have current Q clearances.

7.5 Required Reading List

The following required reading list has been
developed to assist the team members in
preparation for the assessments. Addtional
references are noted in Appendix H, References.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Criticality Safety Assessment Program for
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
Recommendation 944, Defiaencies in
Criticality Safety at Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant
(latest revision)

DNFSB Recommendation 94+ Deficiencies
in Critic8/ity Safety at Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant.

DNFSB Recommendation 93-6, Maintaining
Access to A/udear Weapons EXpenence

DNFSB Recommendation 92-5, fXsc@/ine of
Operations in a Changing Defense Nuciear
Facilities Complex

ESS-CS-1 01, Nuclear CdficaMy Safety
Program Eiements, Revision O (or latest
revision)

Implementation Plan for Defense Nuclear
Facilities Safety Board Recommendation 94-
4, Deficiencies in Criticality Safety at Oak
Ridge Y-12 Plant, February 1995

Y/DD-500, me Y-12 Plant Nuclear Criticality
Safety Program Descn”pb”on

YIAD422, Type C Investigation of the Y-12
Plant Criticality Safety Approvai Infractions
Event at Bui@ng 9204-2E

Y)DD423, Hm ibr Continuing and Resuming
Operations, October 1994 -

8.0 Deliverables

Team members will prepare a draft report after the
conclusion of the assessment. The report will
document the review of the performance objectives
and identify any obsentations, open concerns, and
noteworthy practices. The report may contain
corrective actions completed or proposed, along
with implementation schedules. The Assessment—
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Formswiil provide the bask for the final report and.
shall be completed and signed prior to departing
from the site. Appendix 1,Final f?epor? Outline,
provides the suggested format to be used for
development of the final report.

Glossary

Concern - Any situation that is not in violation of
any written procedure, but in the judgment of the
assessment team member indicates less than
optimal performance and could bean indicator of,
more serious problems.

Finding - A statement of fact documenting a
deviation from an applicable Federal law, DOE
Order, standard, safety requirement performance .
standard, or approved procedure.

Noteworthy Practices - Practices that are
notable and will have general application to other .
DOE facilitiesfor tie improvement of overall safety
or performance.

Observation - Any situation that is not in violation
of anywitten procedure or requirement, but in the
judgment of the assessment team member is
worthy of raising to the attention of site
management in order to enhance overall
performance.

d

Violation - For CSASthk would be considered a
-OrY IV cla~fied incident or higher as defined
in WO-150, NUCh38~Crffblify Safety, (Change
Directive May 18, 1993 or latest revision); for
OSI?S,tMKwould be the threshold criteria defined
in DOE 5000.3B, occurrence Reporfirtg and
I%messing.

8
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APPENDIX A

PROPOSED FACILITIES LIST
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Y-12 BUILDINGS INVOLVED IN RESTART

The following is a prelimina~ listing provided by LMES of buildings involved in the Y-12 restafi program.
Any and all faciities at the Y-12 site under DP cognizance that have CSAS and OSRS are subject to this
review.

RECEIPT. SHIPMENT AND STORAGE OF URANIUM

92044
9720-5
9998
9204-2E

y.1~ p~

9204-2E
9204-2

Y-12 QUALITY EVALUATION OPERATIONS

9204-4

Y-12 FNRICHED URANIUM OPERATIONS

9720-32
9720-33
9723-25
9212
9995
9215
9206

Y-12 DEPLETED URANIUM OPERATIONS

92044
9201-SN
9201-5
9215
9996
9998
9212

—
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TEAM LEADERS

MILTON HAAS - EH 34

Mr. Haas is a chemical engineer who began his career in 1960 as a Ieadman with the Coors Porcelain
Company where enriched urania-betyiia fuel elements were fabricated for the TOWII-C reactor, a part of
Project Pluto. In addtion to his operations responsibilities, he was designated as a nuclear criticality safety
rnspector. He subsequently joined the Chemical Engineering Division at Argonne National Laboratory and
performed bench scale development in support of the fluidiied-bed fiuoride volatifii reprocessing of
reactor fuels. Ths work was performed with plutonium, uranium, and “moc~ fission products. In 1973 Mr.
Haas transferred to the EBR-11Project at Argonne West where initially he was speaal Projects Engineer for
the restart of the Argonne Fuel Fabrication Line. Later, he led the driver fuel assembly group. At Los
Alamos he participated in the shutdown of plutonium operations at DP West and the startup of aqueous
plutoniur@americium recovew operations and RJ30atTA-55. Mr. Haas ultimately became the group
leader of MST-12 (Nuclear Materials Process Technology), responsible for all aqueous plutonium
processing at TA-55 and the Enriched Uranium Recovev Operations remaining at DP West. Concurrent to
this assignment, Mr. Haas sewed on the Los Alamos Nuclear Cticality Safety Committee. In 1985 he
moved to the Rockwell Hanford Operations (later Westinghouse Hanford Co.) and served in various
capacities. These included management of three analytical laboratories in the 200 Area. Then at the
Plutonium Finishing Plant, he sewed as Engineering Manager and later as the Deputy Plant Manager. Mr.
Haas also sewed on the Safety and Environmental Advisory Council to the President of Westinghouse
Hanford Company. Prior to joining the Department of Energy, EH-34, Mr. Haas was de~lled to the Office
of Facilii Transition and Management, EM-60 at DOE Headquarters during 1993-1994, dedicated
principally to the EM interests at Rocky Flats, and he served in the core group of the Plutonium Vulnerabiiii
as Deputy Team Leader for the Sandia and Argonne West assessments. He later co-authored the
Plutonium Vulnerabilii Management Plan.

JAMES L WINTER - DP 31

Mr. Winter received a B.S. in Electrical Engineering from the U.S. Naval Academy, has continuing graduate
education in the electrical power field, and is a registered Professional Engineer in the electrical field. He
had over 11 years of dwersified experience in Navy and commercial nuclear power prior to joining the
Department of Energy in 1991. AS a staff enginear in the Office of Engineering and Operations Support for
Defense Programs, primary responsibilities have included managing upgrades and developing policy for
DP faaliies safety documentation (Safety Anabk Reports (SAR), Bask for Interim Operations, and
Technical Safety Requirements (TSR)) and their implementation plans. Specific experience includes team
leader responsibilities for the review and approval of the Replacement Tritium facility FSAR, F-Canyon
S10 and PHA, and FB-Lir.e 810 and PHA. In addition, Mr. Mnter conbibuted in the development of DOE
Standards 3009 and 3011 associated with SAR and TSR content and implementation.

B-2
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PEER REVIEW TEAM MEMBERS

J. BUUR BRIGGS

Mr. Briggs is an Advisory Engineer at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratow (lNEL). He has over 18
years experience in nuclear criticality safety. This experience includes over a year in operations at the Idaho
Chemical Processing Plant with the remainder of his expanence focused primarily on Nuclear Criticality
Safety Analysis. Prior to he consolidation of contractors at INEL, Mr. Briggs was responsible for providing
technical leadership in coordinating ail criticality safety assessments provided by the EG&G Idaho Reactor
and Radiation Physics Unit. This unit provided Criticality Safety support to all INEL contractor and to
companies external to the INEL. During 1992/1993, he chaired a national working group that developed a
DOE Standard entitled, Guidelines for Preparing Criticality Safety Evaluations at Deperfment of Ehergy
Non-Reactor Nut/ear Facilities - DOE-STD-3007-93. He has participated on the EG&G HS&E Transition
Team for the takeover of the Rocky Flats Plant, and various other review teams at Rocky Flats, Hanford,
and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Since 1992, Mr. Briggs has served as the project manager
of the International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) that is chartered to identify
benchmark c~cal data, verify and evaluate the data, and compile the data into a standardized format that
will serve as an accurate basis document for future validation efforts.

WON E. FERGUS

Mr. Fergus is a physical scientist in the Office of Engineering Assistance and Sie Interface, Ofice of
Nuclear and Facility Safety. He has nearly 25 yeare experience in nuclear criticality safety. He has worked
in this capacity for approximately five years, performing assessments and reviews of various Department of
Energy facilities and policies involving criticality safety. Mr. Fergus’ prior experience includes being a
member of the Three Mile island-2 Safety Review Group while working for Bechtel National, Inc. He has 12
years additional experience as a criticality safety engineerlanalyst, performing criticalii safety evaluations
and audits at both DOE and commercial nuclear fadli!ies. This experience included eight years as a
Criticality Safety Engineer, Idaho Chemical Processing Plant; one-and-a-half years as a C~calily Safety
Analyst for Babcock and Wilcox Company at the Lynchburg Research Centen and two-and-a-half yearn as
a Criticalii Safety Analyst for General Electric Company at the VVNmingtonFuel Fabrication Facility. Mr.
Fergus holds a BA. in physics and mathematics from the University of North Carolina at Wilmington and he
has completed all course work toward a Masters of Nuclear Engineering from the University of Idaho.

JAMES E. GRISE

Mr. Grise is a Senior Executive Consultant with SMS Corporation. He holds a BS in Engineering and an MS
in Marine Affairs. Mr. Gnse has 34 years of experience in the engineering and nuclear fields. The fimt 29
years of his career were spent in the Navy, including 24 yeara in the Nuclear Propulsion Program. He spent
ah years as the Commanding Officer of two nuclear submarines. Post-submarine command tours included
assignments in nuclear maintenance, operations, inspedons, and training. Aa Commanding Officer of the
Navy’s largest afloat facility for nuclear plant repaim, he was responsible for the supply and repair of 13
submarines. In 1988, Mr. Grise retired from the Navy. Since that time, he has served as a consultant to the
Department of Energy in the areas of training, inspetio~appratils, Operational Readiness Reviews, and
as a Conduct of Operations monitor at various faciiti..es. As a result of his Navy nuclear experience, he
possesses expertise in most areas of nuclear operation and maintenance, particularly training,
management, and inspectiotioverdght. Additionally, Mr. Grise has three years of experience at Savannah
River Sic, one and one-half yearn at Rocky Fiats, and two years at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Mr.
Gnse has participated in Operational Readiness Review at K-Reactor, F-Canyon, and FB-Line at
Savannah River Site, the Building 707 Corporate Operational Readiness Review at Rocky Flats and the
Plutonium Facility Readiness Assessment at Los Alamos National Laboratory.

—
.=
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JOHN PEARSON

Dr. Pearson is a physicist and cticaiii safety speciaiii currentiy assigned es Deputy Diion Leader of the
Special Products Dtion of the Hazards Control Department at Lawrence Liver’more National Laboratory.
In thii assignment, he also provides management oversight and technical ‘leadership for the Criticality
Safety Discipline at LLNL. Dr. Pearson has a B.S., MA., and Ph.D. in ph~”cs from the University of
Caiifomia at Davis. He has fourteen years at the Critical Mass Laboratory at the Rocky Fiats Plant
designing, performing, and reporting critical assembiy experiments for cti!icaiii safety use inciuding three
years managing the faciiii. in the ten years at LLNL he has performed cdticaiity safety calculations and
evaluations for nuciear faciiiies, nuciear weapons and nuciear components. He has sewed on the DOE
Weapons Criticality Committee, the Executive Board of the Nuciear Cticaiii Safety Diision of the
American Nuciear Soaety (ANS), and an ANS consensus standards writing group. Dr. Pearson has also
sewed as a criticaiii expert on numerous Transportation Safety Review Panels for the Department of
Energy Aibuqueque Ofilce. He has authored or co-authored numerous journal articies and papers in the
fieids of nuciear physics, criiicai mass physics and nuclear criticaiii safety.
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ASSESSMENT SUB-TEAM LEADERS

THOMAS A. REILLY

Mr. Reilly has 24 years of experience in the processes for the recovery of plutonium and uranium as
implemented at the separation plants at the Savannah River Site. For the past 17 years Mr. Reilly has had
both technical and managerial assignments concentratedon the nuclear criticality safety aspects of these
operations. Mr. Reilly earned a Master of Chemical Engineering from the University of Delaware. Mr. Reilly
is knowledgeable in the application of the DOE Orders and Standards and national consensus standards
that are pertinent to nuclear criticality safety.

AIAN K. WILLIAMS

Mr. Williams has 43 years experience in design, development, operation, and management of chemical
processes for the recovery of nuclear materials such as uranium, plutonium and americium. He is currently
a consultant suppoting DOE-HQ in conducting technical reviews. He has been a member of the ORR
teams for B-559 startup and B-707 thermal stabilization at Rocky Flats, cold chemical runs for the Defense
Waste Processing Facility and FB-Une at SRS, and restart of the Hanford 242-A Evaporator. He was a
contributor to the DOE-DP study and criteria for interim storage of plutonium metal and oxide, a member of
the working group for the ES&H Plutonium Vulnerabilm Study and Deputy Team Leader for the SRS
assessment, is chairman of the EM44 Surplus Materials Peer Panel, co-chair of the EM40 Research
Committee for response to DNFSB Recommendation 94-1, and member of the Technical Review Group
for review of SARSfor DWPF and West Valley Demonstration Project. Prior to joining S/UC, he was
employed by Bechtel National as a project engineer and project manager on the S1Sand PRMP projects,
with Allied-General Nuclear Seivices where he was Vice President of Operations and Technical, and the
Dow Chemical Co. at Rocky Flats Plant where he had increasingly responsible positions in process
development, production support, and chemical operations for plutonium, americium and high enriched
uranium.

.
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ASSESSMENT TEAM MEMBERS

DENEUE E. FRIAR
.

Ms. Friar is a criticality safety specialist at WestinghouseHanfordCompany(VVHC).Shehasover20 years
experience in nuclear criticalii safety. She has written cticaiity safety technical analyses and
implementing documents for operations, conducted facility appraisals, and developed criticality safety
“programs and associated documentation. She has trained thousands of employees in cticality safety,
inciudiig management, operations staff, crafts people, and administrative support personnel. She was
acting manager of the WHC criticality engineering analysis group for over a year. Ms. Friar has been a
member of the Executive Board of the Nuclear Crithlity Safety Dtision of the American Nuclear Society,
and a member of the writing group for ANS 8.20, the standard for criticality safety training. She has served
on two assessment teams for DOE-HQ. Her current assignment is to assist the Rocky Flats site in
developing a criticality safety program manual. Ms. Friar holds a BS in physics and a masters in business
admhistration.

DAVID P. HEINRICHS

Mr. Heinrichs is a _ nuclear engineer, and criticality safety specialist in the Hazardous Control
Department of the Lawrence Uvermore National Laboratow (LLNL). Mr. Heinrichs performs nuclear
crilicalii safety evaluations in support of tissife matariai operations at nine on-site nuclear facilities and
three off-site operations at nucfear explosive faciliies. HS primary duties presently include the cdticalii
safety of LLNL nuclear weapons, devices and components and liaison to the DOE Complex and
DNA/miliiry. Mr. Heinnchs is a member of the Weapons Criticality Committee, Nuclear Emergency
Search Team and Acadent Response Group. Mr. Heinrichs has over thirteen years of experience in the
nuclear safety field with four and one-half years in himpresent position. Prior to joining LLNL, Mr. Heinnchs
was a Senior Prhwipal Criticality Safety Engineer at the Rocky FlatsPlant and a Reactor Physicist for Middle
South Utiiies/Systems Services and Yankee Atomic Electric Company. Mr. Heinrichs hoids a B.S. in
physics and applied mathematics and an M.S.E. “mnuclear engineering,

WIUJAM M. HOGLE

Mr. Hogle has over 20 years experience providing support in engineering, operations, maintenance,
radioactive waste management safety analysis, and management oversight for commercial nuclear power
faaiiies and the Department of Energy. He is currently assigned as a principal consultant on various
projects for the EH Ofllce of Engineering Assistance ana Si Interface and the EM Office of Safety and
Health. Mr. Hogle has sewed on several assessment teams for DOE-HQ Including HB Lfne, FB Line and
F-Canyon at SRS, the Y-12 Plant at Oak Rtige, and the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant. During these
assessments, he was reSpOnSibiefOr the areas of Safety anam. tie pmtedon, maintenance and
operations, contlguration management and e~-. He was a member of the ES&H Vulnerability
hssment Plutonium, Worl@g Group and tfI@Smnnah River Site Working Group Assessment Team.
ASpart of the EM.Wofker safety Impmvement p~ram ~sk team. Mr. Hogle worked m senior
management at tie Hanford, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Femald, and Rocky Flats sites to
improve workplace safety and health. He has authored several whie papers for the Environmental
Management Advisory Board on worker safety performance measures and has developed a worker safety
indexfng system for senior EM management. In addtion, Mr. Hogle has participated in performanc-based
assessments for several commercial utilities and tlw Institute of Nuclear Power Operations. Prior to h~
work with DOE, Mr. Hogle was the Technical Support Systems Engineering Manager for Carolina Power&
Light’s Brunswick Nuclear facilii. He holds a B.S. i.1Materials Science Engineering and a masters in
business administration.

—
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DOUGLAS A. OUTLAW

Mr. Outlaw is a PhD nuclear physicist with a broad safety-related background that includes university
teaching, experimental nuclear physics research at a DOE accelerator laboratory and over 17 years of
experience in safety analysis and assessment of non-reactor nuclear programs and aMes for DOE,
NRC, and NASA. Most recently, his efforts have included assisting DOE headquarters in development of
nuclear safety guidance, review of specific nuclear safety concerns at DOE facilities, and serving as a
nuclear facility safety expert to DOE for Technical Safety Appraisals and Operational Readiness Review of
DOE facilities. Other recent related activities have included criticality safety evaluations, probabilistic risk
assessments, hazards evaluations, accident consequence modeling, and the preparation of accident
analysis portions of safety analysis reports, environmental assessments, and environmental impact
statements for DOE, NASA, and others. He is currently seting as a Senior Program Manager and Senior
Scientist at SAIC. Dr. Outlaw served as a technical expert in the areas of safety analysis, criticality safety,
engineering support, and other safety-related areas for facility reviews of DOE Defense Programs facilities.
Between 1991 and 1993, Dr. Outlaw served as a technical expert in eght DOE-HQ/DP+7 sponsored
Technical Safety Appraisals of DOE major facilities, including Mound Laboratories, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratories, the Pantex Plant, the Nevada Test Site, and the Kansas City Plant. Since 1993, Dr.
Outlaw has served on Operational Readiness Reviews for Zone 4 at Pantex and F-Canyon at the Savannah
Rwer Site. Among the areas Dr. Outlaw in which had the lead were safety analysis, criticality safety,
emergency preparedness, and engineering support.

LOUIS F. RESTREPO

Mr. Restrepo has extensive experience and knowledge in implementing Code of Federal Regulations
(1OCFR), DOE Ordem, Regulatory Guides, ANSI standards, and other industry standards in all areas of
safety analysis, probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), and design of DOE nuclear facilities. He managed,
contributed, and wrote close to two dozen safety analysis documents (SARS, S*, OSRS, Tech. Specs,
TSRS); prepared several other safety analysis documentation like USQS, ORRS; participated in DOE
investigations and audits; and he has also developed guides on the implementation of DOE Ordera
including format/content guides to write safety analysis documentation. He also has experience as a
graduate and undergraduate instructor in engineering physics and PRA. He is currently in charge of
implementing and developing methods in PRA and preparing safety analysis documentation for various -“
Sandia facilities. He has served as a consultant to the nuclear power industry, DOE facilities, and DOE in
all phases of safety analysis and PRA activities, including training. He was the lead engineer at Rocky
Flats, where he supervised and coordinated the technical work of the Safety Analysis organization, also
developed and implemented state-of-the-art methods and calculations in Pm he was a co-author and
author of all the safety analysis documentation (SARS, SAS) and Operational Safety Requirements (OSRS)
for their nuclear facilfies respectively and developed the guidelines for the design of hQh-hazard nuclear
facilities. Mr. Restrepo is also familiar with over two dozen computer codes and tools to support PiIll and
safety analysis activities, he has over 40 publications and papers in these areas. Mr. Restrepo has a BS in
mathematics/physics from Montclair State, a MS in nuclear engineering from Cornell University, a MS in
health ph~ics from Georgia InsMute of Technology and is currently completing his dissertation for a Ph.D.
in nuclear engineering at the University of New Mexico.

MICHAEL R. SHARPSTEN

Dr. Sharpsten is a senior technical staff member in the safety anabk Unfisupporting Lockheed Martin
Idaho Technologies operations associated m nuclear frJeidispotioning at the idaho Chemical -
Processing Want (ICPP) at the Idaho Nationai Engineering Laboratov (iNEL). He has received a 6A. in
chemistry from the StateUniversity of New York at Pittsburgh, NY and a Ph.D. in chemistry from Montana
State University at Bozeman, MT. Dr. Shar@en started work at the iCPP in 1985 as a process chemist in
the operations SUPPOrtsection of the technicai depatient. pdmary responsibilities inciuded flowsheet
development and support for counter+ument soivent extradon reprocessing operations utiiiing successive
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purification cycles based upon tributylphosphate in ndodecane and methylisobutyl ketone. Contributing
work applied to head-end nuclear fuel dissolution flowsheets, uranium salvage processing, product
denigrationoperations, and treatmentktorage of high level wastes. Current work includes support to the
generation of safety basis documents enveloping operations for nuclear fuel storage and hgh level waste
treatmenffstorage. Major efforts being worked to transition the existing ICPP basis documents to currently
required TSR DOE 548022 and SAR DOE 548023 formats. Dr. Sharpsten has participated in a number of
safety assessment and vulnerability reviews and has been a member of the iCPP Radiation, Environment,
Safety Committee since 1991. Contributing work has been provided to the Hanford Tank Waste Disposal
Redefinition Peer Review (1991), the ICPP Tomsk-7 Lessons Learned Self Assessment Team (1993), and
the ICPP dry product storage facilii Operational Readiness Review (1995).

J. TODD TAYLOR

Mr. Taylor is the manager of the criticalii safety group at the idaho National Engineering Laboratory (lNEL).
Prior to hm current potion, Mr. Taylor was the Technical Group Leader for the criticality safety group at the
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP). Mr. Taylor has over 13 years of criticalii safety experience,
primarily with nuclear fuel processing and storage at the ICPP. Mr. Taytor was a member of the HS&E
transition team for the Rocky Flats Plant and has been involved with evaluation~projects at Femald and
LLNL.

STUART G. VESSARD

Mr. Vessard is a criticalii safety engineer at Los Alamos National .Laboratoty. His principal duties include
the evaluation of criticalii safety limits for UNL fissile materials operations and he is an instructor for the
ML nuclear criticalii safety training course. Mr. Vessard received a 8S in nuclear engineering from the
University of Missouri at Rolls and an M.S.N.E. at the University of New Mexico. He began hm career at
General Electric in the fuel operations and testing unit. At the Los Alamos Plutonium Faality TA-55, he was
responsive for plutonium waste management processes and was designated and senmd as the chairman
of the Facilii Safety Committee and the Critica!ii Safety Committee.

DOUGIJIS K. VOGT

Mr. Vogt Is a nuclear engineer with over 20 years experience in performing engineering analysis, safety
analysis, and management oversight of commercial and government wclear faciliies, He has reviewed
and analyzed activities at commercialnuclear fi@l cycle facilities, nuclear power plants, and waste
management faaliies. He has experience with DOE research and production facilities. He has led or
participated in safety analysas for numerous DOE facilities at Rocky Flats, LLNL and ML. Mr. Vogt holds
a Bachelor of Engineering Science and a Master of Sdeoca in Nuclear engineering, both from the Georgia
Institute of Technology. Safety Analyses have included probabiliic risk assessments (PRA) for nuclear
ctiticalii accidents and the establishment of OSRSto prevant accidental nuclear crttkxdii. He has assisted
LLNL in developing and implementing an independent Conduct of Operations program.

(
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MICHAEL J. CROUSE

Mr. Crouse has three years of experience in nuclear criticality safety as it relates to the separation
processes at the Savannah Rwer Site. Recently, Mr. Crouse was involved in performing the cticality safety
analysis in support of the SRS Solidification Facility Project (USF). The SRS USF is modeled on a similar
faality as the Oak Ridge Y-12 plant. Mr. Crouse earned a Master of Nuclear Engineering degree from the
University of Tennessee. Mr. Crouse has experience in the conduct of facility compliance assessments for
site specific and DOE Order requirements.

DENNIS GALVIN

Mr. Galvin is a general engineer with the Office of Engineering and Operations Support for Defense
Programs. He joined the Department of Energy as a technical intern in 1991. As an intern for two and one-
half years, he assisted on several engineering assessments, including assisting facility representatives at
Rocky Flats for five months and assisting the resident inspectors at the Susquehanna Steam Electric
Station for nine months. For the past one and one-half years, he has provided criticality safety support to
Defense Programs. Mr. Galvin has a 6S in nuclear engineering from Penn State University.

BARBARA K. KNEECE

Ms. Kneece has over 20 years of experience in administrative management and support to various
elements of public and private enterprises. She currently is assigned as a project analyst for the Office of
Engineering Assistance and Site Interface (EH-34). Ms. Kneece has performed as the administrative
support coordinator for numerous assessments for EH including Rocky Flats Building 707, Building 559,
and Supercompaction and Repackaging faalities; Savannah Rwer Sie HB-Line, FB-Line, and
Replacement Ttium facilties; Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
Portsmouth Gasaous Diffusion Plant; the DOE Complex Spent Fuel Initiative; and the Plutonium
Vulnerability Assessment. As administrate coordinator and otice manager for Argonne National
Laboratory, she established a satellite office for the DOE New Production Reactor program in Aiken, S.C.

SAMUEL ROSENBLOOM

Mr. Rosenbloom earned the degrees of Bachelor of Science in Biophysics and Master of Science in
Nuclear Engineering from the University of Maryland. He has extensive training in electrical
instrumentation. Mr. Rosenbloom completed an internship for his degree in Biophysics at the University of
Maryiand Medical School Teaching Facility. He has managed instrumentation and sensor development
programs. Mr. Rosenbloam served the Defense Nuclear Agency as the principal point-of-contact during
extremely controversial environmental litigation against the U.S. Government concerning alleged adverse
environmental impact of Department of Defense facilities in Virginia and New Mexico. Mr. Rosenbloom has
an academic knowledge of contracts and contract law. He is the author of DOE 5480.24, fVuc/ear Criticality
Safety, and he has extensive knowledge of DOE policy development.
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APPENDIX C

TASK #2
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES, REVIEW CRITERIA, APPROACH AND EXPECTATIONS
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE CO-1 : OSRS

Performance Objective CO-1.1:

LMES has evaluated the adequacy of and compliance with OSRS, has established corresponding corrective
actions, and is actively addressing those corrective actions.

Review Criteria:

There is an audit path from OSR to verification of compliance. The OSR compliance evaluation performed
.

by LMES should identify all nonconformances and corresponding corrective actions. The long-term
corrective actions should be consistent with Recommendation 94-4. .

DOE personnel should review and approve OSRS.

Applicable criteria specified in DOE 5480.22, Section 9, Technical Safety Requirements or DOE 54b0,5,
Safety of Nuclear Facilities.

Approach:
b

- Review the results of the LMES evaluation corrective action plan and closure documentation (N.1.1, N.1.2,
and N.1.3), focusing on the scope, methodology of review, completeness, and corrective actions associated
with OSR compliance.

Review applicable crttena specified in DOE 5480.22, Section 9, Technical Safety Requirements or
cancelled Order 5480.5, whichever requirements are currently in place.

Review applicable portions of the following documents as they relate to OSR compliance:

1. Completed Readiness Assessments as a broad scope application to Y-12;

2. Evaluation of corrective actions related to probable causes documented in the Type C Investigation
(Y/AD&2);

3. Evaluation of corrective actions related to causal factors in the repoti, “Evaluation of Criticality
Safety D~crepancy Datas (LMES internal correspondence of October 12, 1994);

4. M assessment of progress by UES in Phase Ill and IV activities involving criticalw safety as
defined in ‘Plan for Continuing and Resuming Operations,” (WAM23), or subsequent plans as
revised; and

5. Lessons learned from resumption aMes at the Pantex Plant and TA-55 faalii at lANL will be
developed and,applied. s

Evaluate whether resumption oriented comm~ents related to OSRS are being sustahed and that longer
term plans are consistent with Recommendation 94-4 and related LMES commitments already specified in
the Task 2 portion of the Implementation Plan. Perform an assessment of DOE management, specifically
focusing on YSO and OR responsibilities as they relate to OSR review and approvals.

c-2

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance ObjectNe CO-1.1, team members should be able to determine with respect
to OSRS,whether (1) resumption orientated comm~ents are being properly fulfilled and (2) the long term
actions are consistent with Recommendation 9W. Through the use of the suggested approach criteria,
review of procedures and programs, and intetiews, team members should develop an indication of the
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programmatic structures, the corredve actions resulting from near term actions, and the infrastructure that
support long term improvements with respect to OSR compliance. Specifically, team members should be
able to determine the long-term posture of Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Inc., the Y-12 Site Ofice, and
the Oak Ridge Operations Ofice related to the adequacy and execution of the upgraded OSR procedures.
Team members should be able to ascertain whether the root causes identified and corresponding
corrective actions identified by LMES are correct and relevant, and will effectively provide long-term
programmatic improvements (refer to Performance Objective CO-3.0).

Performance Objective CO-1 .2:

Facility operations governed by OSRS have a process to ensure all surveillance procedures and
administrative controls are adhered to in order to confirm facility safety system operabilii.

Review Criteria:

Procedura~ controls are in place to ensure compliance with OSRS. OSR statements are clear and concise.
Compliance methodology is clearly defined and OSR noncompliances are being reported immediately.
Surveillance procedures confirm safety system operability.

Approach:

Perform a representative vertical and horizontal slice for the defense nuclear facilities at Y-12. Consider
the OSRS for the resumed facilities, those active OSRS for non-resumed facilities, and in-process revisiins
to OSRS. In-place revisions and active OSRS at non-resumed facilities should be considered from a
lessons learned perspective.

Interview operations, maintenance, and related support staff, including LMES management and DOE area
personnel, in both a resumption and non-resumption area. Review all OSRS at each faality location and
compare with the central OSR control location. Review the Facilii System Status files for each OSR
related system and ensure that each of the required surveillances has been completed within the frequency
requirements. Review each facility OSR matrix to ensure that a representative sample of each OSR has
been addressed by a facility procedure, and that the referenced component or system is listed.

Verify the existence of a representative sample of administrative procedures establishing the administrative
control programs committed in the OSR (among these a management system to track and schedule OSR
surveillance procedures). Also ensure that equipment inspections are performed as required by the OSR.
Observe facility operations (e.g., storage conditions, material handling, etc.) to ensure specifrc OSRS are
bdng met.

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance Objective CO-I .2, team members should be able to determine with respect
to OSRS,whether the statements are clear and concke and that the appropriate configuration
management controls are in place. Team members should be able to determine if facility operations
governed by OSRS have a process that (1) ensures sunfeillance procedures are completed within the
frequency requirements and (2) confirm facilm safety system operability. In addtion, team members
should also be able to determine whether a cuitwe exists that encourages OSR noncompliances to be
immediately reported.
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Performance Objective CO-1.3:

Surveillance procedures are in place that test and/or catibrate OSR required facility safety s~tems, facility
safety instrumentation, and other instrumentation monitoring limiting conditions for operation.

Surveillance, inspedon, and testing activities should provide assurance that the equipment needed for safe
and reliable facilii operation performs within required limits and that preventive maintenance, defined as
including periodic and planned maintenance, is utiliied to maintain a piece of equipment within design
operating condtions and to realiie its maximum reasonable useful life.
(DOE 4330.4B, Section 3.6.1)

Review Criteria:

Apprwed surveillance procedures to test andlor calibrate OSR required facilii safety systems, facility
safety instrumentation, and other instrumentation monitoring limiting conditions for operation or that satisfy
the OSR are in place.

As part of the maintenance suweillance program, functional tests of installed equipment andlor systems
(such as standby equipment or nonoperating equipment scheduled for rotation) are conducted and
documented.

Abnormalities found during surveillances or preventive maintenance are immediately reported to higher
authority.

Verify the suweillance requirements of the OSR are implemented by procedures and each facilii safety
system, facilily safety instrumentation, and other instrumentation monitoring Iimibng conditions for operation
or that satisfy the OSR has one or more procedures to demonstrate operabiiii.

Verify that one or more surveillance procedures have been prepared and approved to address the
requirements of each of the OSRS. Review at least one of the suweillance procedures to ensure that it
completely addresses the testing requirements in the OSR.

Through sampling, verify that the instrumentation utiliied to support limiting conditions of operation and
surveillance procedures acceptance aria have been included in the calibration program. Review a
sample of petiormance validation recotis and verifi that performance validations have been performed for
the surveiilan.ceprocedures.

Expectations:

Upon completing Petiomance Objectives CO-1.3 and CO-1.4, teammembersshouldbe able to
determine faciiii compliance with OSR sumeillances. In addtion, team members should be able to
determine whether a system e~ that encourages the repoting to a higher authority any abnormalities
found during surveillances or preventive maintenance.
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Performance Objective CO-1 .4:

OSRSprovide the safety envelope for the facilties being evaluated and suPPort the respective safety basis.

Review Criteria:

OSRS are comprehensive and complete, and clearly define the safety envelope (or bounds) of operations
in accordance with DOE 5480.5 or DOE 5480.22.

Approach:

Select representative OSRS for a facility operation and a set of OSR (i.e., LCOS for a selected group of
faality operations) to verify that activities are performed within the approved OSRS. Interview safaty
analysts, criticalii engineers, and related support staff including LMES management and DOE area
pemonnel.

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance Objectives CO-1.3 and CO-1 .4, team members should be able to
determine facility compliance with OSR surveillances. In addition, team members should be able to
determine that the facility OSRS are comprehensive and complete, and clearly define the safety envelope
of operations in accordance with DOE 5480.5 or DOE 5480.22.

Performance Objective CO-1 .5:

Ail OSRS and Class 1 and Class 2 procedures are consistent with each other.

Review Criteria:

OSRS and Class I/Class 2 procedures are consistent and in agreement.

Approach:

Perform a vertical slice (facility specific) in a random sample of OSRS to determine consistency with
associated Class 1 and Class 2 procedures. Check to ensure that configuration management controls are
in effect for these procedures.

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance Objective CO-1 .S,team members should be able to verify that the OSRS
and Class 1 and 2 procedures property compliment each other. They should be able to identify a process
that ensures proper review are conducted in tie event changes are made to either OSRS or procedures.
In addtion (along with Peflormance Objeties CO-1.2 and CO-1 .6), team members should be able to
determine whether the configuration management controls in place provide the proper measure of
administrative control.
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Performance Objective CO-1.6:

OSRSare controlled documents. Operations involving OSRS are controlled and activities are performed
within the approved safety basis.

Review Criteria:

OSRShave been reviewed and approved by DOE in accordance with DOE 5480.22.

Approach:

Select all OSRSand review each for revision documentation (reviews, validation, approval forms,
verification, etc.). Ensure that the appropriate configuration management controls are in place.

Expectations:

Upon completing Pedormance Objecdves CO-1 .2, CO-1.5, and CO-1.6, team members should be able to
verify that the appropriate configuration control elements are in place (including reviews, validations,
approvals, verifications, etc.). In addtion, teammembers should be able to determine if the OSRS have
been properly approved by DOE using the applicable DOE Orders.

Performance Objective CO-1 .7:

Workers have a clear demonstrated understanding of the compliance requirements of OSRS. Personnel
responsible for supervising andlor performing facility operations, surveillance testing, and maintenance
undemtand the OSR and the facilii safety systems controlled by the OSR.

Review Crfteria:

Workers should be able to demonstrate a clear undemandingof thecompliancerequirementsof thenew
and revised OSRS in order to safely perform theirrespedw duties. (DOE 5480.20A, Chapter L7.d and
Chapter IV.4)

Approach:

Interview operations, maintenance, and related support staff, including DOE area personnel, in both a
resumed and non-resumed area concerning their undemanding of compliance requirements. Interview an
indtidual responsible for supervising and/or performing facility operations, surveillance testing, and
maintenance to determine an understanding of the OSR and the facility safety systems controlled by the
OSR. Determine how the importance of procedumf compliance and understanding of safety requirements
are addressed in training.

Expectations:

Upon completing PerformanceObjectiveCO-1.7, team members should be able to verify that workers
have a clear understanding of the compliance requirements of the new and revised OSRS in order to safely
perform their respecltve duties. Through the interview process, team members should be able to assess
the effectiveness of any training concerning procedural compliance. In addtion, team members should be
able to determine whether a culture now etisk that encourages compliance with OSRS and procedures.
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Performance Objective CO-1 .8:

All personnel have been trained on the new and revised OSRS.

Review Criteria:

All facility personnel have successfully completed training on the new and revised OSRS.

The programs shall be structured commensurate with specific “position needs, and shall be administered on ~
a cycle not to exceed two years. Continuing training shall include, at a minimum, training in significant
facility s@em and component changes, applicable procedure changes, applicable industry operating
experience, selected fundamentals with emphasis on seldom used knovdedge and skills necessaty to
assure safety, and other training as needed to correct identified performance problems.
(DOE 5480.20A, Section 7.d.(1))

Continuing training programs,for certified operations personnel shall consist of preplanned classroom-type
training, on-the-job training, and operational evaluations on a regular and continuin~ basis. Continuing
training programs for certified operatom and certified supewisors shall included, at a minimum, the
following as related to job performance: Technical Specifications/Operational Safety Requirements.
(DOE 5480.20A, Sedon 7.d.(3).8)

Approach:

Review lesson plans and intem”ew several operations, maintenance, and support organization staff to
ensure training has been completed and personnel have the required level of knowledge. Check training
records against directow of facility personnel to ensure all personnel have satisfactorily completed training.
Obsewe the performance of an OSR surveillance procedure(s) to verify they are performed as written or if
they cannot be performed as written, the operator knows what actions to take (e.g., stop work and inform
supervision). Compare observations against the aforementioned requirements of DOE 5480.20A.

Review training records for personnel trained to perform surveillance procedures and trained to conduct
maintenance on instrumentation used to verify OSR.

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance Objective CO-1 .8, team members should be able to determine whether the
training program provides emphasis on procedure compliance. Team members should be able to verify
that workers receive continuing training insignificant facility system and component changes, applicable
procedure changes, applicable industry operating experience, selected fundamentals with emphasis on
seldom used knowledge and skiils necessary to assure safety, and other training as needed to correct
identified pedormance problems. Team members should also be able to determine whether a culture
exists that encourages workers to stop work and inform supetision when a procedural noncompliance
exists.

—
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●

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE CO-2: CSAS

Performance Objective CO-2.1:

LMES has evaluated the adequacy of and compliance with CSAS, has established corresponding corrective
actions, and is actively addressing those correcthre actions.

Review Criteria:

There is an audit path from CSA requirements to verification of compliance. The CSA compliance
evaluation performed by LMES should identify all nonconformances and corresponding corrective actions.
Tha long-term corrective actions should be consistent with Recommendation 94-4.

DOE personnel should conduct periodic reviaws and suweillances of CSAS.

Appticabla requirements specitied in ANSI 8.19.

Approach:

Review the results of the LfulESevaluation corrective action plan and closure documentation (N.1.1, N.1.2,
N.1.3 and t4.1.4), focusing on the scope, metiodoloaf of re~ew, completeness, and corre~e a~ons
associated with CSA compliance.

Compare the requirements specified in ANSI 8.19 (particularly Sections 4,5,6,7 and 9) against the
requirements specilled in the CSAS.

Review applicable portions ofi

1. Completed Readiness Assessments as a broad scope application to Y-12;

2. Evaluation of corrective actions related to probable causes documented in the Type C Investigation
(WAD-822);

3. Evaluation of corrective actions related to causal factors in the report, “Evaluation of Criticality
Safety Discrepancy Data; @ES internal correspondence of October 12, 1994);

4. ~ assessment of progress by LMES in Phase Ill and IV activMes involving cticalii safety as
defined in ‘Plan for Continuing and Resuming Operations,” (WAD-623), or subsequent plans as
revised; and

5. Lessons Jeamed from resumption activities at the Pantex Plant and TA-55 facilii at U$NL will be
developed and applied.

Evaluate whether resum~on oriented commitments related to CSAS are being sustained and that the
longer term plans are consistent with Recommendation 94-4 and related LMES commitment already
specitled in the Task 2 poti”on of the Implementation Plan. Perform an assessment of DOE management,
specifically focusing on YSO and OR responsiti~ties as they relate to CSA reviews and surveillances.

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance ObjecWe CO-2.1, team members should be able to determine with respect
to CSAS,whether (1) resumption orientated commitments are being properiy fulfilled and (2) the long term
actions are consistent with Recommendation 944. Through the use of the suggested approach criteria,
review of procedures and programs, and interviews, team members should develop an indication of the

,-
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programmatic structures, the correcdve actions resulting from near term actions, and the infrastructure that
support long term improvements with respect to CSA compliance. Specifically, team members should be
able to determine the long-term posture of Lockheed Matin Energy Systems, Inc., the Y-12 Site Oftlce, and
the Oak Ridge Operations Office related to the adequacy and execution of the upgraded CSAS.

Performance Objective CO-2.2:

Safety related facilily operations are governed by CSAS. The handling of CSA compliance and CSA
noncompliances are governed by procedures.

Review Criteria:

Procedu”rrdcontrols are in place to ensure compliance with CSAS. CSA requirement statements are clear
and concise. Compliance methodology is clearly defined and CSA noncompliances are being ~epmted
immediately.

Approach:

Perform a representative vertical and horizontal slice for the defense nuclear facilities at Y-12. Consider
the CSASfor the resumed facilities, those active CSASfor non-resumed facilities, and in-process revisions
to CSAS. In-place revisions and active CSAS at non-resumed faciliies should be considered from a lessons
learned perspective.

Intawiew a dedicated criticality safety engineer and operations counterpart in both a resumption and non-
resumption area. Randomly select several CSAS and ensure that the requirement have been incorporated
into the facility procedures. If significant problems are identified, expand the sample to confirm the initial
findings. Where applicable, ensure that the limits specified in the CSAS and procedures ara consistent.
AA ensure that equipment inspections are performed as required by the CSA. Observe faalii operations
{e.g., storage conditions, material handling, etc.) to ensure specific CSA requirement are being met.

Expectations: -.

Upon completing Performance ObjecWe CO-2.2, team members should be able to determine with respect
to CSAS,whether the statemenk are clear and concise and that the appropriate procedural controls are in
place. Team members should be able to determine if these controls are in place for both resumed and
non-resumed facilities and that CSA requirement have been property incorporated into facility proce~ures.
In addtion, team members should also be able to determine whether a culture exists that encourage:i the
immediate reporting of CSA noncompliances.

Performance Objective CO-2.3:

All CSASand Class 1 and Class 2 procedures are consistent with each other.

Review Crfteria:

CSASand Class 1 and Class 2 procedures are consistent and in agreement.

Approach:

Perform a veftical slice on a random sample of CSASto determine consistency with assoaated Class 1 and
Class 2 procedures with respect to implementing procedures of Near Term JdtiatNe N.1.4. Check to
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ensure that configuration management controls are in place for these procedures.

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance Objective CO-2.3, team members should be able to determine whether the
CSASand Class 1 and 2 are consistent and procedures properly compliment each other. They should be
able to identify a process that ensures proper reviews are conducted in the event changes are made to
either the CSAS or Class 1 or 2 procedures. In addition, team members should be able to determine
whether the configuration management controls in place provide the proper measure of administrative
control.

Performance Objective CO-2.4:

CSASare controlled documents. Operations involving CSAS are controlled and aMes are performed
withh the approved safety basis.

Review Criteria:

CSASrequired for operation have been reviewed, corrected, valiiated, and approved per established
procedures.

DOE personnel perform periodic independent surveillances of CSAS.

Approach:

Randomfy select several CSAS and review each for revision documentation (reviews, validation, approval
forms, verification, etc.). Review the facility index to ensure that all CSAS are included, or a justification
exkts for exclusion. Ensure that the appropriate configuration management controls are in place and that
activities are performed within the approved safety basis. Review the CSA program to ensure a process
exitsthat provides for the review, approval and validation of CSAS. Review a sample of surveillances that
are conducted by DOE personnel which provide an independent oversight of CSA adequacy and
compliance.

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance Objective CO-2.4, team members should be able to determine whether
CSASare controlled and that the activities are properly performed within the approved safety basis, Along
with CO-2.3, team members shouid be abie to determine whether the appropriate configuration controi
eiements (lnciuding reviews, validations, approvals, verifications, etc.) are in place. In addition, team
members shouid be able to determine if the CSAS have been properly reviewed by DOE personnei.

Performance Objective CO-2.5:
,

Workers have a clear demonstrated understanding of the compliance requirements of CSAS. Personnel
responsible for supervising and/or performing faciiity operations understand the CSA and the faciiity safety
systems controlled by the CSAS. The utiiii of the CSAS has been evaiuated for clarity and user
friendliness.

Review Criteria:

Workers should be able to demonstrate a ciear understanding of the compliance requirements of the new
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and revised CSAS. The CSAS should be clearly written, capable of being followed, and written such that
the least experienced qualified operator can use them.

Approach:

Intewiew a dedicated criticality safety engineer, an operations counterpart: and a facility worker at both a
resumed and non-resumed area concerning their understanding of compliance requirements. Intefview an
indtidual responsible for supervising and/or performing facility operations, suweillance testing, and
maintenance to determine an understanding of the CSA and the facilii safety systems affected by the CSA.
Determine how the importance of procedural compliance and understanding of safety requirements are
addressed in training. Determine if the CSAS are cleady written, capable of being followed, and written
such that the least experienced operator can understand them and use them correctly.

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance ObjectNe CO-2.5, team members should be able to verify that workem
have a clear understanding of the compliance requirements of the new and revised CSAS. Through the
interview process, team members should be able to assess the utility of CSAS and the effectiveness of any
training concerning procedural compliance and understanding of safety requirements. In addtion, team
members should also be able to determine (1) the utility of CSAS and (2) whether a culture exists that
encourages CSA and procedural compliance.

Performance Objective CO-2.6:

All personnel have been trained on the new and revised CSAS.

Review Criteria:

All faatii personnel have successfully completed training on the new and reuiaad CSAS.

The programs shall be structured commensurate with specific position needs, and shall be administered on
a cycle not to exceed two years. Continuing training shall include, at a minimum, training in signitlcant
faaiity system and component changes, applicable procedure changes, applicable industry operating
experience, selected fundamentals with emphasis on seldom used knowledge and skills necessary to
assure safety, and other training as needed to correct identified performance problems.
(DOE 548020A, Section 7.d.(1))

Approach:

Review lesson plaris and intewiew several operations staff and cticality safaty engineer to ensure training
has been completed and personnel have the required level of knowledge. Check training records against
directory of faciiii personnel to ensure all personnel have satisfactorily completed training. Compare
observations against the aforementioned requirement of DOE 5480.20A.

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance Objective CO-2.6, team members should be abJe to determine whether the
trahing program provides emphasis on procedure compliance (specifically with regard to CSAS). Team
members should be able to verify that workers receive continuing training in significant facility system and
component changes, applicable procedure changes, applicable indus@ operating experience, selecied
fundamentals with emphasis on seldom used knowledge and skills necessary to assure safety, and other
training as needed to correct identified performance problems. Team members should also be able to
determine whether a culture exists that encourages workem to ~op work and inform supervision when a
procedural noncompliance occurs.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE CO-3.0: ROOT CAUSE ~

LMES has identified the root cause of identified violations and established corresponding corrective acMons.

Review Criteria:

The root cause determinations have identified corrective actions that will preclude recurrence of.the
deficiencies.

Approach:

Review the results of the LMES evaluation, focusing on the scope, methodology of review, completeness,
identification of root causes of violations, and corrective actions associated with OSR and (XA compliance.

Review the results of the UVIESnear-term initiatives completed for ctiticalii safety focusing on the ‘
adequacy of the root causes analysis and correcWe actions. In addtion, review the completed actions
associated with the following documents and determine if the root cause evaluations have identified the
appropriate corrective actions to preclude recurrence of the deficiency

Q

●

●

●

Corrective actions associated with YIAD-622, Type C Investigation

Corrective aclions related to causal factors in the internal LMES repott, Evaluation of CRticaMy Safety
Discrepancy Data, dated October 12,1994

Progress by LMES in Phases ill and tV activMes involving criticality safety as defined in Plan for
Continuing and Resuming Operations

Applicable portions of completed Readiness Assessments

Independent of the analysis completed by LfvlES,determine the root cause of CSA, OSR and crithtii
safety violations identitled since stand down of the facility. The reviewer should use the ORPS and LMES
databases to identify these CSA and OSR violations. Compare the results of the analysis, including the
corrective actions, against the LMES results.

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance Objective CO-3.0, team members should be able to verify that LMES has
identified the root cause of identified violations and established appropriate corresponding corrective
aclions that wiil preclude recurrence of the deficiencies. Team members should be able to ascertain
whether the root causes identified and corresponding corrective actions identified by LMES are correct and
relevant and whether the correae actions will effectNely provide long-term programmatic improvements.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE C04.0: LESSONS LEARNED

The applicabilii of experience gained from lessons learned at Rocky Flats Building 771, Sequoyah Fuels
Corporation, Pantex and Los Alamos TA-55 has been incorporated into Y-12 practices and procedures:

Review Criteria:

Lessons learned from similar events at Rocky Flats Building 771, the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation, Pantex
and Los Alamos TA-55 has been evaluated forapplicabiliitoY-12 practices and procedures. A program
exists at Y-12 that evaluates lessons learned from operating experience and determines applicability and
actions required to minimize the potential for similar occurrences. ,

Approach:

Review the lessons learned at Rocky Flats Building 771, Sequoyah Fuels Corporation, Pantex and Los
Alamos TA-55 and determine if they have been evaluated for applicability to Y-12 practices and
procedures. Determine if a program exists for incorporating lessons learned from operating experience
from both internal and external events.

Review lessons teamed items from Y-12:
● Resumption Buildings - within past 2 years
. Nonresumption buildings - within last year of operation
● Look for repeat incidents and sharing of information across facilities

Intetview a sample of personnel for lessons learned experience from amongst the following:
● Criticality safety
. DOE facility representative
● Operations management
. Operators
● Maintenance

‘ ● Others as applicable

Questions to include how new employees are made awareof lessonslearned,willingnessto repofi
inflations, working knowledge of CSAS.

Conduct document reviews for lessons learned
. Traim”ngprogram
● Required reading
. List of infractions for past year, looking for trends
● Conduct of operations with respect to criticality safety lessons learned
● How are infractions from one area transmitted to another area for lessons learned

Conduct walkdowns
● HOW much time do operators spend in other facilities
● Observe job specific performance based training .

Based on the above aclMes, witness an evolution which demonstrates that one or more of the top
infraction items have been addressad by the lessons learned program.

Expectations:

Upon completing Petiormance Objective C04.0, team members should be able to verify that LMES has
identified the lessons learned from these off-site events and implemented the appropriate changes into site
processes and procedures. Team members should be able to ascertain whether a continuing program
exists for incorporating lessons learned from operating experience from both internal and external events.
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APPENDIX D

TASK 3
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES, REVIEW CRITERIA, APPROACH AND EXPECTATIONS
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE CS-1

LMES organization responsible for criticalii safety programs is in place and staffed, and there is an
effective integration of the program elements.

Review Criteria:

The organizations responsible for implementation of the criticality safety program should be in place and
staffed with experienced indtiuals (organizations include the criticality safety department, operations,
emergency response, maintenance, etc.). Staffing levels should be determined and an aggressive
recruitment program implemented for when a vacancy exists. The program elements are integrated for an
effective program.

Applicable portions on ANS1/ANS8.1,8.19 and DOE 1324.2A and 5480.24.

Approach:

Review the program for the basic elements of criticality safety, and interview facilii management
personnel, criticality safety engineers, operations and maintenance personnel, and emergency
preparedness personnel using the applicable requirements of ANS1/ANS 8.1 and 8.19 and DOE 1324.2A
and 5480.24 as guidance.

Expectations:

Upon completion of Performance Objective CS-1, team ‘members should be able to determine whether the
criticalii safety program meets the applicable requirements of ANS1/ANS 8.1 and 8.19 and DOE 1324.2A
and 5480.24. In addtion, team members should be able to determine the effectiveness of the integration of
the various program elements.

-.

—
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE CS-2

Management, operations, maintenance, and configuration control programs supp0tin9 storage of materials
and criticality safety equipment together with the appropriate change control procedures are in place. .

Review Criteria:

Applicable portions of ANS1/ANS 8.1,8.3,8.5,8.7, and 8.19. Applicable conduct of operations
requirement pertaining to criticality safety configuration control.

Approach:

Perform a veticai slice on both a resumed and non-resumed facilii with active CSAS. Review the
maintenance, operations, and configuration control procedures; interview management, operations and
maintenance personnel; and walk down the portions of a resumption area using the applicable .
requirements of ANSIIANS 8.1, 8.3, 8.5, 8.7, and 8.19 as guidance.

1. Verify that a program for maintaining the facility and equipment in accordance with DOE and ANS
requirements is in place.

2. Observe at least two evolutions on criticalii alarm systems such as the following:
a) Power outage and backup power supply
b) Alarm system test (quarterly)
c) Monthly system test to radiation
d) Test response petiormance of alarm system
e) Maintenance of alarm system

3. Observe criticality evacuation drill (note this drill may take place prior to the assessment). Selected
assessment team members will make a special trip to observe the drill.

4. Document review
a) Define if appropriate standards and DOE orders been referenced in applicable procedures.
b) Review the preventative maintenance program for the cticality system.
c) Perform a vertical slice of one resumed facility and one non-resumed facility with active CSAS

regarding operating criticality alarm systems.

5. Intetiews:
a) Interview maintenance personnel on maintenance of detector equipment.
b) Interview selected member(s) of criticality safety management committee on standards and

overall performance of the ctical”@ system (e.g., going from 2 decade to 5 decade detectors).
c) Interview operations personnel on the use of portable detectors.

Expectations:

Upon completion of Performance Objeme CS-2, team members should be able to determine whether the
management, operations, maintenance, and conf@mtion control programs supporting storage of
materials and criticality safety equipment t09ether with the appropriate change control procedures meet the
applicable portions of ANSvANS 8.1, 8.3, 8.5, 8.7, and 8.19, and conduct of operations requirements.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE CS-3

A program for pedorrning nuclear criticaiii safety evaluations has been developed and implemented.

- Nuclear criticality safety should be achieved by controlling one or more specified parameters of the
system within subcritical limits. (ANS1/ANS8.19, Sect. 8.2)

- Nuclear criticality safety evaluations of the design and operation of process equipment should ensure
that subcriticality is maintained under normal and credible abnormal operating condtions. (ANS1/ANS
8.19, Sect. 8.1)

Rwiew Criteria:

Applicable porlions of ANSUANS 8.1,8.3,8.7,8.19, and DOE 5480.24.

Approach:

Review sample c~calii safety evaluations and USQDS associated with criticality safety and perform a
walkdown of a sample of facilties to determine the status of configuration management. The utility of
criticality safety evaluations and approvals should be assessed. In addition, independent reviews,
independent analysis methodology, sample basis and sample expansion, and technical content of CSES
should be sampled. Use the appkable requirements of ANSUANS 8.1, 8.3,8.7, and 8.19 and DOE
5480.24 as guidance.

Expectations:

Upon completion of Performance Objective CS-3, team members should be able to verify whether a
program for performing nuclear criticality safety evaluations has been developed and implemented that
meets the applicable portions of ANSIANS 8.1, 8.3, 8.7, and 8.19 and DOE 5480.24. In addition, team
members should be able to determine the *MY of critkalii safety evaluations and approvals.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE CS4

Administrative controls and implementing procedures are in place.
,

Review Criteria:

Criticality safety procedures required for areas scheduled for resumption have been reviewed, validated,
approved.

Applicable potions of ANSUANS 8.1,8.3 and 8.19 and DOE 1324.2A and 5481.1.

Approach:

Ensure that the appropriate procedural controls are in place. Review several cticdty safety procedures
that have been recently revised. Ensure that the latest revision is validated (via walkthrough), approved,
distributed to all controlled locations, is considered a controlled document, that the latest revision is
included in the Index of Procedures, and previous revisions have been replaced. Interview several plant
personnel and determine whether they (1) have been recently trained on these procedures, (2) can identify
the latest revisions, and (3) know where to find controlled copies. Ensure that the corrective actions
identified to date have been included in the program and procedures. Review a sampling of criticality safety
procedures and cticality safety audits, and walkdown several resumption areas using the applicable
requirements of ANS1/ANS 8.1,8.3, and 8.19 and DOE 1324.2A and 5484.1.

Expectations:

Upon completion of Performance Objective CS+ team members should be able to determine the
effectiveness of procedural controls assoaated with the criticality safety program. In addtion, team
members should be able to determine whether the criticalii safety program and supporting procedures
meet the applicable requirements of ANSVANS 8.1,8.3, and 8.19 and DOE 1324.W and 5484.1.

—
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE CS-5

Criticality safety training program has been developed and implemented.

Review Criteria:

The criticatii safety training program meets the requirements of ANSIANS 8.20. Where the program does
not meet a particular requirement, either an exception has been granted or a compensatory measure is in
place.

Approach:

Interview a sampling of facilii personnel assigned to resumption areas to dete~ine if the criticality safety
training program meets the requirements of ANSllANS 8.20. Identify any deviations from the standards.

Expectations:

Upon completion of Performance Objective CS-5, team members should be able to determine how the
c~calii safety training program meets the requirements of ANS1/ANS 8.20.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE CS-6

LMES has completed an evaluation of the effectiveness of the Y-12 critica~~ safety program, established
corresponding corrective ections where needed, and is actively addressing these corrective actions.

Review Criteria:

The LMES evaluation of the criticality safety program should identify all noncompliances and corresponding
corrective actions. The long-term correctie actions should be consistent with Recommendation 944.

DOE management should conduct periodic reviews of the criticality safety program at Y-12.

Approach:

Review the results of the LMES evaluation corrective action plan and closure documentation (N.1.1, N.1.2,
N.1.3, and N.1.4), focusing on the scope, methodology of review, completeness, root cause determination
and correctve actions associated with the criticality safety program.

Review applicable portions of the following documents as they relate to the programmatic issues
associated with the criticality safety program:

1. Completed Readiness Assessments as a broad scope application to Y-12;

2. Evaluation of corrective actions related to probable causes documented in the Type C Investigation
(YIAD422);

3. Evaluation of corrective actions related to causal factors in the repoti, “Evaluation of Criticality
Safety Discrepancy Data,” (LMES internal correspondence of October 12, 1994);

4. An assessment of progress by LMES in Phase N and IV activities involving criticality safety as
defined in “Plan for Continuing and Resuming Operations,” W/AD-623), or subsequent plans as
revised; and

5. Criteria developed as part of Commitment 3.1, and the results of the LMES evaluation completed
as part of Commitment 3.2, and the corrective action plans developed as part of Commitment 3.3
of the Implementation Plan.

Evaluate whett]er resumption oriented commitments related to the criticalii safety program are being
sustahed and ‘hat longer term plans are consistent with Recommendation 94-4 and related LMES
commitment already specitled in the Task 3 portion of the Implementation Plan. Perform an assessment
of DOE management specitlcally focusing on YSO and OR responsibilities as they relate to the criticalii
safety program.

Expectations:

Upon completing Performance Obje*e CS5 team members should be able to determine with respect to
the criticality safety program at Y-12, whether (1)resumption orientated commitments are being properly
fulfilled and (2) the long term actions are consistent with Recommendation 944 Through the use of the
suggested approach ctieria, review of procedures and programs, and interviews, team members should
develop an indication of the programmatic StfU~re5, the corrective actions resufting from near term
actions, and the infrastructure that support long term improvement’s with respect to the criticalii safety
program. Specifically, team members should be able to determine the long-term posture of Lockheed
Martin Energy Systems, Inc., the Y-12 Sfie OKce, and the Oak Ridge Operations Office related to the
effectiveness and implementation of the long-term changes implemented to the criticality safety program at
Y-12.
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Also upon completing the performance objective, team members should be able to verify that LMES has
identified the root cause of identified violations and established appropriate corresponding corrective
actions that will preclude recurrence of previously identified deficiencies associated with the criticality safety
program. Team members should be able to ascertain whether the root causes identified and
corresponding corrective actions identified by LMES are correct and relevant and will effectively provide
long-term programmatic improvements. Team members should be able to verify that a process is in place
that properly identifies and corrects deficiencies such that a strong cficality safety program is established
for the long-term.
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Assessment Form 1
Date:

mesment Fom 1 No.:
view ArW

Performance Objective:
(m tbePerformeweObjecliveoumberd duori#on fromUCA8e=eroartProgmw

Expectation:
(providethe expccrmiossfor the PerformenccObjeotivees eleled in W Aseuemcnt Progmm)

. Review Criterix
(F’m4dethecrirerieused for wrddng the review.)

:. Approach
@et theproocdurwend docu- revi-, -= =d titlu of pewxmd iolewicwut, refemocu Med. eod ev(
Obeewed.)
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Assessment Form 1

bsessmcn! Form 1 No.:
Reviewhew

VI. Conclusion:
(CaocludiagSLSWXOUUW on the discussionof IESUltS.TIICsiAtcmeatshouldamcludo whetherthe cnta’h of the
~ve was met. )

VII. Is$ues:
(LisI any issues idcntitid u pan of this review. All issues should also be documcatod00 Asessmmu Form2.)

4

Wginator Date

Approvd Date

4
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.

Assessment Form 2
natn:----

usessm& Form 2 No.:
Leview -:

lndins-Astmeme& of fact dooutttetikq a devietioofsom so apphble Federsi law, DOE Order. ~, ssfety
tqulremem,perforoUo9tlStAodud,or approvedprocedure.
.aocem - Aoy situstioo wbiie 00Sin violstion of aoy wriom prorahm, io * judgmem of tbe ~mt tcuo member
ridicatab tbo optimalperforotsoceaod couldbe tbs iodicarorof mom serious ptobkms.
)betndon - AOYsimstioo while oot in violstionof toy wrioeo procubsmor requimmeot, io tbs judgmemof tbe sssessmem
wm msmberis worthyof raisiogto tbe sosatioa of site omagemmt in onier to ettbmre ovaall pcrformaocc.
hewonlq l%sica - haka tbst sre oomblesod will Me ceoeml qptiutioo to.other DOE fsciilk for tbe improvemeor
~fovcrsll s4feN or perfOrmsrlca

:. Identification Section

A. Statement
(Rovido ●xms mrdios of Sbeposentielor fiomlFLOSUISS,Coocern, Obsawsdoaor Notewonby Pmcdcel:

B. hlfOITMtiOll Requested
(I& any &lf~Lioo ndod to furthu cwluts thisitsm):

u. BBsisSedhn
For Flodings, idatifytherde@q “ tB(e+, applhbh DOE Omhm, standuds or Riview ~).
ForCascems,dismsshowthe atssuhsImdts isIhSStbaoo@sonl@omuta and beottsidmd eniodkatordmm
usioM~
FIx ObeamtioaIS, timtieamhy d~mtiamtid au~=mmdtihkti
mbMce OTd psdomsusca
For Notewomby~, kktify tboeepnUiCM amsidued O* and tkt kvO Set=d 8@iC@hl to oth= DOE
Wlitia for the impwaom of ovadi eef@ or perf~

A. Description of Basis:

B. Documats reviewed, activities performed, persons cahcted (include titles):

—
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Assessment Form 2
n.~-.
Use.

AssessmentForm 2 No.:
Review ha:

III. Approval Seaon (Spatures)

Originator Date

Approved Date .

Suggested Correctwe Action:

-

IV. CorMractor/DOE Response
(Tkumderesuh of Cooirw&r/DOErevwwthtecbuc4 kmsaodmfmnces.)

Accepted By: Date

—
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM ROCKY FIATS BUILDING 771, PANTEX,
SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION, and LOS AMvlOS TA-55
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APPENDIX F
LESSONS LEARNED FROM ROCKY FIATS BUILDING 771,PANTEX,

SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION, and LOS ALAMOS TA-S5

The observations and lessons learned presented in ttis Appendm are from similar Conduct of Operations
(COD)and cticality safety events and resumption efforts at Rocky Flats Building 771, the Pantex Site, and
Los Alamos TA-55. Summaries of the events and lessons learned are presented such that team members
may determine appticabilii of the lessons learned at these fadlties to the resumption acthMes at the Y-12
Plant. Team members should read the full assessment repo~ in order to gain a better understanding of
the applicabilii of these lessons learned to the Y-12 Sic.

ROCKY FIATS BUILDING 771 EVENT

On September 29,2994, an incident occurred at tie Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS)
in BuiMing 771. Operations personnel drained Tank 467 that contained 210 liters of solution with a
plutonium concentration of 0.5 g~ into 54 four-liter bottles inside a glovebox. The process vacuum was left
on for one hour to ensure complete removal of any remaining moisture in the tank and process lines. All
personnel left the area except for one process specialist. Wtiout authority or direction, the process

, specialist drained 5 liters of solution from the process line from Tank D973. The liquid was darker in color
than the other solution drained from D467, which usually indicates a higher plutonium concentration. While
the line was being drained, the foreman and production manager returned, witnessed the event, but did not
stop the unauthorized activity. ne three K*uals diluted the solution among llve four-liter boffles and
falsified the entrtes on the ghebox nudeef ma@m balance card. Several days later, the production
manager had the unauthorized sample analyzed. The results indicated a concentration that violated the
Nuclear Material Safety Limits for the glovebox. Upon notitlcation of the event, the shfi manager
terminated nuclear operations in the building.

Examples of lessons learned from this event include the following:

●

●

●

●

●

●

The incident primarity reflected the inati~ti of the contractor management to establiih an appropriate
safety culture. Thii permitted risky behatior by operating personnel. Management was ineffective in
putting corrective actions in place to prevent recurrence of events.

There was a shortage of experienced Nuclaar Criticality Safety Engineers. In addition, the training
program was determined to be infetir and the Nuclear Criticatii Safety Committee was ineffective.

Rocky Flats was unable to maintain an effective authorization basis, thereby increasing the potential
for an accidental criticalii.

There was a severe communications breakdon between management and workers.

There was a large backlog of cticality SSfetyevaluations requiring peer review and CSAs requiring
review. Reviews were being conducted by CSEs wiM only a marginal knowledge of the operations.

Operating personnel considered that their extensive process knowledge kept them safe despite such
unknowns as tank stratification, valve leakage, etc.

PANTEX CONDUCT OF OPEWnONS ASSESSMENTS AND LESSONS LEARNED

Assessments were conducted during January 1994 to evaluate the Conduct of Operations practices at the
Pantex Plant. One assessment was dOne to determine what addtional actions should be taken within
DOE to aid in the implemenhtion of the Conduct of Operations at the Pantex site. A separate team
assessed the contractor’s a~ons. An adon plan WS developed by the contractor to address the
weaknesses identified and the recommendations of the assessment teams.

—
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The DOE Assessment Team identitled the following weaknesses:

. Faalii Representatives were weak in the fundamental concepts and practical implementation of
SARS,OSR requirements, and Basis for Interim Operation for facilities for which they were responsible

. Faality Representatives spent a significant portion of the field time assessing facility material conditions
while assessments of ongoing activities were less evident. While the overall understanding of facility
operations was judged to be adequate, the understanding of the operational details was not as evident.

● Facility Representatives did not demonstrate ownership of the occurrence repoting system. Despite a
belief that the contractor was under-reporting, they did not challenge classifications on a daily basis or
elevate unresolved items to DOE management.

Other issues included:

●

●

●

●

●

●

The FaciMy Representatives have little experience in operations that are performed In a disciplined and
formal manner.

The qualification program for Facility RepresentatNes was halted by MO when management
identified program problems. However, there were no corrective actions established.

Training qualifications standards did not exist to define the program expectations nor provide a
method for consistency and objectivity in evaluations.

Inadequate resources are being utiliued to develop and implement an oversight program.

There was no written guidance for a daily routine for Faality Representatives and there was no written
guidance for a systematic assessment program. No formal method for tracking closure of issues
raised by Facility Representatives was noted.

There was a lack of oversight of operations from DOE groups other than Faalii Representatives.

The following are examples of the observations of the contractor assessment team:

● Most senior level, middle level, and lower levels of management had a shallow understanding of
Conduct of Operations requirements and did not adequately understand the comprehensiveness
involved in successfully implementing the Order.

. The concept of, and requirements for Facility Management needed to be formulated i~nd promulgated.

. The Lockotiagout system had many deficiencies and needed strengthening.

. The RADCON program needed improvement.

SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION

On January 4,1986, oneworkerwas killed and sfwed injuredwhen an ovedilled cylinder of UF@ruptured
during heating at the Sequowh Fuels Corpomtion in Gore, Oklahoma. The accident occurred despite the
fact that heating of overlllad cylinders was recognized asdangerous and company procedures prohibited
the practice.

Review of the failure of Sequoyah Fuels Corporation also offered se} erai signikant lessons learned.
Those of particular applicabilii to the Y-12 NCS program improvement activities include those centered on
building a safety culture in Wlch management and the wor’kforce fillY unde~nd heir re9ulatoV
environment. In particular, these include: —
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,. A workforce culture that does not understand the need to conform to committed programs and
procedures will erode regulator confidence and craata a negative environment.

. Management and the workforce must befieve in a safety culture that rewards compliance with
established procedures. There must also be negative consequences for not supporting the safety
culture.

● The safety culture must be based on absolute integrity and candidness by all employees. There must
bean absolute mandate to be self-policing, to identify issues and problems, and to report violations
and other information needed by regulators.

LOS AIAMOS DNFSB FINDINGS AND LESSONS LEARNED

On April 15,1994, fANL management at TA-55 terminated normal operations within PF4. Their actions
followed two events caused by weaknesses in the implementation of OSR sunreillance requirements. One
involved the inoperabilii of the facilii’s dieseldriven fire pumps. Another event involved failure of an OSR
suweillance regarding safe shutdown of the facility. These events emphasized deficiencies in the
inadequacy of surveillance procedures, the failure of the technicians to perform surveillances, and the lack
of notification of the facilii management of the failure to meet surveillance acceptance criteria. LANL
decided to continue the shutdown until tests intended to verify the suweillance requirements were assessed
for their quaMy. The following items were ideniitied as part of a DNFSS reviewof TA-55.

The performance of a surveillance in support of OSRS revealed deficiencies in the verification that
operations are conducted within the safety envelope.

Several operating parameters found to be out+f-specitkstion were not reported as such.

The applicable procedures were not used. A checklist provided with a procedure was not filled out as
required.

The procedures were not written such that verbatim compliance was possible.

Review of ML TA-55 Order Compliance Self-Assessment revealed inadequacies in documentation
of objective evidence of compliance.

Reuuiremenk of DOE training Order 548020 were assessed as comptiince based on the exktence of
a pocedure with wMch the fa-dlii has not yet complied. Thii action delays consideration of corrective
or compensatory measures for known noncompliances.

Compliance with some of the industry nuclear criticaiii standards required by DOE Order on criticalii
safety (5480.24) was based on previous assessments that actually indicated areas of noncompliance.

Obsewation of a Cassini Line operation revealw defi~enaes in the facilii conduct of operations

The work instruction used to change park of the procedure appears to circumvent the normal review
and approval process for procedure changes

Crilical steps requiring independent verification&a QuaIii Assurance Representative were signed off
by the techniaan performing the step

Review of the status and plans of the TA-55 training and qualification program revealed the need for
several improvements, including the addition of findamenals and systems training, in order to
become compliant with DOE 5480.20. Many of the improvementshavealreadybeen planned by.:
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LANL and will correct deficiencies noted in the Board staff tip report fomvarded to DOE in Janua~
1994.

Additional lessons learned from similar events at other facilities can be obtained from a review of the
Occurrence Reporting and Processing System (ORPS).

—
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APPENDIX G

DNFSB RECOMMENDATIONS 944,93-6 and 92-5
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RECOMMENDATION 94-4 TO THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 2286a(5) Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

Dated: September 27,1994

The Defense Nuclear Faciiiies Safety Board (Board) has issued a number of recommendations concerning
forrnalii of operations, including Recommendation 92-5, Discipline of Operations in a Changing Defense
Nuclear Feciiities Complex. In that recommendation, the Board stated that faciliies scheduled for
continued operations should develop a style and level of conduct of operations which is comparable to that
achieved at commercial nuclear faciiii. Recommendation 92-5 further noted that, prior to achieving an
acceptable level of formalii, major improvements were required in a number of areas, including safety
analysis reports, limiting conditions of operation, and training and qualification of personnel.

The Boardand its staff have been monitoring the Department of Energy’s (DOE) efforts to implement an
acceptable level of conduct of operations at the Y-12 Plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, which is scheduled
for continued operations. The Board has fonvarded a number of repo~ to DOE during the last MO years
indicating the existence of safety-related concerns regarding operations at Y-12. DOE and its operating
contractor, MarWMarietta Energy Systems (MMES), have taken some actions to correct deficiencies;
however, a number of recent events have led the Board to the conclusion that more aggressiveand
comprehensive management actions are required to bring the level of conduct of operations at Y-12 to a
satisfactory level.

The 6oard notes that during the past four months a number of violations of Operational Safety
Requirements and other safety Iim-Rshave occurred at the Y-12 Plant. Most recently, the Board’s staff
identified a substantial violation of nuclear criticality safety limits within a special nuclear material storage
vault at Y-12. When the staff identified this deficiency to on-site personnel, including a senior MMES
manager, an MMES nuclear cdticality safety specialii and one of DOE’S faciiii representatives, immediate
mrrective actions that were required by Y-12procedureswere not taken. In fact, proper corrective actions
were not taken until the Board’s staff informed the DOE Y-12 Site Manager. Subsequently MMES curtailed
a number of operations at the Y-12 Plant Rtniews of compliance with nuclear criticaiii safety limits at the
Y-12 Plant revealed that a widespread level of non-compliance exists.

In its Annual Report to Congress (Febmary 1994) the Board noted that personnel and procedures are
complementary eiemenk in implementing conduct of operations. The report stated, me health and safety
of tiw public and workers rest on a properly trained workforce accomplishing tasks in a formal, deliberate
fashion in accordance with reviewed and approved procedures.” In respondingto the Board’s
Recommendation 93-6, Maintahing Access to Nuclear Weapons Experience, DOE is evaluating the impact
of experlke presently being lost through ongoing staff reduc#ons on their abitii to perform nuclear
weapons d~mantlement at Y-12.

The,floard recognizes that DOE and MMES management have begun taking aggressive actions to correct
the specific problems of adharenca to nuclear criticalii safety limits, since the nucJear criticalii safety
occurrence referred to above. However, the Board believes that more remains to be done. Accordingly,
the Board recommends that

(1) DOE determine the immediate actions necessary to resolve the nuclear criticality safety deficiencies at
the Y-12 Plant, including actions deemed necessary before restating curtaited operations and any
compensatory maasures instituted. These actionsshould be documented, along with an explanation
of how the defidenchs remained undetected by MMES and DOE (line and oversight). .
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(2) DOE perform the following for defense nuclear facilities at the Y-12 Plant
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

An evaluation of compliance with Operational Safety Requirements and Criticality Safety
Approvals (CSAS), including a determination of the root cause of any identified violations. In
performing this assessment, DOE should use the experience gained during similar reviews at the
Los Alamos plutonium facility and during the recent “maintenance mode” at the Pantex Plant.

A comprehensive review of the nuclear cticality safety program at the Y-12 plant, including: the
adequacy of procedural controls, the utility of the nuclear criticality safety approvals, and a root
cause analysis of the extensive level of non-compliance found in recent reviews.

A comparison of the current level of conduct of operations to the level expected by DOE in
implementing the Boards Recommendation 92-5.

Development of plans, including schedules, to address any deficienaes identified in the analyses
conducted above.

(3) DOE evaluate the experience, training, and performance of key DOE and contractor personnel
involved in safety-related activities at defense nuclear facilities within the Y-12 Plant to determine if
those personnel have the skills and knowledge required to execute their nuclear safety responsibiliies
(in this regard, reference should be made to the critical safety elements developed as part of DOES
response to the Board’s Recommendation 93-l).

(4) DOE take whatever adons are necessary to correct any deficiencies identified in (3) above in the
experience, training, and performance of DOE and contractor personnel.

w

John T. Conway, Chairman
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RECOMMENDATION 93- TO THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 2286a(S) Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

Dated: December 10,1993

The ongoing redudon in size of the stockpile of nuclear weapons and the related changes in the defense
nuclear complex have a number of safety-related consequences. The Board has addressed several of its
sets of recommendations to such problem areas, including 92-5, which concerned discipline of operations
in a
changing defense nuclear facilities complex, and 93-2, which stated a continued need for capability to
conduct critical experiments. We wish now to draw attention to the need to retain access to capabiiii and
capture the unique knowledge of indtiduals who have been engaged for many years in certdn critical
defense nuclear a.ties, in order to avoid future safety problems in these and related activities.

The firstcriticalarea requiring continued access to departhg pemonnel is the disassembly of nuclear
weapons at the Pantex site, an activity that will continue for a number of years. The second is the testing of
nuclear explosives at the Nevada Test Sic, an actMty presently subject to a moratorium. However, the
President, in establishing that moratorium, said that he has retained the poesibilii of later resumption of
tests if that is needed, and that he expects the Department of Energy to maintain a capabilii to resume
testing. In reaction to the recent Chinese underground test he has instructed the Department of Energy to
take steps necessary to prepare for resumption, pending a decision as to whether further tests at the
Nevada Test Site should be conducted.

A substantial amount of documentation exists on the design and safety aspects of nuclear weapons that will
have to be dismantledat Pantex. This informationis essentialfor the dismantlement program and is used
in that program. Even so, the Board has pointed out that it k also important, for safety reasons, to involve
individuals from the design laboratories of Los Alamos, Uvermore, and Sandia h reviewof detailed
dsmanttement procedures and spedalized procedures responding to problems encountered in the course
of dismantlement. This practice has been initiated, and it has already been seen to be vital to safety
assurance in the d~mantiement program.

The design individuals from the laboratories most needed in connection with dismantlement of a specific
weapon are those who had been active in the ofiginal design of that weapon. They are believed to possess
information not recwded in documentation, such as reasons for specific design features, and personal
knowledge of any problems that have arisen during design, fabrication, and stockpile life. Many of the
remainingindtiuals withthis backgroundare Wing lostfrom the s@em, because of the Universityof
California’srecent retirementincenthre,planned layoffsby contractors,and DOE downsizing and
retirements. Some recant moves to prevent or dmurage use of retired individuals as consultants
compound ?fteproblem;they erect barriers that could prevent access to the needed expertise. Similar
problems also arise in connectionwith maintainingcapabilii for testing of nuclear explosivesat the Nevada
Test Site. On the assumption that the te~n9 moratorium will continue, we foresee an impairment of
capability to ensure the safety of tests if national prioties call for resumption of testing at some future time.
Thii impairment will occur both through reduction in competence that naturally follows when a highly skilled
operation is not conducted over a long period of time, and through loss of skilled and experienced
personnel. The loss of skilled personnel will be especially troubting because there has traditionally been a
hQh degree of dependence on adminiatratie controls for safety in testing of nuclear explosive devices at
tt’9 Nevada Test Sic. Proper exercise of thSSeadministrative controls requires considerable background in
past methods of test emplacement and test conduct, and extensive insthdlonal memory.

The Board recognizes the Departments efforts to develop a “stockpile stewardship” program focused to
ensure the continued safety and reliabW of fieldedweapons, to ensure maintenance of laboratory
development capabilii, and to ensure a limited production capability. Our areas of concern complement
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these necessary activities, but are focused instead on ensuring that capability is maintained to conduct
testing operations safely if they must be done, and that ail future dismantlement ames can be completed
safely. Atthough it may be relativelystraightforward to maintdn these capabilities in the near term, ensuring
their availability 5 to 20 years in the future may be very difficult.

In accordance with the above concerns, the Board makes the following recommendations:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(7)

(8)

That a formal process be started to identify the skills and knowledge needed to develop or verify safe
dismantlement or modification procedures specific to all remaining types of U.S. nuclear weapons
(retired, inactive, reserve, and enduring stockpile systems). Included among the skills and knowledge
should be the abilii to conduct relevant safety analyses.

That a similar formal process be started to identify the skills and knowledge needed to safely conduct
nuclear testing operations at the Nevada Test Site, including the processes of assamblyMisassembly,
on-site transportation, insertion/emplacement, arming and firing, timing and control, and post-shot
operations. Included among the skills and knowledge should be the abilii to conduct relevant safaty
analyses.

That a practice be instituted of reviewing the personnel losses at the nuclear weapons laboratories and
the Nevada Test Site, as well as the losses of key personnal from 00Es own staff engaged in nuclear
defense activities, to ascertain which of the SIMS and knowledge are projected to be lost through
depadure of personnel. r

That DOE and its defense nuclear contractor negotiate the continued availabil”~ (through retention,
hiring, consulting, etc.) of those personnel scheduled to depant whose akiils and knowledge have been
determined to be important in accordance with the above.

That programs be initiatedto obtain from these expert personnel (and to record) the as yet
undocumentedanecdotal technical informationthat would be of value in augmenting the technical
knowledge and expertisa of successor personnel. This should be done either prior to depafture of the
retiring personnel or shortty thereafter.

That procedures for safe disassembly of weapons systems be daveioped while the personnel with
system-specific expedise on the original development of the weapons are still available. Likewise,
analyses of the possibility of hazard from degradation of remaining nuclear weapons with time should
be expedited, while these individuals are available. In addition, the current participation of dasign
laboratory experts in the safety aspects of disassembly of weapons at the Pantex Sie should be
strengthened.

That a program be developed and instituted for maintaining experlise in operations key to safety of
nuclear testing at the Nevada Test Site, to ensure that if testing is resumed at any future time, it can be
performad with requisite safety. Possible components are those activities and experiments that would
be permitted within limitations of treaties being dhcuased, for example: hydro-nuclear testa,
backdrilling for isotopic analysisof,rewues from old shos, and exercises includingsteps in
preparationfor tests, up to actual emplacement.

Given the loss of experienced pefaonnei, that a determination be made as to whether tractional
dependence on adminktrative controls to ensure nuclear explo~ safety at the Nevada Test Site
would be adequate and appropriate if nuclaar testing should be resumed at a later time. It may ba
found necessary to develop an approach for ensuring nuclear explosive safety in the testing program
that is less dependent on the performance of highly experienced personnel, such as through the use
of engineered safeguards similar to those used h fielded weapons as pwt of the arming and firing,
and timing and control systems. ...

w
John T. Conway, Chairman T
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RECOMMENDATION 92-5 TO THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. ~ 2286a(5) Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

Dated: August 17,1992

The changes in defense-related plans in the Department of Energy are beginning to have a profound effect
on the activities directed to systematic upgrading of the conduct of operationsat defense nuclear faciliies,
plans that have often been discussed between the Board and its staff, on the one hand, and members of
your staff on the other.

The Rocky Flats Plant presents an excellent example of the major changes being made by DOE wMe
reconfiguring the nuclear weapons complex. It had been planned that as the Rocky Flats Plant moved
toward resumption of production sf plutonium components of nuclear weapons, a succession of facilities
would be readied for renewed operation, beginning with Building 559 (the analytical chemistry laboratory),
and followed by Building 707 and then others. This process was to include systematic upgrading of the
qualii of operations in each case, including Operational Readiness Reviews by the contractor and by DOE
to verify that the desired improvements had been accomplished by line management. Resumption of
operations is now proceeding in Building 559, in accordance with this process and followingthe path
proposedinyour Implementation Plan for the Board’s Recommendations 90-4 and 91-4.

You have announced, however, that in Iiiht of international developments, plutonium production operations
will not be resumed at the Rocky Flats Plant, and future activities there will be confined to cleanup and
decontamination of the site, decommissioning of some faciliies and parts of othera, and placing of some
facilities and parts of others in a state of readiness for resumption of operations in the future in the event
such a step should be needed. Thus for most faciliies at Rocky Flats there is now a major change from
the mission and activifier+previously planned and for which the Board’sRecommendations and your
implementation plans specific to the Rocky Flatsplantwere to be applied, for those recommendations were
predicated upon resumption of plutonium production.

At a number of other defense nuclear faaliies, similar changes are taking effect. Many facilities are now
scheduled for cleanout, shutdown, and decommkioning. Some ara to be devoted to aspects of cleanup
and decommissioning of sites and of facilities Iocatw vJthin sites. Some are slated to be placed in a
standby mode, available for restart at a later date if needed. Some are to be continued In operation either
in reduction of tha stockpile of nuclear weapons or in the maintenance of a reduced stockpile and
“improvement of its safety.

Some of these faalities have been inactivefor long periodsof time. Some are to become involved in
operations that differ from past usage. EX!Wience showsthat when operations are resumed at a faciiii
that has been idle for an extended period, or a facilii k operated in a new mode, there is an above-average
posaitilii of mistakes, equipmentfailures, ati ~olations of safety requirements,that could cause
accidents. We believe that special ;Ittantion ~ netied at such times. The appropriate measures to be
followed depend on specific features of the fadl~, the natire of the planned campaign of use, and the
long-term plan for the facility. For example, one needs to know if fwther campaigns are likely, of the same
or different kinds; if the facility is to be decomm=oned aftar the planned use; or if it is to be placed in a
standbymode.

The Board has found, through experience at the Savannah River Sitas and the Rocky Flak Plant and other
defense nucleal faalities, that an extended period of time has been required at major faciliies to davelop
an acceptable sfyleand level of conduct of opemtions. Accomplkhing the cuttural changes you have
required and meeting safety standards comparable to those required of the civilian nuclear industry remains
an ongoing challenga. Major improvements have been necessary including development of configuration
control, revised and acceptable safety anaO@%revised Limfing Conditions of Operation derivative from the

—
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‘safety analysis, operating procedures consistent with the contlguration and the safety analysis, and training
and qualification of operators for the new mode of operation. Continuedimprovementhas been sought by
the Board.

The Board has been informed that DOE does not intend to devote equivalent time and resources to
improving the quality of operation at a facility being restafied only for a short campaign or intended for use
only in a short campaign in a different mode, but would on a cost-benefit bask use a graded approach,
always being sure, however, to take whatever compensatory and other measures are needed to ensure the
acceptable level of safety.

The definition and exposition of a graded approach as it k meant to be used in ordering the conduct of
operations have not been provided. In discharging its responsibilities in the context of the new defense-
related plans of the Department of Energy, the Boardintendsto carefully review future operations at
defense nuclear facilities on a case-by-case basis, starting in each instance from the best information as to
the intended future use of the facility. Any proposals to use special maasures or controls to compensate for
deviations from those ordinarily used to achieve high quality conduct of operations will be closely
scrutinued.

Therefore, it is requested that as you decide the future status of individual defense nuclear facilities you
inform the Board, designating which ones are to continue in operation and their mission, which are to be
shut down for decommissioning within a shod time period, which are to be used for an extended time period
and then shut down for decommissioning, and which are to ba moved to a standby mode (along with the
schedule for this).

Regardless of the category, the Board believes that operation and maintenance of defense nuclear faciliies
in all modes should be in accordance with the Nuclear Safety Policy statement that you issued on
September 9,1991 as SEN-35-91, and the safety goals stated therein.

The Board also believes tha? to the extent practicable, fadlMes that are to be shut down and ‘
decommissioned should be cleaned up, and hazards from radiological exposures suffkientty reduced that
access can be made freely without need for precautions against radioactivity, and faciliies meant for
standby status should be placed in such a condition that sudden need to reactivate them would not subject
a new operating group to unacceptable radiation hazards.

In furtherance of this view it is recommended that

1. For defense nuclear facilities scheduled for long term continued programmatic defense operations or
for other long term uses such as in cleanup of radioactive contamination or in storage of nuclear waste
or other nuclear material from programmatic defense operations, the Department of Enargy should
institute a style and level of conduct of operations comparable to that toward which DOE has been
working at Building 559 at the Rocky Flats Plant and the K-Reactor at the Savannah River Sfte, and
Mlch is at least comparable to that required for mmmeraal nuclear facilities, addressing at a
minimum the areas refemd to above in connectionwith style of conductof operations.

2. Where a faatii, after a long period of idleness for whatever reason, is being readied for new use or
reuse, speaal care should be taken to ensure that the line organization,both DOE and contractor, has
the technical and managerial capabi~~ needed to carry out its responsibiiiies. Appropriate and
effective Operational Readiness Reviews should be conducted by the contractor and by DOE bafore
restart of the facility, to establish confidence that line management has provided satisfaction of safety
requirements. Where national security requirements lead to urgent need to restart such faaliies
before necessary upgrades can be fully completed, compensatory measures should be instituted and
their adequacy in ensuring the desired Ieval of safety should be confirmed through appropriate
independent review.’
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3. For facilities designated for the various other future modes of use (such as standby), DOE should
undertake to develop specific criteriaand requirements that ensure meeting the safety goals
enunciated in your Nuclear Policy Statement (SEN-35-91). Accomplishment of these criteria and
requirements by line management should be confirmed by appropriate independent review.

fat

John T. Conway, Chairman
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APPENDIX H - REFERENCES

The following required reading list has been developed to assist the assessment team members in
preparation for the assessments.

ANSUANS-8.1-1983, Nuclear Crftkality Safety in Operations with Fissionable Materials Outside
Reactors.

ANSVANS-8.3-1986, Criticality Accident Alarm Systems

ANSIJANS-8.5-1986, Use of Borosiiicata-Glass Raschig Rings as a Neutron Absotierin Solutions of
Fksiie Material

ANSIIANS-8.6-1 983, Safety in ConduaYng Subtical Neutmn-Mutiplication Measurements in Situ

ANS-8.71ANSIN16.5-1 975 (Rl 987), Guide for Nut/ear Criticality Safety in Storage of Fissile Materials

ANSIIANS-8.9-I 987, Nuclear CnticaMy Safety Criteria for Steel-Pipe intersections Containing
Aqueous Solutions of Fissile Materials

ANSIIANS-8.I 0-1983, Criteria for Nuclear CfificaliW Safety Controls in Operations with Shielding and
Confinement

ANSIIANS-8.12-1987, Nuclear /~calify Control and Safety of Plutonium-Uranium Fuel Mixtures
Outside Reactors

ANSllANS-8.l 7-1984, Cticality Safety Ctfteriaforfie Handiing, Storage, and Transportation of LWR
Fuel Outside Reactors

ANS1/ANS-8.19-1984, Administrative Practices for Nud~ar Criticality Safaty

ANSUANS-8.20-I 991, Nuclear CticaMy Safety Trainrng

DNFS8 Recommendation 944, Deficiencies in CticalW Safety at Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant.

DNFSB Recommendation 93-6, MaintainingA=ss to Nucfear Weapons Experience

DNFSB Recommendation 92-5, Discipline of Operations in a Changing Defense Nuclear Facilities
Complex

ESS-CS-101, Nuclear Criticality Safety Prugram Elements, Revision O(or latest revision)

ESS-CS-102, Nuclear CnlicaMy Safety Approval, Revision 1 (or latest revision)

ESS-CS-103, Nut/ear Ctica/ity Safety Calculations, Revision O(or latest revision)

Evaluation of tie Nuclaar Cti~l@ Safety program at the Y-12 plant, March 21 through April 5,1995
(draft or latest ravision)

Guidelines for Preparing Criticality Safe$ Evaluations at Department of Energy Non-Reactor Nuclear
Facilities, September 1,1992
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Implementation Plan for Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board Recommendation 94-4, Deficiencies
in CticaMy Safety at Oak Ridge Y-12 P/ant, Februaty 1995

Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. Readiness Assessment Implementation plan for the Resumption
of Receipt, Storage, and Shipment of Special Nuclear Materials at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant

Nuclear Facility Operations Safety,Assessment Team Report Draft for Rocky Flats Environmental
Technology Site, March 27,1995

Operational Safety Requirements, Buildings 9204-2 and 9204-2E, Revision 1 (or latest revision)

Pantex Conduct of Operations Review

Prelimina~ Evaluation of the Y-12 Nuclear CrMcalii Safety Program, Criticality Safety Approvals, and
Operational Safety Requirements Supporting Receipt, Storage, and Shipment of Special Nuclear
Materials

Readiness Assessments by lANL and the Department of Energy (DOE) for Resumption of TA-55
Operations

The Initial Repod of Martin Marietta Energy Systems Evaluation of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
September 17-28,1990

Type C Investigation of the Y-12 Plant Criticality Safety Approval Infractions Event at Building 9204-2E

Y-12 Plant Nuclear Criticality Safety Program Description

Y5046-CS-326, Nuclear Crfticalify Safety Operational Review (latest revision)

Y50-66-CS-327, Nuclear CrtficaMy Safety Incidents (latest revision)

Y70-150, Nuclear CrfticaMy Safety (latest revision)

Y70-I 60, CrfticaMy Safety Approva/ System (latest revision).

Y70-01-1 50, General Nuclear Cticalify SafetyRequirements - Disassembly and Storage (latest
revision)

Y70-37-1 9-071, General Nucie~ Cticalify Safety Requirements - Buiiting 9215 Enriched Uranium
Operations (latest revision)

Yt12D-623,Pian for Continuing and Resuming Opemtions, October 1994

Y/DD-669, Nuciear Criticai@ Safety Management Pian tbr 1995 Resumption (latest revision)

YDD~73, Management Plan for Assessing Y-12 Piant Cticalify Aca”dent Alatm System Coverage
(latest retilon)
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APPENDIX H - FINAL REPORT OUTLINE

To the extent practical, all supporting information should be typed in Word Perfect 5.1. Handwritten
informationsuch as relevant field notes from interviews or walkdowns, should be retained by the team
members. The report will provide clearly defined technical bases for the conclusions, concerns, and
findings. The following format is suggested for the final repods.

TASK 2 FINAL REPORT

Executive Summary
hsessment Purpose
Major Conclusions
Major Recommendations
Summation

Introduction

Background

Assessments

CSA Compliance
Issues
Conclusions

.Recommendations

Utilityof Nuclear CriticalitySafety Approvals
Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

OSR Compliance
Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Special Operations - CSA and OSRS
Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Completed Readiness Assessments
issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Completed ActIons in Near-Term Initiatives for Nuclear Critfcalii Safety
Jssues
Conclusions
Recommendations

I-2
.

Corrective Actions Related to Probable Causes Documented in the Type C Investigation
Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations
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Corrective Actions Related to Causal Factors in the tvlMES internal Report, Evacuation of CticaMy Safety
Discrepancy Data

Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Progress by MMES in Phase Ill and IV Activities InvofvingCriticalitySafetyas Definedin Y/AD423, Plan ?br
Continuing and Resuming Opemtions

Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Root Cause Analysis - Previously Identified CSA and OSR Deficiencies
Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Lessons Learned at Pantex Plant, Rocky Flats Site, the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation, and the Los Alamos
1A-55 facility

Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Training Effectiveness
Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations

Glossary/Acronyms

Appendix A-Assessment Forms
Appendix B - Reference Document List
Appendix C - Biographical Summaries of Assessment Team

—
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TASK 3 FINAL REPORT

Executive Summary
Assessment Purpose
Major Conclusions
Major Recommendations
Summation

Introduction
/

Background

Assessment of Task 3- Criticalii Safety Program Review

Staftlng Levels and Qualifications
Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Maintenance and Change Control Programs
Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Criticalii Safety Evaluation Processes (including administrative controls and implementing procedures)
Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations implementing procedures

CompliancewithApplicable DOE Orders Governing Criticalii Safety
Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Training Effectheness
Issues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Crilicalii Safety Program Management
tssues
Conclusions
Recommendations

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations

Glosss@ Acronyms

AppendK A - Assessment Forms
Appendix B - Reference Document List
Appendu C - Biographical Summaries of Assessment Team
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MARTIN MARIETTA ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC. POSTOFFICESOX 200S.

July 26, 1995

Mr. R. J. Spence
Departmentof Energy
Post OfYiceBox 2001
Oak Ridge, Temessee

OAX RIO(3E. TENNESSEE 37S31

Oak Ridge Operations

37831

Dear Mr.,Spence:

Commitment 3.1 from the Department of Energy (D,OE) Implementation Plan for the
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) Recommendation 94-4

The enclosed report, Y/N@-00005, “Lockheed Martin Energy Systems Assessment Criteria for
the Evaluation of the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant Nuclear Criticality Safety Program.” was preparedto
document completion of Commitment 3.1 from the DOE Implementation Plan for DNFSB
Recommendation 94-4. The commitment states the following:

The LMES shall develop criteria based upon industry standards and DOE
Order 5480.24. This activity should be worked in conjunction with the criteria
development for independentreview, discussed in 3.4.

If you have any questions regarding this report, please call R. V. Stachowiak at 4-9979,

D. J. Bostock
Vice President
Defenseand Manufacturing

DJB:RVS:SC

Enclosure
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1. INTRODUCTION

Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB) Recommendation 94-4 regard-
ing deficiencies in nuclear criticality safety (NCS) and conduct of operations
at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant (Y-12) was issued on September 27, 1994, and sub-
sequently accepted by the Secretary of Energy on November 18, 1994. In
response to this recommendation, the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE)
Implementation Plan for DNFSBRecommendation 944 was developed to
present a schedule of actions to address the recommendation. This report
addresses Commitment 3.1 under Task 3 in the 94-4 Implementation Plan:

The LMESshall develop criteria based upon industry standards
and DOE Order 5480.24. This activity should be worked in
conjunction with the criteria development for independent
review, discussed in 3.4.

Under Task 3 of the 94-4 Implementation Plan, the Y-12 Criticality Safety
Program will be evaluated by a Lockheed hlartin Energy Systems (LhlES)
Assessment Team and an independent DOE team. This report addresses the Lhl12S
portion of Task 3 (Commitment 3.1) by providing the performance objectives
and associated assessment criteria. The objectives and criteria were derived
from DOEOrder 5480.24 and the directly referenced American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) standards in this order. The development of these
criteria was performed in conjunction with the efforts developing the criteria
for Task 3 (commitment 3.4). The criteria contained herein will be used in the
conduct of the Task 3 (commitment 3.2) evaluation.
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2. PERFORMANCE0BJE(31VES

This section presents the six performance objectives to be used in the
LMES evaluation of the Y-12 Criticality Safety Program and the assess-
ment criteria associated with each objective.
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2.1 NCS.1 ORGANIZATION/ADMINISTRATION

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE The organizations responsible for nuclear
criticality safety (NCS) at the site are in place, are adeq-utely
functioning in an effective manner.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: ,

1. Management shall accept overall responsibility for

staffed, and are

safety of opera-
tions. Continuing interest in safety shall be e~dent. - -
ANsI/ANs8. 19, sect. 4.1

2 Management shall formulate nuclear criticality safety policy and
make it known to all emp!oyees involved in operations with fissile
material. ANSI/ANS-8. 19, Sect. 4.2

3.a Management shall assign responsibility and delegate commensurate
authority to implement established policy. Responsibility for
nuclear criticality safety sha~l be assigned in a manner compatible
with that for other safety disciplines. ANWANS-8. 19, Sect. 4.3;
LX3E 0rrfer5480.24, 77.a(f )

3.b. Management shall clearly establish responsibility for nuclear
criticality safety. Supervision shall be made as responsible for
nuclear criticality safety as for production, development, research,
or other functions. Each individual, regardless of position, shall be
made aware that nuclear criticality safety in his work area is ulti-
mately his responsibility. ANSI/ANS-8. 1, Sect. 4.1.1, lj1; LDE Order
5480.24, Y7.a.(1)

4.a Management shall provide personnel familiar with the physics
of nuclear criticality and with associated safety practices to furnish
technical guidance appropriate to the scope of operations. This func-
tion shall, to the extent practicable, be administratively independent
of operations. ANSVAN$8. 19, Sect. 4.4; lX2E 0der5480.24, Y7.a(J )

4.b. Management shall provide personnel skilled in the interpretation of
data petiinent to nuclear criticality safety and familiar with opera-
tions to se~e as advisors to supervision. These specialists shall be, to
the extent practicable, administratively independent of process
supefision. ANSVANS-8. 1, Sect. 4.1.1, 12; LWE 0rder5480.24, ~7,a(l)

5. I%ch supervisor shall accept responsibility for the safety of opera-
tions under his control. ANSVANS8. 19, Secc 5.1

6. Each supetis,or shall be knowledgeable in those aspects of nuclear
criticality safety relevant to operations under his control.
ANSI/ANS8. 19, Sem 5.2

7. The (NCS) staff shall maintain familiarity with current develop-
ments in nuclear criticality safety standards, guides, and codes.
Knowledge of cument nuclear criticality information shalj be
maintained. ANSI/ANS8. 19, Sect. 6.2; LXIE Gtler5480.24, ~7.a(l)
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

(Criticality staff shall be able to demonstrate that they are able to
obtain criticality safety information necessary to perform their
duties. DOE-OROORIGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of
ANSI/AN$8.19, Sect. 6.2)

& The (NCS) staff shall consult with knowledgeable individuals to
obtain technical assistance as needed. ANWANS-8. 19, Sect. 6.3;
lME 0rder5480.24, T?.a.(1)
[See (ANSVANS) 8.19 ( Sect.) 6.2. Maybe demonstrated by Criticality
Safety Committee Meeting minutes and/or letters to file documenting
consultations with other criticality expats. DO&OROORIGN 5480.24,
Attachment, Interpretation of ANSVAIW8. 19, !%CL 6.3]

9. The (NCS) staff shall maintain famil~$rity with all operations within
the organization requiring nuclear criticality safety controls.
ANS1/AN$8. 19, %?CL 6.4
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2.2 NCS.2 DEVELOPMENT OF NCS REQUIREMENTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: NCS requirements for site fissionable material
operations are established on the basis of industry standards [ANWANS
(American National Standards Institute/American National Standard)
standards] and any additional requirements of DOEOrder 5480.24.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

1. Management shall establish the criteria to be satisfied by nuclear
criticality safety controls. Distinction may be made between shielded
and unshielded facilities, and the criteria may be less stringent
when adequate shielding and confinement assure the protection of
personnel. ANSI/AN$8. 1, Sect. 4.1.1, q3

2 Ml controlled parameters and their limits shall be specified.
ANSI/AN$8.1, Sect. 4.2.1, q2

3. Contractors shall establish a monitoring and surveillance program
to prevent accumulations of fissionable materials in, but not limited
to, process equipment and storage, pipe, and ventilation systems. If
unsafe accumulations are detected, corrective measures shall be
taken to prevent criticality hazards.
DOE 0rder5480.24,q 7.d
(The contractor shall conduct monitoring and suxweillance in sup
pofl of an accumulation prevention program.
DOE-OROORIGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of IX3E Order
5480.24,q 7.d)

4a. Access to areas where fissile material is handled, processed, or stored
shall be controlled. ANWANS-8. 19, Sea 9.4

-$.b. Access to storage areas shall be controlled. ANSI/ANS-8.7; Sect. 4.1,4

5a. The movement of fissionable materials shall be controlled.
ANsl/ANs8. 1, sect. 4.1.4

5.b. The movement of fissile materials shall be controlled.
ANS1/ANS-8.l 9, *L 8.4

5.c. The requirements of this Order (DOE 5480.24) shall apply to all activ-
ities where fissionable material is transferred from one operation to
another within a facility and from one on-site location to another.
DOE Order 5480.24, q” 7.e.( 1)

6. For on-site transportation, contractors shall be required to follow
the guidelines of an approved on-site transportation safety manual.
DOE 0rder5480.24, 1 7.e.(2)
[“Approved on-site transportation safety manual” interpreted as
‘established on-site transportation procedures”.
DOE-OROORIGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of DOE Order
5480.24, ~ 7.e.(2)]
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

7.

&

9.

10.

11.

IL

13.

The requirements of DOE 5480.3 shall be complied with regarding
offsite shipment of fissionable material. ‘
DOE 0rder5480.24, ~ 7.e.(3)

DOE 5610.1 shall apply for the safe transpomation of weapon compon-
ents and special assemblies shipped in national defense. DOE Order
5480.24, I 7.e.(4)

Control of spacing, mass, density, and geometry of fissile material
shall be maintained to assure subcriticality under all normal and
credible abnormal conditions. ANSI/ANS-8. 19, SecL 9.5

Operations to which nuclear criticality safety is pertinent shall be ‘
governed by written procedures. All persons participating in these
operations shall understand and be familiar with the procedures.
The procedures shall specify all parameters they are intended to
control. They sha~l be such that no single, inadvertent departure
from a procedure can cause a criticality accident. ANS1/ANS-8. 1,
Sect. 4.1.3; lX2E &krS480.24, T7.a.(1)

New or revised procedures impacting nuclear criticality safety shall
be reviewed by the nuclear criticality safety staff. ANSUANS-8. 19,
sect. 7.5

4.2.2 Double Contingency PrincitAe. Process designs shall incorpo-
rate sufficient factors of safety to require at least two unlikely,
independent, and concument changes in process conditions before a
criticality accident is possible. Protection shall be provided by either
(a) the control of two independent process parameters (which is the
preferred approach, if practical) or (b) a system of multiple (at least
two) controls on a single parameter. In ail cases, no single failure
shall result in the potential for a criticality accident. The basis for
selecting either approach shall be fully documented.
DOE Order 5480.24, ~7.a(2)(a) replacement for ANSVANS-8. 1,
Sect. 4.2.2
[A “criticality accident” is interpr&d as a “credible criticality acci-
dent. ” All other occurrences of the phrase “criticality accident”
shai.1 be interpreted as “credible criticalityy accident. ” The basis used
to demonstrate that no single event can lead to a criticality accident
shall be documented. DOE-OROORIGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpre-
tation of DOE Order 5480.24, 17.z(2)(a)]

4.2.3 Geometn ControL As a first priority, reliance sha~ be placed
on equipment design in which dimensions of the contained fission-
able material and spacing between equipment are limited via passive

~ngineenng controls. Where geometry control is not feasible, the
preferred order of controls is other passive engineering controls,
active engineering controls, and administrative controls. Feasibility
is determined by weighing risk versus practicality/cost. Full advan-
tage may be taken of any nuclear characteristics of the process,
materials and equipment. AU dimensions, nuclear properties, and

6
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA (continued)

1=1.a.

14.b.

15.a.

15.b.

16.

17.

18.

features upon which reliance is placed shall be verified prior to
beginning operations, and contrcl shall be exercised to maintain
them. The basis for not selecting geometry control shall be fully
documented.
DOE Order 5480.24, ~7.a.(2)(b) replacement for ANSVANS-8.1,
Sect. -4.2.3
[Where a significant quantity of fissionable material is being prm
cessed and criticality safety is a concern, the passive engineering
controls such as geometry control will be considered as a primary
control method. for existing operations where it can be shown that
protection is provided as per paragraph 7.z( 2)(a) of this order, the
double contingency analysis can be used as the risk vs cost analysis.
DOE-OROORIGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of DOE Order
5480.24, ~7.a.(2)(b)]

Reliance may be placed on neutron-absorbing materials, such as
cadmium and boron, that are incorporated in process materials or
equipment, or both. Control shall be exercised to maintain their
continued presence with the intended distributions and concentra-
tions. Extraordinary care shall be taken with solutions of absorbers
because of the difficulty of exercising such control. ANSVANS-8.1,
Sect. -$.2.4

If boron glass raschig rings are used as a neutron absorber,
ANSVANS-8.5 shail be followed.

Before a new operation with fissionable materials is begun or before
an existing operation is changed, it shall be determined that the
entire process will be subcritical under both normal and credible
abnormal conditions. Care shall be exercised to determine chose
conditions which result in the maximum effective multiplication
factor (keff). ANWANS-8.1, Sect. 4.1.2

Before starting a new operation with fissiie materials or before an
existing operation is changed, it shall be determined that the entire
process will be subcritical under both normal and credible abnormal
conditions. AN!WANS-8. 19, Sect. 8.1

The nuclear criticality safety evaluation shall determine and expli-
citly identi~ the controlled parameters and their associated limits
upon which nuclear criticality safety depends. AN! WANS-8.19,
Sect. 8.2

The nuclear criticality safety evaluation shall be documented with
sufficient detail, clarity, and lack of ambiguity to allow independent
judgment of results. ANSI/ANS-8. 19, Sect. 8.3

Before starting operation, there shall be an independent assessment
that confirms the adequacy of the nuclear criticality safety evac-
uation. ANSL/ANS-8.19, Sect. 8.4

.
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

23.

24.

25.

26.

A margin in the comelating parameter (for a calculational method),
which margin may be a function of composition and other variables,
shall be prescribed that is sufficient to ensure subcriticality. This
margin of subcriticality shall include allowances for the uncer-
tainty in the bias and for uncemdnties due to any extensions of the
area(s) of applicabilityy. ANSI/AN$8.1, Sect. 4.3.3

If the (calculational) method involves a computer program, checks
shall be performed to confm that the mathematical operations are
performed as intended. Any changes in the computer program shall
be followed by reconfirmation that the mathematical operations are
performed as intended. ANSVANS-8.1, Sect. 4.3.4

Nuclear properties such as cross sections should be consistent with
experimental measurements of these properties. ANSI/AN$8. 1,
Sect. 4.3.5; mE CMer5480.24, 17.aJf)
(Remain as “should.” Exact consistency would rule out adjusted cross
sections. Consistency can be demonstrated by comparison with
experimental data or other calculations. DOE-OROORIGN 5480.24,
Attachment, Interpretation of ANS1/ANS8.1, sect 4.3.S )

A written report of the validation shall be prepared. This report
shall: ( 1) Describe the method with sufficient detail, clarity, and lack
of ambiguity to allow independent duplication of results; (2) State
computer progmxns used, the options, recipes for choosing mesh
points where applicable, the cross section sets, and any numerical
parameters necessary to describe the input; (3) Identify experi-
mental data and list parametem derived therefrom for use in the
validation of the method; (4) State the area(s) of applicability; and
(5) State the bias and the prescribed margin of subcriticality over
the area(s) of applicability. State the basis for the margin.
ANsI/ANs8. 1, sect. 4.3.5

9
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

19.a.

19.b.

20.ZL

20.b.

21.

22

Where applicable data are available, subcritical limits shall be estab
lished on bases derived from experiments, with adequate allowance
for uncertainties in the data. In the absence of directly applicable
experimental measurements, the limits may be derived from calcula-
tions made by a method shown by comparison with experimental
data to be valid in accordance with 4.3. ANSL/ANS-8.1,
Sect 4.2.5

Limits for the storage of fissile material shall be based on experi-
mental data or the results of validated computational techniques.
ANSI/ANS8.7, Sect. 4.2.1

Operations with fissile materials may be perfoxmed safely by com-
plying with any one of the limits given in (ANSI/ANS-8.1) 5.1,5.2,
5.3, and 5.4 for single units provided the conditions under which the
limit applies are maintained these limits were calculated by methods
satisfying the requirements of (ANSVANS-8. 1) 4.3. A limit shall be
applied only when surrounding materials, including other nearby
fissionable materials, can be shown to increase the effective multi-
plication factor (&ff) no more than does enclosing the unit by a
contiguous layer of water of unlimited thickness. A limit may be
applied to a mixture of fissiie nuclides by considering all
components of the mixture to be the one with the most restrictive
limit. Process specifications shalI incorpmate margins to protect
against uncertainties in process variables and against a limit being
accidentally exceeded. ANSVANS8. 1, Sect. 5

Operations (with special. actinide nuclides) may be performed safely
by complying with the appropriate subcritical mass limits given in
(ANSI/AN*8. 15) 5.1 and 5.2. Other limits for mixtures of fissile and
non-fissile isotopes of the same element wherein water has not been
excluded are treated in (ANSVAN$8. 15)6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. NOTE Pro-
cess specifications shall incorporate margins to protect against .
uncertainties in process variables and against a limit being acci-
dentally exceeded. ANSVANS8.15, Sect. 5

Bias (in a calculational method) shall be established by comelating
the results of criticality experiments with results obtained for these
same systems by the method being validated. ANSL/ANS8. 1,
SecL 4.3.1

The area(s) of applicability of a calculational method may be
extended beyond the range of experimental conditions over which
the bias is established by making use of the trends in the bias. Where
the extension is large, the method shall be supplemented by other
calculational methods to provide a better estimate of the bias in the
extended area(s). ANSVANS-8.1, Sect. 4.3.2; fXIE 0rder5480.24,
T7.a.(1)

8
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2.3 NCS.3 IMPLEMENTATION OF

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE NCS

NCS REQUIREMENTS

requirements for site fissionable material
operations are adequately implemented ~hrough flowdown, NCS training, and
configuration management practices.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

1.

2

3.

4.

s.

&

7.

Nuclear criticality safety programs shall be fully documented.
DOE Order 5480.24, I 7.c, 1st paragraph
(Documentation of the nuclear criticality safety program shall
include policies and procedures implementing the elements of the
ANSI/ANS standards specified in DOE Order 5480.24, ~ 7.a
DO&OROORIGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of DOE Order
5480.24, I 7.c)

Additionally, the limiting conditions of operation for criticality
safety shall be included in the facility TW?s. DOE Order 5480.24, ~ 7.c,
2nd paragraph
(Additionally, the safetv limits. limitirw control settimzs. limiting
conditions of operation, administrative controls. an d administrative
program for criticality safety shall be included in the facility TSRs
as aDDiicable and dictated bv a co remitment made in the SAR
DOE-OROORIGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of DOE Order
5480.24,1 7.c)

The nuclear criticality safety staff shall provide technical guidance
for the design of equipment and processes and for the development
of operating procedures. ANSVANS-8. 19, Sec. 6.1

Operations to which nuclear criticality safety is pertinent shall be
governed by written procedures. All persons participating in these
operations shall understand and be familiar with the procedures.
The procedures shall specify all parameters they are intended to
control. ANSi/AN!+8. 1, Sect. 4.1.3

Methods of storage control and operational practices approved by
management shall be described in written procedures. Persons par-
ticipating in the transfer and storage of material shall be familiar
with these procedures. ANSI/AN$8.7, Sect. 4.1.2

Supe~iscws shall develop or participate in the development of writ “
ten procedures applicable to the operations under their control.
Maintenance of these procedures to reflect changes in operations
shall be a continuing supervisory responsibility. ANSI/ANS-8. 19,
sec. 5.4

Procedures shalJ be orgariized and presented for convenient use by
operatom. They slxdl be free of extraneous materiaL ANSI/AN$8.19,
Sect. 7.1; LWE0rder5480.24, Y7.a.(1)
[Contractor line management’ is responsible for the organization and
presentation of procedures for convenient use by operators.

10
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

&

9.a

9.b.

la

11.

12

13.

14.

15.

16.

170

Adirective tolinemanagement inthefacility (md NCS) safety
manual would meet this requirement. The same is txue for the
making sure procedures are clear of exmneous material. DOFORO
ORIG N 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of ANSVANS-8. 19, SecL
7.1]

Procedures shall include those controls and limits significant to the
nuclear criticality safety of the operation. ANSVANS-8. 19, secL 7.2

Appropriate materials labeling and area posting shall be maintained
specifj&g material identification and all limits on parameters that
are subjected to procedural control. ANSI/ANS-8. 1, Sect. 4.1.4

Appropriate material labeling and area posting shall be maintained
speci~ing material identification and all limits on parameters that
are subject to procedural control. ANSI/ANS8. 19, Sect. 9.2

Limits for storage shall be posted. ANSI/ANS8.7, Sect. 4.1.2

Procedures shall be supplemented by posted nuclear criticality
safety limits or limits incorporated in operating check lists or flow
sheets. ANSI/ANS8. 19, Sect. 7.6; LWE 0mier5480.24, Y7.a.(1)

Each supe~isor shall require conformance with good safety prac
tices including unambiguous identification of fissile materials and
good housekeeping. ANSI/ANS-8. 19, Sec. 5.6

Each individual, regardless of position, shall be made aware that
nuclear criticality safety in his work area is ultimately his respon-
sibility. This may be accomplished through training and periodic
retraining of all operating and maintenance personnel.
ANsI/ANs8.1, sect.4.1.1, ql

Operations to which nuclear criticality safety is pertinent shall be
governed by written procedures. All persons participating in these
operations shall understand and be familiar with the procedures.
ANsI/AN!+8. 1, wt. 4.1.3

Each supewisor shall be knowledgeable in those aspects of nuclear
criticality safety relevant to operations under his control. Training
and assistance shall be obtained lkom the nuclear criticality safety
staff. ANSI/AN$8. 19, Sect. 5.2; DE _5480.24, 17.a(l)

Each supervisor shall provide training and shall require that the
personnel under his supervision have an understanding of pro-
cedures and safety considerations such that they may be e-ted to
perform their functions without undue risk. Records of training
activities and verification of personnel understanding shall be
maintained. ANSI/AN$8. 19, Sec. 5.3

The ( NCS) staff shall assist supervision, on request, in training
personnel. ANSI/AN$8. 19, sec~ 6.5 —

11
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

la

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

Personnel in the area to be evacuated (in event of a nuclear criti-
cality accident) shall be trained in evacuation methods and informed
of routes and assembly stations. ANSVAN!+8. 19, Sect- 10.5

Supplementing and revising procedures as improvements become
desirable shall be facilitated. ANSVANS8. 19, sec~ 7.3

Active procedures shall be reviewed periodically by supe~ision.
ANsI/ANs8. 19, SecL 7.4

New or revised procedures impacting nuclear criticality safety shail
be reviewed by the nuclear criticality safety staff. ANSVAN$8.19, .
sect. 7.5

All dimensions, nuclear properties, and features upon which reli-
ance is placed shall be verified prior to beginning operations, and
control shall be exercised to maintain them. DOE Order 5480.24,
17.a.(2)(b) replacement for ANs1/AN$%8.1, Sect. 4.2.3

Supervisors shall veri~ compliance with nuclear criticality safety
specifications for new or modified equipment before its use. Verifi-
cation may be based on inspection repofis or other features of the
quality control system. ANSI/ANS8. 19, Sec. 5.5

If reliance is placed on neutron absorbing materials that are incor
porated into process materials or equipment, control shall be exer-
cised to maintain their continued presence with the intended distri-
butions and concentrations. ANSVANS-8. 19, sect 9.3

12
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2.4 NCS.4 ASSESSMENTS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE Procedures covering both
compliance and NCS program assessments are in piace and
formed at the site in an effective manner.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

1:

2

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.&

8.b.

operational NCS
are being per-

Management shall establish a means for monitoring the nuclear
critic~ity safety program. ANS1/AN$8. 19, Sec. 4.5 -

Management shall periodically participate in auditing the overall
effectiveness of the nuclear criticality safety program.
ANSI/AN$8: 19, Sec. 4.6

Management may use consultants and nuclear criticality safety
committees in achieving the objectives of the nuclear criticality
safety program. ANSI/ANS-8. 19, Sec. 4.7

Management shall provide for inspections to veri~ compliance with
established (fissile material storage) procedures. ANSVAN$8.7,
sect 4.1.3

~ch supemisor shall require conformance with good stiety prac .
tices including unambiguous identification of fissile materials and
good housekeeping. ANSVANS-8. 19, Sec. 5.6

The (NCS) staff shall maintain familiarity with all operations within
the organization requiring nuclear criticality safety controls.
ANSI/AN$8. 19, *CL 6.4

The (NCS) staff shall conduct or p~icipate in audits of criticality
safety practices and compliance with procedures as directed by
management. ANSVANS-8. 19, Sect. 6.6

Operations shall be reviewed frequently (at least annually) to
ascertain that procedures are being foIlowed and that process con-
ditions have not been altered so as to affect the nuclear criticality
safety evaluation. These reviews shall be conducted, in consultation
with operating personnel, by individuals who are knowledgeable in
nuclear criticality safety and who, to the extent practicable, are not
immediately responsible for the operation. ANSVANS-8. 1, Sect. 4.1.6

Operations shall be reviewed frequently (at least annually) to aster
tain that procedures are being followed and that process conditions
have not been altered so as to affect the nuclear criticality safety
evaluation. ANSI/ANS-8. 19, Sect 7.8
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2.5 NCS.5 NCS INCIDENT REPORTING, TRACKING, TRENDING,
RESOLUTION, and LESSONS LEARNED

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE A program is in place and
ively at the site to handle NCS incident reporting, tracking,
tion, and lessons learned.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

functioning effect-
trending, resolu-

l.a

lob.

2.

Deviations from tmocedures and unforeseen alterations in process
conditions that ~fect nuclear criticality safety shall be reported to
management and shall be investigated promptIy. Action shall be
taken to prevent a recurrence. ANSI/AN*8. 1, SecL 4.1.5

Deviations from operating procedures and unforeseen alterations in
process conditions that affect nuclear criticality safety shall be doc-
umented, reported to management, and investigated promptIy.
Action shall be taken to prevent a recurrence. ANSI/ANS-8. 19,
sect. 7.7

The (NCS) staff shall examine reports of procedural violations and
other deficiencies for possible improvement of safety practices and
procedural requirements, and shall report their findings to manage-
ment. ANSVANS-8. 19, Sea 6.7

14
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2.6 NCS.6 CRITICALITY ACCIDENT ALARM SYSTEM AND EMERGENCY
PLANNING

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Programs are in place at the site to assure
criticality accident alarm (CAA) coverage where it is required by DOE Order
5480.24 and ANSVAIW8.3 and to assure proper emergency response in event
of a criticality accident.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA:

1. The requirements in ANSI/ANS-8.3 relating to the needs for an
alarm system are not applicable to this Order. For the purpose of this
Order, Criticality Mann Systems (CAS) and criticality detection sys-
tems shall be required as followx ( 1) In those cases where the mass
of fissionable material exceeds the limits established in paragraph -
4.2.1 of ANSVAN$8.3 and the probability of criticality is greater
than 10+ per year (as documented in a DOE approved SAR), a CAS
meeting ANSI/AN$8.3 shall be provided to cover occupied areas in
which the expected dose exceeds 12 rads in free air, where a CAS is
defined to include a criticality accident detection device and a per-
sonnel evacuation alarm. (2) In those cases where the mass of fis-
sionable material exceeds the limits established in paragraph 4.2.1 of
ANSI/AN~8.3 and the probability of criticality is greater than 1~
per year, (as documented in a DOE approved SAR), but there are no
occupied areas in which the expected dose exceeds 12 rads in free air,
a criticality detection system shall be provided where a criticality
detection system is defined to be an appropriate criticality accident
detection device but without an immediate evacuation alarm. The
criticality accident detection system response time should be suffi-
cient to allow for appropriate process-related mitigation and recov-
ery actions. While an immediate evacuation alarm is not required
under these circumstances, evacuation shall be implemented (i.e.
evacuation notification or delayed alarm) if potential doses to occu-
pational workers could be effectively limited by such actions in
accordance with DOE 5480.11. (3) ln those cases where the mass of
fissionable material exceeds the limits established in paragraph 4.2.1
of ANSI/AN$8.3, but a criticality accident is determined to be
impossible due to the physical form of the fission-able material, or
the probability of occumence is determined to be less than 1(N per
year (as documented in a DOE approved SAR), neither a CAS nor a
criticality detection system is rtxquired. In addition, neither a CAS
nor a criticality detection system is required to be installed
underwater when fissionable material is handled or stored beneath
water shielding that is adequate to protect personnel; however a
means to detect fission product gasses or other volatile fission prod-
ucts should be provided in occupied areas immediately adjacent to
such undenvater storage areas except for fuel systems where no fis-
sion products are likely to be released. Also, neither a CAS nor a
criticality detection system are required for fissionable material
during shipment of fissionable material packaged in approved
shipping containers, or fissionable material packaged in approved
shipping containers awaiting transport provided no other operation
involving fissionable material not so packaged is-permitted on the
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

dock or in the shipment area (4) The decision to install a criticality
detection system rather than a CAS, and the decision that neither a
CAS nor a criticality detection system is necessary, must be just~led
based upon a documented DOEapproved Safety Analysis. DOE Order
5480.24,1 7.b

. {The use of 10+ does not necessarily mean that a PRA has to be per-
formed. Reasonable grounds shall be presented on the basis of
commonly accepted engineering judgmen~ [see interpretation for
7a(2)(a)] IXX+ORO ORIGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of
DOE 0rder5480.24, ~7.b.(1)(2)(3)}
[A criticality detection system maybe any device capable of alerting
operations staff that a criticality (accident) has occurred. It does not
have to be a criticality alatm system or necessarily have an ass-
ciated alarm. It does not necessarily have to be instantaneous, but
should be timeIy such that processes can be shut down, if necessary,
or other mitigating action taken. -y determination concerning a
criticality alarm/detection system via this order will be documented
in a DOE-approved SAR or DOE-approved SAR addendum.
DOFORO ORIGN S480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of IXIE Order
5480.24, 17.b.(4)]

2. Where alarm systems are installed, emergency plans shafl be main-
tained. ANSVAN$8.3, Sect. 4. 1.2; ~E 0mler5480.24, f7.a(l)

3. In areas in which criticality alarm covemge is required, a means
shall be provided to detect excessive amounts or intensities of
radiation and to signal penonnel evacuation. The type of radiation to
be detected and the mode of detection and the alarm signaI shafl be
uniform throughout the system. ANSVANS-8.3, Sect. 4.3; DE Order
5480.24, T?.a.(1)
(The contractor will define the type of system most appropriate for
the operation to be monitored. The system will be uniform to the
operation for which it was designed. DOEORO ORIGN 5480.24, Attach-
ment, Interpretation of ANSVANS-8.3, Sect. 4.3)

4. The alarm signal shall be for immediate evacuation purposes only
and of sufficient volume and coverage to be heard in all areas that
are to be evacuated. ANSVANS-8.3, Sect. 4.4.1

5. The signal shall be a mid-frequency complex sound wave that may
be amplitude modulated at a subsonic frequency. The fundamental
frequency shaJJ not excetxi 1000 HZ Moduktcion shall be at a rate less
than 5 Hz. ANSVANS-8.3, Sect. 4.4.2; IDE 0rder5480.24, 17.a(l)

6 The signal generator shaJJ produce an overall sound pressure level
which is not less than 10 dB above the overall maximum typical
ambient noise level, and in any case not less than 75 dB (referenced
to 20 pN/mz ) at every location ffom which immediate evacuation is
deemed essential. ANSVANS8.3, Sect. 4.4.3; LX2E Gtier5480.24,
Y7.a.(1)

—
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

7.

&

9.

10,

11.

12

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Since excessive noise levels can be injurious to personnel, the signal
generator sIMJJ not produce an A-weighted sound level in excess of
115 dB (referenced to 20 pN/m2) at the ear of an individual.
ANSI/ANS8.3, Sect. 4.4.* M)E MerS480.24, T7.a9(l)

A suffkient number of signal generators shal~ be installed so that
the recommendations of 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 are met. ANSVANS-8.3,
%x% 4.4.5; LX3E 0rder5480.24, 77.~(1)

The signal generating system(s) shall be automatically actuated by
an initiating event without requiring human action. ANSI/ANS-8.3,
Sem 4.4.6

The alarm trip point shall be set high enough to minimize the proba-
bility of an alarm from sources other than criticality. The level shall
be set low enough to detect the minimums accident of concern.
ANsI/ANS8.3, Sect. 4.4.7; ~E 0rxier5480.24, q7.a(l)

Evacuation shall be signaled promptly upon detection of an accident.
ANSI/AN%8.3, Sect. 4.4.8

After initiation, the sigmd shall continue to sound as required by
emergency procedures, even though the radiation falls below the
alarm point. Manual resets, with limited access, shail be provided
outside the areas to be evacuated. ANSVAN$8.3, Sect. 4.4.9;
LDE @der5480.24, 17.a(l)

Consideration shall be given to the avoidance of false alarms. This
may be accomplished by providing reliable single detector channels
or by requiring concurrent response of two or more detectors to ini-
tiate the alarm. [n redundant systems, failure of any single channel
shall not prevent compliance with the detection criterion specfled
in 5.6. ANSVAM+8.3, Sect. 4.5.1

A means that will not cause an evacuation shall be provided to test
the response and performance of the alarm system. The system shall
be returned to operating condition immediately following tests.
ANSI/ANS8.3, Sect. 4.5.2; LWE Mer5480.24, T7.a(l)

Process areas in which activities will continue during a power out-
age shall have emergency power supplies for alarm systems or such
activities shall be monitored continuously with pofiable
instmments. ANSI/AN$8.3, Sect. 4.5.3

Detectors shall not fail to initiate an alarm when subjected to a radia-
tion field of at least 10 radls. ANSI/ANS-8.3, Sect. 4.5.4

The system shall be designed for high reliability and shall utilize
components which do not require frequent semicing such as
lubrication or cleaning. The system shaff be designed to minimize
the effects of non-use, deterioration, power surges, and other
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

adverse conditions. ANsVAN$8.3, Sect. 5.17?.,2; ~E ~~.24,
17.a.(1)
(Contractor shall provide definitions of their period or frequency of
service. Approved service frequency will satisfy the “non-use”
design requirements. Adequate testing, as per paragraphs 6.3 and 6.4
of this standard, will assure there is not an extended period of
non-use. When new systems are installed or existing systems are
reactivated after being out of sendce longer than the set testing
period, they shall be tested for proper opemion. DCWOROORIGN
5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of ANSVANS-8.3, Sect. 5.1 q 1,2)

la The design of the system sha~l be as simple as is consistent with the
single objective of reliable activation of the alarm. ANSI/ANS-8.3,
Sect. 5.1 13; DOE 0rTier5480.24, Y7.a(i)
(Tested criticality alarm designs shall be used. New criticality alarm
system designs are subject to field office review and PSO approval.
DOE-OROORIG N 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of ANSVANS-8.3,
sect. 5.1 q3)

19. AU components of the system sha~f be located to minimize damage in
case of fire, explosion, corrosive atmosphere, or other extreme con-
ditions. ANSI/ANS8.3, Sect 5.2; LDE 0rder5480.24, T7.a(l)
(The technical basis for placement of alarms shall be documented for
new installations of criticality alarm systems. Consideration to
shielding, damage due to fire, corrosive atmosphere, etc., shall be
included. DOE-OROOFUGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of
ANSI/AN$8.3, Sect. 5.2)

20. The design and installation of the system shall be such as to resist
eanhquake damage. The system shall remain operational in the
event of seismic shock equivalent to the site specific design basis
eanhquake, or the equivalent value s~cified by the Uniform Build-
ing Code. ANSVANS8.3, Sect. 5.3; IDE 0der5480.24, Y7.a.(1 )
[The detection unit and primary annunciator of new criticality
alarm systems or major modifications to existing system(s) shall
remain operational in the event of seismic shock equivalent to the
seismic qualification of the building, if such exists, or in the absence
of same the lesser of a) the site specific design basis ea.mhquake,
b) the value specified by the Uniform Building Code or, c) the
threshold ground acceleration value to which the building was
designed. IXEORO ORIGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of
ANSI/ANS8.3, Sect. 5.3]

21. The system shall not produce an evacuation signal due to component
failure; however, a visible or audible warning signal shaU be pr~
tided at some normally occupied location to indicate system malfunc-
tion or the loss of primary power. ANSI/AN$8.3, Sect. 5.4

22 The system shall be designed to produce the desired signal within
one half second of activation by the minimum accident of concern.
ANSI/AN$8.3, Sect. 5.5

18
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

2&

29.

30.

Criticality alarm systems shall be designed to detect immediately the
minimum accident of concern. For this. purpose, in areas where
material is handled or processed with only nominal shielding, the
minimum accident may be assumed to deliver the equivalent of an
absorbed dose in free air of 20 rad at a distance of 2 m horn the react-
ing material within 60 s. The alarm signal shall activate promptly
when the dose rate at the detectors equals or exceeds a value equiva-
lent to 20 radhnin at 2 m fkom the reacting material.
ANSI/AN$8.3, Sect. 5.6

In the design of radiation detectors, it may be assumed that the mini-
mum duration of the radiation tmnsient is 1 ms. Systems shall be
designed so that instrument response and alarm latching shall occur
as a result of transients of 1 ms d-tion. ANSVANS8.3,
sect. 5.7.1

To minimize false alarms, the trip point may be set in the radh
range as long as the criterion of (ANSVANS-8.3, Sect.) 5.6 is met. The
alarm trip point of a rate-sensing device shall be more than 10
mrad/h above normal or operational background at the monitoring
point. ANSI/ANS8.3, Sect. 5.3; lDE 0rtfer5480.24, V7.a(l)

The location and spacing of detectors shall be chosen to avoid the
effect of shielding by massive equipment or materials. Low-density
materials of construction, such as wood hming, thin interior walls,
hollow brick tiles, etc., may be disregarded. The spacing of detectors
shall be consistent with the selected alarm trip point and with the
detection criterion. ANSI/ANS+8.3, Sect. 5.8; LWE Order5480.24,
~7.a.(1]

Initial tests, inspections, and checks of the system shall verify that
the fabrication and installation were made in accordance with
design plans and specifications. ANSI/ANS-8.3, Sect. 6.1

Following significant modification or repair to a system, there shall
be tests and checks equivalent to the initial installation tests.
ANS1/AN$8.3, Sect. 6.2

System response to radiation shall be measured periodically to con-
firm continuing instrument performance. The test intend may be
determined on the basis of experienctq howwer, tests shall be per-
formed at least monthly. Records of tests shall be maintained.
ANSI/AN$8.3, Sect. 6.3; LDE 0s@?r5480.24, Y7.a(l)

The entire alarm system shall be tested periodically. Each audible
signal genemtor shall be tested at least once every three months.
Field obsemations shall establish that the signal is audible above
background throughout all areas to be evacuated. All personnel in
affected areas shall be notified in advance of an audible test.
ANSI/AN$8.3, Sect. 6.+ DOE 0rder5480.24, W.a(l)
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

31.

32

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38a

3&b.

39.a9

39.b.

When tests reveal inadequate performance, corrective action shall
be taken without unnecessary deIay. ANSVANS-8.3, Sect. 6.5

Procedures shall be formulated to minimize false alarms which may
be caused by testing and to return the system to normal operation
immediately following the test. ANSI/AN$8.3, Sect. 6.6

Ml tests and corrective actions shall be recorded in a logbook main-
tained for each system. This record will provide information on the
system operability and help to identity sources of failure.
ANSVANS8.3, Sect. 6.7

Instructions regarding response to signals shall be posted through-
out the area from which there is provision for evacuation.
ANSVANS8.3, Sect. 7.1

AU employees whose work may necessitate their presence in an area
covered by the signal shall be made familiar with the sound of the
signal. ANSVANS-8.3, Sect. 7.2.1

Before placing the system into operation, all employees normally
working in the area shall be acquainted with the signal by actual
demonstration at their work locations. ANS1/ANS-8.3, Sect. 7.2.2

To refresh membnes and acquaint new employees and transferees
into an area, the signal shafl be sounded during working hours at
least once quanerly after notifying all concerned. Non-regular-
shift employees shall be included. ANSVANS-8.3, Sect. 7.2.3;
DE Mer5480.24, 77a(l)

Visitors to an area covered by a system shalJ be familiarized with the
evacuation signal and advised of the proper response. ANSVAN*8.3,
Sect. 7.2.+ LX3E Mer5480.24, 77a(f)
(Unesconed visitors to an area shall be familiarized with the evacu-
ation signai and advised of proper response. DOE-OROORIGN 5480.24,
Attachment, Interpretation of ANSVAN$8.3, sec~ 7.2.4)

Provision shall be made for the evacuation of transient personnel.
ANSVANS8.19, Sect 10.5

Evacuation drills shall be conducted at least annually, and shaJJ be
preceded by written notice, posted signs, or voice announcement
over a public address system. Surprise test evacuations shall not be
employed because of the possibility that accident or injury may
result. ANSVANS-8.3, Sect. 7.3; IDE Chxfer5480.24, T7.a(l)

Drills shall be performed at least annually to maintain familiarity
with the emergency procedures. Drills shall be announced in
advance. ANSVANS8. 19, SecL 10.5

—
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

#.&

40.b.

41.

42.

43.

44.

4s.

Emergency procedures shall be prepared and approved by manage-
ment. Organizations, local and offsite, that are expected to respond to
emergencies shall be made aware of conditions that might be
encountered, and they sfxafl be assisted in prepaxing suitable proce
dures governing their responses. ANSI/ANS-8. 1, Sect. 4.1.7;
LUE 0der5480.24, T 7.dl)
(Contmctors wfll rn~e availabIe assistace that might be requested
by local and offsite organizations expected to respond to emergencies
in preparing suitable procedures. A letter to their respective Emer-
gency Preparedness Offices so stating would be appropriate. *Y
assistance provided to these organizations shall be documented.
IXl+ORO ORIGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of ANSVANS4.1,
sect 4.1.7)

Emergency procedures shall be prepared and approved by manage-
ment. Organizations, on and off-site, that are expected to provide
assistance during emergencies shall be informed of conditions that
might be encountered. They sJMJI be assisted in preparing suitable
emergency response procedures. ANSI/ANS-8. 19, Sect 10.2;
DOE 0rder5480.24, 1 7a(l)
(See 8.14.1.7. DOMRO ORIG N 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of
ANsI/AN$4.19, sect. 10.2)

Emergency procedures shall clearly designate evacuation routes.
Evacuation shaff follow the quickest and most direct routes prac-
ticable. These routes shall be clearly identified and shall avoid
recognized areas of higher risk. ANSI/ANS-8. 19, Sect 10.3;
LWE 0rder5480.24, 1 7a(l)
(Interpreted to mean that egress shall be made by the quickest exit.
LXE-OROORIG N 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of
ANSI/AN$4. 19, Sew. 10.3)

Personnel assembly stations, outside the areas to be evacuated shall
be designated. Means to account for personnel shall be established.
ANSI/ANS-8.19, Sect 10.4

Personnel in the area to be evacuated (in event of a nuclear critical-
ity accident} shall be trained in evacuation methods and informed of
routes and assembly stations. ANSVANS-8.19, Sect 10.5

Atmi.ngements shall be made in advance for the care and treatment
of injured and exposed persons. The possibility of personnel contam-
ination by radioactive materials shail be considerecL ANSI/ANS-8. 19,
* 10.6

Planning shall include a program for the immediate identification of ~
exposed individuals and shall include persomel dosimetry.
ANSi/ANS8. 19, Sect 10.7;~E 01der5480.24, 1 7.adl)

—
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: (continued)

46 Instnamentation and procedures shall beprovided for determining
the radiation at the assembly area and in the evacuated area follow-
ing a criticality accident. Information shall be comelated at a cen-
tral control point. ANSI/ANS-8. 19, Sect. 10.8;IXE Gder5480.24,
17.a.(1)

47. Emergency procedures shall address m-entry procedures and the
membership of response teams. ANSL/ANS-8.19, Sem 10.9

& Contractors shall establish guidelines for permitting fire fighting
water or other moderating materials used to suppress fhes within or
adjacent to moderation controlled areas. These guidelines shall be
based on comparisons of risk and consequences of accidental criti- “r
cality with the risks and consequences of postulated fwes for the
respective area(s). The basis for the guidelines shall be fully docu-
mented in a DOEapproved Safety Analysis. DOE Order 5480.24, ~7.f
(Risk and consequence comparison may be a qualitative evaluation.
IXFORO ORIGN 5480.24, Attachment, Interpretation of DOE Order
5480.24, ~7.f)
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3. CONCLUSIONS

Detailed performance objectives and assessment criteria have been developed
to assess the adequacy of the Y-12 NCSProgram. The objectives and criteria are
based on DOE Order 5480.24 and directly referenced ANSI standards. These
criteria will be used in the conduct of the Task 3 (commitment 3.2) evaluation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Report for the Defense Nuclear Facilities Stiety Board (Board)
Recommendation 94-4 Implementation Plan (Plan) covers the period horn
April 1 through June 30,1995.

The Y-12 Plant is proceeding toward resumption of the Receipt, Shipping, and
Storage (RSS) mission area. Lockheed Martin Energy Systems (LMES) has

completed their management self-assessment (MSA). The MSA has identified a
significant number of deficiencies. A total of 122 findings and 84 observations were
identified in eight ilhnctional areas.

The LMES is developing and implementing corrective actions for each identified
deficiency. Approximately 60 percent of these deficiencies have been designated
“prestart,”requiring correction prior to restart. As of July 25, 1995,54 prestart
deficiencies have been closed. The remaining prestart deficiencies are scheduled to
be conected before the LMES readiness assessment begins on August 7, 1995.

The Y-12 Plant experienced schedule delay in their preparations for readiness.
During May 1995 it became apparent to both the Department of Energy (DOE) and
LMES management that the process for establishing evidence files was inadequate.
The schedule was revised at that time to allow additional time to ensure evidence
files were comect and contained the right information. The schedule was revised .
again in July 1995 in response to the number of deficiencies identified during the
MS& and to account for required special operations which were not included in the
restart schedule. The schedule for restart of the RSS mission area has been revised
to September 18, 1995. Depleted Uranium Operations is scheduled to resume on
September 25, 1995. Disassembly/Asembly is now scheduled to resume in
December 1995.

All activities scheduled for completion during the reporting period were completed
as planned, with the exception of Commitment N.2.5. For the quarter ending
June 30, 1995, the Criticality Safety (Task 2/3) and Training (Task 5) Programs are
proceeding on schedule and all commitments have been met. Changes in the Y-12
resumption schedule have resulted in revisions to the dates for the Conduct of
Operations (Task 4) Program assessments. A change to the Plan has been
promulgated to address the impact of the revised resumption schedule.
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Activities completed during the second quarter calendar year (CY) 1995 areas
follows:

Commitment Descrit)tion

N.1.l

N.1.2

N.2.2

N.2.4

N.3.1

Lockheed Martin Energy Systems @WES) conducted an evaluation of
the nuclear criticality safety program and Criticality Safety Approvals
(CSAs)/Operational Safety Requirements (OSRS) supporting the fist

resumption area and Special Operations to date. This evaluation

identified specific deficiencies, including their potential application to

other areas, root cause(s), training deficiencies, and lessons learned.

The LMES provided a Corrective Action Plan (CAP) addressing the
corrective actions for the deficiencies identified in their evaluation
report of N. 1.1 above. This CAP included the requirement to continue
the implementation of an upgrade program through the res~ption
process.

The Department of Energy/Oak Ridge Operations Office (DOE/OR)
provided a CAP addressing the deficiencies outlined in their
investigation assessment report of October 13, 1994.

Defense Programs (DP) evaluated the Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Military Application and Stockpile Support (DP-20) line management
and its role in Y-12 safety issues. This evaluation was conducted by a
team of facility operations experts outside the DP-20 lfie organization.
Defense Programs provided a report which identified line management
weaknesses and recommended corrective actions. The DP-20 line
management then developed a CAP.

The LMES prepared an assessment of the current Conduct of
Operations (COOP) perfonmmce posture including proposed near-term
corrective and/or compensatory actions. Identified actions included
those necessary to insure satisfactory formality of operations in
facilities undergoing upgrade for near-term resumption, as well as those
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facilities which continue to cany on a limited degree of activity, such
as Special Operations. The assessment considered the following:

1.

2.
3.
4.

Investigations and action plans prepared as a result of the
September 22, 1994, event;
Lessons learned horn Special Operations;
Feedback and observations horn mentors; and
Implications of occurrences and other events illustrating
COOP weaknesses.

5.1 TIETraining Assistance Team developed a program to implement the
evaluation of key Federal personnel involved with safety-related
activities at defense nuclear facilities at the Y-12 Plant.

The following Commitment, scheduled for completion during the second calendar
quarter, has not been delivered.

N.2.5 The Office of Environment, Safety and Health (EH) shall assess its role
in oversight of Y- 12 safety issues and provide appropriate
recommendations and a CAP.

Activities scheduled for the third quarter CY

Commitment Descri@ion

1995 are as follows:

N.1.3 The LMES will provide a closure report to the Restart Authority
validating and summarizing the closure of deficiencies in the CAP
associated with the first resumption area. As a minimum, LMES will
confirm that all safety significant procedures, CSAS, and OSRS
identified to support the first resumption for use within the next 12
months have been reviewed revised as necessary, and validated.
Procedures and CSWOSRS which fdl outside the 12 month window
will be controlled such that they are subject to the upgrade program
prior to their use.

N.1,5 The LMES shall document, within the LMES Line Management
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Certification Letter, the use of compensatory measures related to
CSA/OSR implementation. The documentation will discuss the nature
of the compensato~ measure and the conditions necessary for its
removal. Other descriptive requirements for compensatory measures
include the identification of roles and responsibilities, training and
qualification requirements, a monitoring process for effectiveness, and
a long-term needs assessment for all personnel related compensatory
measures.

I

N.2.3 The DP line organization shall provide a report documenting its
continued participation in the resumption process; discuss the line
organization review activities onsite; the scope and method of
assessment; the results as determined with the Office of the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Facility Transition and Technical Support
(DP-30) technical assistance; the use of independent experts; and ‘
Readiness Assessment support.

N.3.2 The use of mentors as compensatory measures for COOP requirements
shall be documented in the LMES Line Management Certification
Letter. Qualifications, experience, and responsibilities for mentors
shall be established. Minimum requirements necessary for mentor
removal shall be defined.

N.4.2 The LMES/OR shall demonstrate the successfid planning and
execution of Readiness Assessments per DOE Order 5480.31, “Startup
and Restart of Nuclear Facilities,” and their implementing procedures.

2.1 The DOE Assessment Team will prepare an Assessment program to
evaluate CSA/OSR implementation.

3.1 The LMES shall develop criticality safety review program criteria
based upon industrystandardsand DOE Order 5480.24, “Nuclear
Criticality Safety.” This activity should be worked in conjunction with
the criteria development for independent review discussed in
Commitment 3.4.
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3.4

5.4

The DOE Assessment Team will develop a criticality safety review
program to assess the performance objectives discussed in the DOE
94-4 Implementation Plan Task 3 Purpose section. Specific
assessment criteria will be generated for each objective.

The Department will develop a Training Assistance Team program to
implement the evaluation of key contractor personnel involved with
stiety related activities at defense nuclear facilities at the Y-12 Plant.
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TASK 1, ORGANIZATION

Task 1 established the leadership and management structure for the development
and execution of the Plan.

Deliverable 1.1, which provided a strawman Plan, and Deliverable 1.2, which
identified the Senior Steering Committee, the Senior Working Group, and Task
Leaders, were forwarded to the Board on Febrwuy 24, 1995.

The following are the changes to the Department’s management as depicted in
Deliverable 1.2. These changes will occur in the thud CY quarter.

Position outgoing Incoming

Secretariat to the Senior Radm Beers Maj Gen Joersz
Steering Committee

Department Manager and Stan Puchalla Phil Aiken
Working Group Coord.

Tasks 2 & 3 Lead Jim Winter Lcdr Jon MacLaren

Task 4 Lead Dave Chancy Cdr John Colville
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TASKS 2 &3, CSA/OSR IMPLEMENTATION AND CRITICALITY
SAFETY PROGIU4M

During the quarter ending June 30, 1995, the following items were accomplished:

A peer review of the draft assessment plan, utilizing criticality stiety and
operations experts horn Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory, Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory, and DOE Headquarters was conducted on
May 11, 1995.

The Department’s Assessment Team for Tasks 2 and 3 was assembled during
the week of June 5, 1995, at Oak Ridge for site training, ii.nal review of the
ksessment Program Plan, facility familiarization, and to establish site
counterparts.

Activities planned for the next quarter include:

The Department’s Criticality Safety Assessment Program Plan will be
approved and issued. This plan incorporates Commitments 2.1 and 3.4, both
scheduled for delivery by July31, 1995.

The LMES Criticality Safety Review Program criteria will be approved and
issued by July 31, 1995, (Commitment 3. 1).

Selected team members will be trained in Root Cause Analysis by Yankee
Engineering Services subject matter experts.

The Task 2 assessment (Commitment 2.2) is cumently scheduled to begin on
October 16, 1995, and last two weeks.
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TASK 4, CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

During the quarter ending June 30, 1995, the following items were accomplished:

The Office of Site Operations personnel visited the Y-12 Site Office (YSO)
on May 16, 1995. Dave Chancy met with YSO personnel to discuss the
scope of the Task 4 assessment of Federal conduct of operations processes,
and to get feedback on a set of drafl performance objectives and criteria for
this assessment that are based on those used at the Pantex Plant.
Additionally, he met with personnel from the LMES Oak Ridge Compliance,
Evaluation, and Policy Group to discuss the scope of the Task 4 assessment
of LMES conduct of operations processes.

Dan Branch, Division Manager, Compliance and Performance Assurance,
Kaiser-Hill (Integrating Contractor), Rocky Flats, was selected and has
agreed to lead the COOP assessment team evaluating LMES. Dan Branch
successfidly lead both Pantex COOP contractor independent assessments in
1994. Dave Chancy will lead the assessment team evaluating the Federal
COOP processes. Dave Chancy served as Pantex COOP Program Manager
coordinating recent Pantex COOP upgrades, has extensive commercial and
naval nuclear experience, and recently assumed the Pantex Team Lead
position within DP-24.

As a result of changes in the resumption schedule at the Y-12 Plant, a
revision to the Task 4 schedule was presented by the Department and
discussed with the Board stti (Mr. James McConnell). The Task 4
assessment plans, Commitment 4.1, will be due 30 days following the second
resumption or November 1995, whichever is earlier; and the assessmerlt
reports, Commitment 4.2, will be due 60 days following the second
resumption or December 1995, whichever is earlier. This rescheduling has
been documented as Change 2 to Revision Oand is attached to this Quarterly
Report.
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TASK 5, TECHNICAL COMPETENCE REVIEW

During the quarter”ending June 30, 1995, the following items were accomplished:

May 8-9, 1995, Mr. Tom Evans, the Technical Personnel Program
Coordinator (TPPC) visited Oak Ridge to meet with DOE and LIMES
management to discuss the upcoming Training Assistance Team Program and
subsequent visits. As the TPPC, Tom Evans has overall responsibility for the
Training Assistance Team Program including the selection of the Team
Leader, approval of Team members, and approval of the Team Program and
Final Report. Tom Evans, who also serves on the 94-4 Senior Steering
Committee, was accompanied by Stan Puchalla and Richard Wolfe, both
members of the Senior Working Group.

Roy Schepens was selected and approved as Training Assistance Team
Leader for the assistance visit. Roy Schepens is the Deputy Assistant
Manager for High Level Waste at the Savannah River Site. He was
previously a key member in the K-Reactor restart efforts and possesses
commercial nuclear expertise, having served as a Nuclear Regulato~
Commision site resident inspector. He is an expert in training and
qualification, is familiar with Oak Ridge, and supported the development of
many of the fictional area qualification standards. He previously visited
Oak Ridge to provide support for the Facility Representative program.

June 19-20, 1995, Mr. Ray HardWick (Deputy TPPC) visited with Roy
Schepens and his sttito finalize the drafi Training Assistance Team
Program, identifi prospective Team members, and set a tentative date for the
visit. He was accompanied by Stan Puchalla and Richard Wolfe.

The “Training Asistance Team Program For Key Federal Personnel at the
U.S. Department of Energy Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant,” was approved by
Roy Schepens tid Tom Evans on June 30, 1995.
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Activities planned for the next quarter include the following:

Preliminary visit to Headquarters by Roy Schepens to discuss the upcoming
visits with the Board sti and finalize logistics for the visit.

Conduct the assistance visit including reviews at Headquarters and the Oak
Ridge Site. The visit is currently scheduled for the week of August 14,1995,
(Commitment 5.2). v

Develop a program to implement the evaluation of key contractor personnel
involved with safety-related activities at defense nuclear facilities at the Y-
12 Plant (Commitment 5.4).

10



TASK 6, CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Task 6 provides for the management and tracking of issues and corrective actions
and periodic status reports to the Board. “

In this task, the Senior Working Group integrates findings from previous task areas
and oversees development of conective action plans.

Attachment C provides corrective action status for all corrective action plans
submitted to date, which include Commitments N.1 .2, N.2.2, N.2.4, and N.3. 1. ‘
This status will be formally reported in each Quarterly Report. Also, working
versions will be provided to the ,Board staff on a monthly basis.
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STATUSATTACHMENT A: COMMITMENT

I I
WE

DATE
ACTUAL COMMENTS

DATE

I N.1.l APR 95 26 APR 95

30 MAY 95 I I
I N.1.2 MAY 95

ISubmitwith LMES certification (Commitment N. 1.5) II N.1.3 1St
START

27 M.AR95 IN.1.4 MAR 95

IPart of LMES Line Management Certification LetterI N.1.5 1St
START

18 NOV 94
I

N.2.1

N.2.2(a)

N.2.2(b)

N.2.3

NOV 94

13 OCT94 IOCT 94

APR 95 28 APR 95

1St
START

I N.2.4(a) APR 95 26 MAY 95 I I
I N.2.4(b) J-UN95 30 JU-N95 I I

I N.2.5(a) APR 95

I N.2.5(b) MAY 95

N.3. 1 MAY 95 30 MAY 95

1st
START

MAR 95

I N.3.2 I Submit with LMES Certification Letter.

I

27 MAR 95
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ATTACHMENT A: COMMITMENT STATUS

COMMITMENT DUE ACTUAL COMMENTS
DATE DATE

N.4.2(a) 1st
START

N.4.2(b) TBD Follow-on resumptions

1.1 DEC 94 2 DEC 94

1.2 JAN 95 JAN 95

2.1 J-(JL 95

2.2 DEC 95 Or within60 days of 2nd resumptio~ whichever is earlier.

2.3 FEB 96

3.1 JuL 95

3.2 DEC 95 Or within60 days of 2nd resumption whichever is earlier.

3.3 FEB 96

3.4 JuL 95

3.5 MAR 96 Within 30 days of LMES CAP (Commitment 3 .3).

3.6 MAY 96 Within60 days of report from Commitment 3.5.

4.1 NOV 95 30 days following 2nd resumption or Nov 95, whichever is
earlier. Two separate program plans.

4.2 DEC 95 60 days following 2nd resumptionor Dec 95, whichever is
earlier. Teams evaluatingDOE and LMES each report.

4.3 FEB 96 60 days following issuance of reports in 4.2. One combmed
CAP.

5.1 JuN 95 30 JuN 95 I

I
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ATTACHMENT B: MONTHLY SCHEDULE OF DELIVERABLES

* = Target DateSchedule of Deliverables

b <

Mo/Yr Near Term Initiatives Tasks

Mar 95 1.4*, 461*

Apr 1.1*, 2.2, 2.4(a), 2.5(a) 7.1

May 1.2*, 2.5(b), 3.1*

Jun 2.4(b) 5.1

Jul 2.1,3 .1,3.4,7.1

Aug 1.3*, 1.5, 2.3*, 3.2*, 4.2

Sep 5.4

Ott 5.2,7.1

Nov 4.1

Dec 2.2,3 .2,4.2,5.3

Jan 96 7.1

Feb 2.3,3 .3,4.3,5.5

Mar 3.5

Apr 5.6,7.1

May 3.6

Jun

Jul 7.1
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ATTACHMENT C: CORRECTIVE ACTION TRACKING

TABLE I

N. 1.2: CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN FOR LMES EVALUATION OF CRITICALITY
SAFETY PROGIWM AND CSA/OSRs. (LIMESReport Y/NO-00002)

REFERENCE CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN (CAP) ITEM PLANNED ACTUAL
NUMBER CLOSURE DATE

Y/No-oooo2 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR FIRST MISSION @:’:@ ;’:’:;$’j%i::i.;jg
SECTION 2 AREA RESUMPTION

,..,.. ,.,: ,,,.: :,..::’’’,’’:’.:.::’:.,;y :,.
,,.;...;:.: :..,,,:..-., ,..,.,.,.,.... ,,,.:...: ,.

LESSON CSAIOSR requirement statements must be clear and ‘?“:;?.;:$;”;”: : ““. ~~“’”:’’:::’::”;::”:::;
LEARNED 1

,,;::...:’.:... ... .. ... .. .. .. ....::’:,:,[...
concise. ,.,,’’’..,,, ‘::,.,’.::“. ... ...... ‘.,....:::...;,.,.:.......... .,.

Revise Procedure Y70- 160, Criticality Sa/e& Appmvai Sywem,

ACTION Training Module 8836, Nuclear Criticaiiy SafetyTrainingjor Y-12 22 MAY 95

LL 1-1 Supewisom,and Procedure Y50-66-CX-325, Nuclear Cii$icali@
Safety Ana&is, Approval, and Contrvl System.

ACTION Additionalchanges in the CSA process have been made to improve RSS
LL 1-2 claxityandconcisenessof CSA requirements. RSS related CSAS

have been revised. Revise Procedure Y70-160.
RESTART

ACTION Develop new OSRS for RSS facilities and submit to DOE for 8 MAY 95
IL 1-3 approval.

LE$SON The compliance methodology must be clearly
,

LEARNED 2 articulated in CSA#OSRs.
. ..... ,,. .

,.,.

Develop and implement a CSAvtication andvalidationproeeas

ACTION anda CSAimplementationprocesstoensureeomplimcewiththe 22 MAY 95
LL 2-1

newlywised CSAadrninistrati~estandards.Theseare
p~tiy controlledbyy70-01-150 (DSO)andy70-37-19-071
(EUo).

,,... . ..
LESSON

,., .,, ,...........’..’”’’:....:’..Operating and technical support personnelmust !::”’:.::.,.::;:/;’:;}:;:,,:,:
‘~j::;y;;’’’.:;:j;;

,.
~H~ 3

understand safety implicationswhich require strict ;’:,;:”’::;:,;,:;::;;:;:,::;,;;;,.
:.,’”:::;’::’”::!::’”!””::compliance with CSAdOSRs. .. .... .. ... . ...
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ATTACHMENT C: CORRECTIVE ACTION TIU!CKING

TABLE I

N. 1.2: CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN FOR LMES EVALUATION OF CRITICALITY
SAFETY PROGlU4M AND CSA/OSRs. (LMES Report Y/NO-00002)

REFERENCE CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN (CAP) ITEM PLANNED ACTUAL”
NUMBER CLOSURE DATE

LESSON
LEWD ~ ,,,,,::,,..,,,:.,......... .........

compliance.

ACTION IssueastandingorderbytheDSOManageridentifyingtherequired

LL 4-1 axnpensato~measureswhenusingproceduresthatdonot 22 MAY 95
incorporateCSArequirements.(Action3-4 sdksses thelongterm
cormxiveactions.)

,.,,.. .,. ..’,., .,.,.
LESSON

,...:,,.,... ’...,,‘~,,,, ... ..,: ,,,.... ..:.;:::,:.:,’..:... ;,.;:...’An implementationplan which permits continuous ,:::,:::’:;,,:,”:::;,:,:,:.::;,
“ :.y;gj::: :::.;;::~LEWD 5 compliance with effective CSAsfOSRs is required for ‘;:/:.:;;:;”?;,;::,,:.. :::: :,:“::““/;:;~:~j~new and revised CSAdOSRs.

,,:,,:.’,.....::..’. :.’. ‘:..:: “;. ..:>:.:..,’...:.... . .

ACTION Revise Procedure Y70-160 to provide a period for implementation RSS
LL 5-1 of new or revised CSAs. RESTART

ACTION DevelopandapprovesurveillanceproceduresforthefivenewRSS
LL 5-2 OSRS.ConducttrainingandperfoIuI these procedures. Ensure 23 MAY 95

operabilityofallrequiredOSR-relatedsystems.mdcomponents
beforetheOSRSbecomeeffective.

LESSON CSA/OSR noncompliances must be reported
,.’,..:,. :..:..’ ....... . ..,.,:.....’..:,

......... ...’...’:,....’.,.............,::..’:.’.......’.,:...:..,,:..,...........,,.,... ... ...
LEARNED 6 immediately.

,...,:.,...::.,,:,.,..,..:::.:,:......... :.::.: ,,::.,.,.:..: .... ..,,.,........... ..,.:,,..,..:....,.:.,,..,::,,. :::,..........:..... ,-.;::...,,.,,.,.
..:;.: :.,.:’.’.:..”.:

ACTION ConductawarenessandLessonsLearnedtrainingm inqmtmceof

LL 6-1 followingproceduresandmanagementexpectationsfornuclear 22 MAY 95
operationspersomel.
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ATTACHMENT C: CORRECTIVE ACTION

TABLE I

TR4CKING

N. 1.2: CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN FOR LMES EVALUATION OF CRITICALITY
SAFETY PROGM.M AND CSA/OSRs. (LMES Report Y/NO-00002)

REFERENCE CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN (CAP) ITEM PLANNED ACTUAL
NUMBER CLOSURE DATE

ACTION Organizationsresponsible for OSR compliance develop and

LL 6-2 approve specific procedures that provide guidance for &mpleting JuN 95
LCO actions when equipment does not meet LCO requirements.
(Required by RSS resumption POA)

LESSON
,‘,.,.,,.: ‘.. ”.’:::.:... ..’..’.,.”,.

Facilities and operations involving CSAs/OSRs must be ‘.’ “,,,.;j&}:jj.
,:.::::::”’’’.’~”’’:::;:;: ~‘:

., .:,,. ,.,,

LEARNED 7 controlled to meet the expectation that activities are ‘i X$’”:.4?”:;,;!$ ;~ :“”:!’,’:;’::.’;::;.”:
petiormed within the approved safety basis.

,..::.:... ‘.:+::‘..,:,. ::..‘:’,...::.: :,:,::+,.::,,.,,...’..’”...”,:,,,.:.::,..; .:,,.’.:::.,. : ... ...................,,,,,,..:,.,.,,,:
,:.;.,. ,.::.....,.,.:,,.,..,,:,: .....,. ..,..:.,:..’.’.::’... ..’.:’.::..,,,’’.;:,:..”,’.:’::..:

ACTION Implement a rigorous conduct of operations program through the RSS
LL 7-1 RSS resumption POA and the 94-4 LrnpkrnentationPlan. A RESTART

specificdetailedschedule coordinating implementation and
assessment is part of the RSS resumption.

y/N040002 CONTINUED IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ,:;,:” ‘ ;:”’”,;”::;:””:“.’:;:;:jj:;”.: ::’;;~;
SECTION 3 UPGlL4DE PROGRAM .,::,.. ...’.... .... .. . .. .. .. . ,

(Note: Continued implementation of the upgrade programs will be .:.’:” .:: :“’: ,: “,.:::’:...::::: ,
influenced by the assessments and CAPSresulting horn the
execution of Tasks 2-5 of the 94-4 Implementation Plan.)

.::::,.,,:,::;:...,,. ,:...:,,....... ... :,. :............... .... . .. :.,,..,., :.:: . .....

ACTION LMES management apply the programmatic cmections deseribed

3-1 in Section2 of YINO-00002 throughouttheresumptionprocessfor
Y-12 nuclearoperations.

TBD

ACTION Upgrade the OSRs and CSAs for continuing nuclear operations to TBD
3-2 thenewstsn&r& TASKS 2/3

CAPS
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ATTACHMENT C: CORRECTIVE ACTION TRACKING

TABLE I

N. 1.2: CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN FOR LMES EVALUATION OF CRITICALITY
SAFETY PROGRAM AND CSA/OSRs. (LMES Report Y/NO-00002)

REFERENCE CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN (CAP) I~M PLANNED ACTUAL
NUMBER CLOSURE DATE

ACTION “ Upgrade the CSAS and OSRS for each subsequent mission area PRIOR TO

3-3 pier to resumption of normal operations. EACH
MISSION

AREA
RESTART

ACTION Complete new operating procedures incorporating revised CSA TBD

3-4 requirements TASK 4
CAPS

ACTION Developa conjuration management system to supplement or

3-5 replace the change cantrol and document control prOcesses in place TBD
fa resumption.

ACTION Develop a standard describing the process for writing OSRS at JuN 95
3-6 Y-12.

ACTION UpgradeindividualOSRSasrequiredby Phase H of the Safety PHASE II
3-7 AnalysisReponUpdateProgram(SARUP)refinementoftheir SARUP

technical basis.
SCHEDULE

ACTION Developand implement the Nuclear Criticality Safety Improvement 944

3-8 Program(NCSIP)to support 944 Implementation Plan Tasks 2 and TASK 2 & 3
3. ASSESSMENT

DATES

19
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ATTACHMENT C: CORRECTIVE ACTION TRACKING

TABLE II

N.2.2: CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN FOR ORO ROLE IN Y-12 INCIDENT.
(ORO RJ. Spence Memorandum dated 28 April 95)

REFERENCE CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN (CAP) ITEM PLANNED ACTUAL
NUMBER CLOSURE DATE

ACTION Performance Indicators and Analyses: Retiew existing monthly data VARIOUS
1-1 todetermine if new perknance indicators should be added or old THRu

ones deleted. Review completed and recommended changes
forwarded for processing as outlined in attachment 1 to Spence NOV 95

memo.

ACTION Distributionof performance indicators is limited. Update and 31 MAR95
1-2/ 1-3 expand the distribution list. Ditibute over LAN.

ACTION ORO Oversight not Consistently Challenging Laxity: Develop a JuN 95 30 J-UN95
2-1 Conduct of Operations self-study course which would emphasize

attention to detail and the standards based approach.

ACTION ModifjIORO appraisal training to include conduct of operations as AUG 95
2-2 the responsibility of everyone.

ACTION Inadequate statTiig of the Facility Representative (FR) Program at 3 APR 95
3-1 YSO. Hire six more FRs.

ACTION Facility Representatives were unsure as to their SINMOWauthority. 6 OCT 94
4-1 lwueOROwidepolicyonshutdownauthority.

ACTION FacilityRepresentatiwswere unsure as to their shutdown authority. 1313EC 94
4-2 ReviseYSO procedure 1.6

ACTION Incorporating Conduct of Operations into ORO internal value JuN 95
5-1 systemrequiresuppermanagementsupport.BriefSenior

ManagementBoardonConductofOperations.

ACTION OROmst improveitsabilitytoanticipate problem areas and JuN 95
6-1 conductsubsequentmitigationplanning.Developissues

managementtrackingsystemandPrOgrSIII.

ACTION HQfundingandsuppxttoimplementconductofoperationsmust 94-4 TASK 4

7-1 beadequate.ThiswillbeevaluatedaspartofTask4 tothe94-4 ASSESSMENT
Implementation Plan. DATES-
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.ATTACHMENT C: CORRECTIVE ACTION TRACKING

TABLE III

N.2.4 (b): CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN FOR ADDRESSING DP-24 LINE
MANAGEMENT ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH ITS ROLE AT Y-12.
(D. Rhoades Memorandum dated 30 June 95)

REFERENCE I CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN (CAP) ITEM I PLANNED I ACTUAL
NUMBER i

SECTION A

ACTION
A.1

FUNCTIONS, ASSIGNMENTS, AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

FAR compliance. DP-24 cantinue to monitor progress in DEC 95
addressingnoncompliances with the FAR Manual as ident.ikd by
the ongoing DP-31 assessment.

ACTION Revise the Defa programs Operations Manual (DPOM). DEC 95
A.2

ACTION ICarJYout management and oversight activities specifkd in Chapter 30 JuN 95
A.3 7 of the DP-24 Process Manual.

I 1

,., ..,,,.,. ,,.

SECTION B NUCLEAR SAFETY ISSUES
.:.:.. . ..........‘...:...’. .-. :.: :’.:,:.,. ..,’:
..;.; . . ,:’:.:. .,. . “:. ,, ”:. ‘....’.?,,“, ., ....

I I
ACTION IDP-24 establish a Site Assistance Team to conduct assistance visits I 30 JuN 95

B. 1 to Def- programs sites includingY-12.

1 I 1

I
ACTION

B-2
Develop an issue database for the DP-24 Action Tracking System OCT 95
thatincludesissuesh assistvisits,auditsandasaessment9
performedatY-12, SRSTritiurnFacility,andPantex.

.
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ATTACHMENT C: CORRECTIVE ACTION TRACKING

TABLE HI

N.2.4 (b): CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN FOR ADDRESSING DP-24 LINE
WAGEMENT ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH ITS ROLE AT Y-12.
(D. Rhoades Memorandum dated 30 June 95)

REFERENCE CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN (CAP) ITEM PLANNED ACTUAL
NUMBER CLOSURE DATE

SECTION C BUDGET PROCESS ,:,,:,,:

I
ACTION Develop office procedures which assure that ES&H measures arc MAR 95

c-1 incorporated during the planning for activities involving stockpile
support facilityoperations.(DP-24ProcessManual,Section5.1)

ACTION EstablishanIntegratedMulti-YearProgramPlantoimplement

II
30 JuN 95

c-2 guidanceanddirection for programmatic execution of the National
Security Strategic Plan (NSSP).

ACTION I
Conduct program reviews on selected issues at each nuclear

c-3 weapons facility on a quarterly basis. I I30m’5
ACTION Completedevelopment of the Process Manual.

D-1 I ‘0v95I
ACTION IDevelop and implement a training program on the Process Manual I NOV 95
D-2 (a) fmDP-24managementandH.

I
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ATTACHMENT C: CORRECTIVE ACTION TIL4CKING .

TABLE IV

N.3. 1: LMES ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS POSTURE
INCLUDING PROPOSED NEAR-TERM CORRECTIVE ANIYOR COMPENSATORY
ACTIONS. (LMES Report Y/NO-00003)

REFERENCE CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN (CAP) ITEM PLANNED ACTUAL
NUMBER CLOSURE DATE

,. .......... ~.’’.’:.::-,~.;:.....,,
y~o-oooo~ NEAR TERM ACTIONS THAT ADDRESS ~ j;j.;::,j:j;$:j~} . ‘;;’’~gggg??;
SECTION 3 ROOT CAUSE

,,....:..:. :.,, ,: :’,,,:.. .. ...3,.,:,..,:::,:.:,.:.;.:.’ .........,,.,,,..,,, , ,,..:,+: ,:.,.:,:,,.., ......,.,...:
..... . .:., . ..,,’..: ,.:. ,,.,.,.,,. .. .:: ....,’,:,::.3:,:...’.“::-:.‘:’?..:..’,.. ,,.,,..,. .,

ACTION AllOSRS,CSM,and implementing primary procedures supporting RSS
3-1 theRSSMissionAreaareinthefinalphase of approval. Complete RESTART

theapprovalprocess.(para 3.2.2)

ACTION Employeetrainingonallrevisedprocedures will he eornpleted RSS
3-2 shortlyafterapproval.Train employees. (para. 3.2.2) RESTART

ACTION IssuerevisedOSRS,CS~, andimplementing primay procedures. RSS
3-3 (para.3.2.2) RESTART

ACTION Upgradesurveillance procedures supporting the initial resumption
Mission Area. (para. 3.3.1)

25 MAY 95
3-4

ACTION Revisetheprocedureusecalegotition process.(para. 3.4.1) 25 MAY 95
3-5

ACTION Properlycategorizeexistingoperatingandsurveilhm.eprocedures PRIORTO

3-6 inresumptionmissionareaandtrainpersonneltothenew EACH
definitions-of-use.(para.3.4.2) MISSION

AREA
RESTART

ACTION Upgrade the procedure verification and validation process. (@a. 25 MAY 95
3-7 3.4.3)
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ATTACHMENT C: CORRECTIVE ACTION TIUCIUNG

TABLE IV

N.3.1: LMES ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT CONDUCT OF OPEIUTIONS POSTURE
INCLUDING PROPOSED NEAR-TERM CORRECTIVE AND/OR COMPENSATORY
ACTIONS. (LMES Repott Y/NO-00003)

REFERENCE CORRECTIVE ACTION PL~ (CAP) ITEM pL_D ACTUAL
NUMBER CLOSURE DATE

ACTION Developa ConductofOperationsManualwithsectioqsofthe RSS
3-8 manualtobe issuedinaccordancewithanimplementationplan RESTART

schedule to support RSS. (para. 3.5)

Operations Areas will be defined to manage operations and maintain PRIOR TO

ACTION safetyenvelopeintegrity.TheOperationsAreafor Bldg9212 has EACH

3-9
beenestablished and descfibed in Chapter 1 of the Conduct of MISSION
Operations Manual. Merit@ remaining Operations ~. (para. AREA
3.6.1) RESTART

Four new positions are being established that will directly impact PRIOR TO

ACTION conduct of operationa practices: Operations Manager, Shift EACH

3-1o
Manager, Shifi Administrative Assistant and Shift Technical MISSION
Advisor. Fill these positions. (para. 3.6.2) AREA

RESTART

ACTION Develop and implement a training program for Shift Technical

3-11 Advisors (STA). (para. 3.6.2) MAR 96

ACTION Developadetailedandformalizedself-assessmentprogramto

3-12 promote management identilcation of weaknesses in conduct of JAN 96
operations pdbrrnance. (pa. 3.7.1)

ACTION Developandimplementconductofoperationsperfbmmce PRIORTO
3-13 measures which will provi& management with clear trends and a EACH

basis for corrective actions. (pra. 3.7.1) MISSION
AREA

RESTART
.
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ATTACHMENT C: CORRECTIVE ACTION TRACKING

TABLE IV

N.3.11 LMES ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS POSTURE
INCLUDING PROPOSED NEAR-TERM CORRECTIVE ANIYOR COMPENSATORY
ACTIONS. (LMES Report Y/NO-00003)

REFERENCE CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN (CAP) ITEM PLANNED ACTUAL
NUMBER CLOSURE DATE

ACTION “ FortheRSSMissionAre%nxnmptionsupportingactivitieshave PRIORTO

3-14 beenincorporatedintoa detailedlogicdrivenintegratedschedule. EACH
RemainingMissionAreaMmagersdeveloptheirintegrated MISS1ON
schedules.(para.3.7.4) AREA

RESTART

#,::,;::::::....:: . ....::,;.:.,.,::...:..,.:,:,’,,,;:::.:::,:::, .’..”:,.:‘,.,,::
y/N(j~(x)()~ LONG TERM ACTIONS THAT ADDRESS THE :?;’:%”;’??;$:’:;:? ‘: .:.;,j‘&g#!;:;}::#
SECTION 4 ROOT CAUSE

,;.:.:,.:.:.,:,,:,:.,,:.,:,,,,., :,,....: ,:,:.,..,:....,::.,:::j::::,,.,,..,:...,. .:,,,,, ,,:,,:,.,........ ., ,.,..........,.,.,,.., ...,,,:,::.:,::;:,,:,.:,,.. .:,..,,,......,,...........,,,:,. .:.,,,.,,.,.::.:‘:.?:..1,: ::,:.::,..::...:.:j:,. .,.,:.:’.:::.:.:.,’..:, ,....;’:..;..:.:.., , ,,,~,:.,,,,:.$,,,.,, ., .. ,,.:,::,j.:,....,.,...,.:,..........., ............,..:.:.:,.,,.,.. :.,;.,,:,,

ACTION Expand the stito the Manager, Nuclear Operations to provide him

4-1 directstatTsupport in matters impacting on conduct of operations DEC 95
practices.(para.4.1)

ACTION kign anAssistantManagertoeachC@rationsManager
4-2 (DepletedUranium, Disaasembly and Storage, and Enriched

Uranium). (para. 4. I. I )
DEC 95

ACTION Hirefora newlyapprovedpositiontitledQualificationand

4-3 PmwduresManager, who will ensure all department procedures are JuN 95
currentandallatlkctedemployeesarecurrentintheirrespective
qtication. (para.4.1.2)

ACTION Establishand fill anew position called Program Support Manager to 25 MAY 95
4-4 coordinatekeyactivitiesthatintluenccimplementationofa conduct

ofoperationsprogram.(para.4.1.3)

ACTION Establishacontinuingtrainingprogramthatwillensurethat TED
4-5 proficiency andrequalflcation arepedbrmedin accordancewith 94-4 TASK 5

DOE Order5480.20A.(pm.4.2.2) CAP&
5480.20TIM
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ATTACHMENT C: CORRECTIVE ACTION TRACKING

TABLE IV

N.3. 1: LMES ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS POSTURE
INCLUDING PROPOSED NEAR-TERM CORRECTIVE AND/OR COMPENSATORY
ACTIONS. (LIMESReport Y/NO-00003)

REFERENCE CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN (CAP) ITEM PLANNED
NUMBER CLOSURE

ACTION Implementand integrate administrative processes for configuration

4-6 control,workcontrol,documentcontrol,andothersite-wide TBD
pmcewes.(para.4.3.3)

ACTION Train line managers to assess c-onduetof operations ~onnance by JAN 96
4-7 obsermtions/evaluationsattheworkinglevel.(para.4.4.1)

ACTUAL
DATE
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CHANGE 2 to Rev. 0 of the Department of Energy Implementation Plan
for Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board Recommendation94-4

.

se of Chamg The origimd due dates for the Task 4 Conduct of Operations
assessment were based upon a January 1995 resumption schedule,
whichdepictedseveralareasof resumptionbeingcompletedby the
August1995timeframe.Sincethe Task4 assessmentsrequirethe
observationof plantoperators@orming actualconductof
operationsfimctions,Augustwas thoughtto be the appropriate
timeframeto beginthisTask.

In lightof changesm theresumptionschedule,the Task 4
assessmentsmustbe defined so thatthe assessmentteamshavethe
opportunityto obsewe actual plant evolutions.This changeto the
Plan will adjust duedatesfor Commitments4.1 and 4.2 by
approximately fourmonths.

“Distr@tioly

Replacepage20withpage 20, Ch. 2

Senior Steering Committee
Senior Working Group
Task Leaders
Define Nuclear FacilitiesSafetyBoard
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cmie-O~t 4.1 A8s088rn0nt PIU

Each Assessment Team will create an Assessment Program that
identifies successful, current COOP ezements. The Assessment
Programs will addresu appropriate past COOP improvement items
and reasons for lack of success in COOP implementation.

Deliverable: Assessment Programs
Action : Team Leaders
Due Date: 30 days following eecond resumption or

November 1995, whichever is earlier

During the assessments, management positions associated with
COOP activities will be identified at MMES/Y-12. The desired
qualifications will be examined for these positions. The
COOP experience that is available to support MMES/Y-12 will
be analyzed. The approved MMES/Y-12 DOE Order 5480.19
Implementation Plan will be examined for commitments. These
commitments will be compared to the actual COOP status. The
DOE Order 5480.19 Implementation Plan effectiveness will be
evaluated. These evaluations will consider results of the
readiness assessments performed to date, Successful methods
used at other DOE sites will be evaluated for application at
Y-12/MMES to enhance implementation of COOP at the floor
level. Both the DOE COOP program and the contractor COOP
program will be independently assessed against successful DOE
benchmarks (Rocky Flats/Savannah River/Pantex/LANL).

Deliverable: Assessment Reports
Responsibility: Assessment Teams
Due Date: 60 days following second resumption or

1.

a

December 199S

Comalitaent4.3 COOP AP

The integrated COOP AP tasks will
recommendations of the Assessment

whichever is earlier I

be based upon the
Teams. The COOP AP

provides long-term programs necessary to upgrade COOP
activities, as well as near-term projects necessary to
resolve immdiate COOP iusues. Each of the COOP AP tasks
will have a due date and an eetimated completion date.
Responsible organizations will be identified for each task.

Deliverable: COOP AP
Responsibility: Y-12/MMEs
Due Date: 60 days after Assessment Report
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